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TITLE OF EFFORT: Knowledge Based Query Processing
OBJECTIVE:
(A concise statement of what you are attempting to accomplish and
why. At most a few sentences.)
We are trying to address various aspects of query processing in
distributed heterogeneous environments with special emphasis on
incorporating knowledge at different levels. The knowledge relates to
information about the sources of data, their structure, their content,
and their overall relevance to the problem at hand.
APPROACH:
Our present approach to the issue of incorporating knowledge into
query processing and formulation can be broken down in three areas:
1. Query Formulation
2. Semantic and multiple Query Optimization
3. Incorporation of learning into the mediation task.
We discuss each area briefly below.
1. Query Formulation:
In the query formulation area
We are investigating issues involved in integrating multiple sources
of semi-structured data like text documents. We are studying user
interface and visualization techniques to let the user discover the
ways in which data is organized. This allows the user to determine
how meaningful the underlying information sources are. and to
discover the potentially useful ones. Some of the methods being
used are:
a.
Use of thesaurus during the query formulation process to
prompt the user with additional words related to the query.
b.
Techniques to visualize the query results and compare them
with query words.
c.
feedback from the user at different levels of granularity (like
clusters of documents, individual documents, parts of a document,
phrases and words.
The preliminary implementation shows that the performance of
Information Retrieval systems can be improved by providing the
right set of interaction techniques and visualization schemes.
2. Semantic and Multiple Query Optimization:
Query optimization is a decision process that selects the best query evaluation strc
of this process can be improved by providing better information
about the contents of the database (i.e., meta-data). Furthermore,
the process itself can be improved by incorporating the semantics of
the database and by considering global plans which optimize
execution over a set of queries.

A Meta-Data View Graph (MVG) is a network for organizing and
managing information about a database.
The nodes of the network
represent logical views of the database and contain information
specific to the corresponding data set.
Statistical information (e.g.,
selectivity factors) is used by the query optimizer to generate more
accurate estimates of execution cost.
Semantic information (e.g.,
integrity constraints) is used to transform a query into a set of
semantically equivalent queries giving the selection process more
plans to choose from.
Finally, when given a set of queries, the MVG
network can identify common subexpressions, the results of which
can be computed once and shared among the set of queries.
3. Incorporation of learning into heterogeneous database mediation:
Larrge-scale integrated knowledge systems can be, and often are,
opaque to their users. But if the knowledge organization and
information processing in these systems is not transparent, then the
user may not be comfortable in using the system or be confident of
the results it produces.
Three issues are considered in designing
transparent knowledge systems: how to explain and illustrate the
system's reasoning to a user, how to explain and justify its results,
and how to enable the user to explore and navigate its knowledge
base.
In particular, endowing the knowledge systems with StructureBehavior-Function meta-models may provide useful answers to these
questions.
Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) models typically have
been used for representing knowledge of the functioning of physical
devices.
KRITIK, an integrated autonomous system, for example,
uses such device models for conceptual design in engineering
domains. CANAH-CHAB, an interactive learning environment, views
Kritik itself as an abstract device, and represents its knowledge
organization and information processing in the form of a SBF model.
Canah-Chab uses this SBF system model for explaining Kritik's
reasoning and justifying its results to a user, and for enabling the
he plan is to use the above systems together with real large scale
databases to enable designers to access information of a
heterogeneous nature intelligently for solving their design problems.
PROGRESS:
In the first year of this effort so far we have dealt with independent
problems related to the areas of query formulation, optimization, and
learning in the context of design application. We are now embarking on making use of
(from Linguistic Data COnsortium) produced from previous ARPA efforts.
We will be developing an integrated prototype as described below.
PRODUCTS:

NONE.

FY94 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
1. Developed a prototype query formulation system for dealing with real-life
text databases with visualization and user feedback techniques.
2. Integrated previous work on semantic and multiple query optimization into
a single problem environment.
3. Produced new techniques for explaining answers, use of meta-data, and
model-based reasoning in the context of query processing.
Current work focuses on interfacing the KRITIK and Canah-Chab design
tools with external D/KBSs.
To accomplish this, we are studying the
possibility of utilizing/extending the tools constructed under the
ARPA I3 initiative.
For example, IDI provides the design system

a uniform access mechanism to a set of external component database
systems.
IDI and LIM will provide a basis for easily importing D/KBS
information into the existing design system structures.
KQML is
being studied for use in remote access of D/KBSs to facilitate
transparent access of data on an internetwork.
FY-95 PLANS:
Our main objective is to build and
demonstrate an intelligent interface to a set
of (possibly autonomous) information sources including structured
databases, knowledge bases, and unstructured data.
The approach we
have selected involves development of a mediator which utilizes
meta-knowledge of the underlying information stores to aid a user in
"browsing" the data for relevant information. To demonstrate this
technology, we intend to augment the capabilities of both an
autonomous (KRITIK) and interactive (Canah-Chab) device design system
by providing a mediated interface between the design system and a
collection of data/knowledge based systems (D/KBS) . The mediator
should provide the following to the design system:
(see figure 1) .
1. A uniform access method and view of any D/KBSs with relevant
information irrespective of individual information system design.
2. Meta-data query facilities allowing the design system to determine
relevant information about component parameters, previous design
specifications, device function descriptions, etc. The mediator
may also take an active role in helping the design tool determine what
information may be helpful.
3. The mediator design must maintain the separation of concerns of the
device design system from the query system. This will allow reuse of the
mediated query system for other intelligent tasks such as planning.
4. The mediator must make data location (local vs. remote) and data
organization (relational, knowledge-base, rule system, etc)
transparent to the design tool.
5. The mediator should provide easy import of external D/KBS information
into existing design system data structures including the integration of
completely autonomous systems with
transparent access of data on an internetwork.
Future work will
focus on extending the mediator to construct a system which, in
addition to presenting a unified view/access of disparate information
sources, provides at least a rudimentary understanding of the
information in external sources to aid the user in location relevant
data.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION:
The technology transition efforts will start after we have developed the
above prototype in FY95. Currently plans are under way to collaborate with
IBM and Stanford in the use of databases as well as with the Xerox
Design Center for use of design data.
PUBLICATIONS:
1. s. B. Navathe and M.J. Donahoo, " Towards Intelligent Integration of
Heterogeneous Information Systems," Sixth Int. Hong Kong Computer Society
Database Workshop on Database Reengineering and Interoperability,
March 3-4, 1995.
2. A, Veerasamy, s. Hudson and S. B. Navathe,
" Visual Interfaces for Text
Information Retrieval Systems," Proc. of Visual Database Systems -3, an

v

IFIP WG 2.6 Workshop,

Lausanne, Switzerland, March 1995.

DATE PREPARED (ORIGINAL REPORT TO SPONSOR):

August 29, 1994.

(NOTE: This entire summary should not be more than about 120 lines
in length.)
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Figure 1: Proposed Architecture for an Intelligent Mediator
for Device Design (Georgia Tech)
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Towards Intelligent Integration of Heterogeneous Information Sources*t
Shatnkant B. N avathe

Michael J. Donahoo

College of Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280
{sham, mjd} @ cc.gatech.edu
Abstract
Current methodologies for information integration are inadequate for solving the problem of integration of
large scale, distributed information sources (e.g. databases, free-form text, simulation etc). The existing
approaches are either too restrictive and complicated as in the "federated" (global model) approach or do
not provide the necessary functionality as in the "multidatabase" approach . We propose a hybrid approach
combining the advantages of both the federated and multidatabase techniques which we believe provides
the most feasible avenue for large scale integration. Under our architecture, the individual data site administrators provide an augmented export schema specifying knowledge about the sources of data (where data
exists), their structure (underlying data model or file structure), their content (what data exists), and their
relationships (how the dat.a relates to other information in its domain). The augmented export schema from
each information source provides an intelligent agent, called the "mediator," knowledge which can be used
to infer information on some of the existing inter-system relationships. This knowledge can then be used to
generate a partially int.egrated, global view of the data.

1 Introduction
Much of the research in database interoperability has focused on two extremes: multidatabase
and federated systems. Multidatabase (Lit90, Spe88) systems provide a uniform access language to a
set of database systems. vVhile this is a necessary first step in solving the problems of heterogeneity,
it places most of the integration responsibility on the user which may be unacceptable. Federated
systems(She90) propose to create a global view of the underlying systems making the heterogeneity
completely transparent to the user. While this approach is enticing, the complexity of constructing
a global schema for large scale integration makes this approach infeasible because it requires an
administrator who understands the semantics of all underlying systems and can resolve all intersystem schematic confiicts[Bat86] . In ad d ition , the maintenance of a global schema in the face of
addition/deletion of systems is difficult.
A better approach to interoperability involves the combination of techniques of reasoning and
learning with techniques of data modeling and access to provide a partially integrated, global view.
To accomplish this , the administrator of each underlying system presents a semantic description
(augmented export schema) of their information to the "mediator." This augmented export schema
may be as simple as the typical export schema or as detailed as a knowledge-based data description of
the data, its relationships, and the system's domain. A knowledge-base system , such as Loom(Bri94],
provides the capability to represent knowledge about the underlying information repositories and to
*Appeared in Proceedings of Sixth International Hong Kong Computer Society Workshop on Database Reengineering and Interoperability, Hong Kong, March 1995
t Both authors' work partially supported by ARPA Grant No. F33615-93-l-1338 under the Intelligent Integration of
Information Program and Navathe 's work partially supported by Army Research Office supported Center of Excellence
in Information Sci e nce at Clark Atlanta University

make inferences as to the relationships among the various autonomous systems and generalizations
concerning the information in each system. We have previously demonstrated that classification
hierarchies can be effectively used to carry out integration of schemas[Sav91]. In this paper, we
review the goals and strategy of the project HIP ED , Heterogeneous Information Processing for
Engineering Design, which we are currently pursuing at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
2 Related Work

Earlier work in integration provides the motivation and framework for our efforts. Batini et
al. [Bat86] detail the problems of schema integration and provide a methodology for comparison
of proposed solutions. Unlike many earlier integration efforts, we do not limit ourselves strictly
to integration of databases. Instead, we focus on the integration of information sources including
databases, free-form text, hypertext, etc. One possible method of dealing with this wide variety of
information is to use Stanford's Object Exchange Model (OEM)[Pap94] which allows information
exchange via self-described objects[Mar85] between different types of information sources. We propose to adapt the mediator paradigm[Pap94, \Vei92, vVei93, Are94) to perform integration of the
augmented export schemas. Integration of heterogeneous information sources requires a semantically
rich data model. Earlier \vork has shown that the CANDIDE[Bec89, Nav91] model provides unique
integration capabilities not. found in traditional models. One major feature of the CANDIDE model
is its ability to compute class-subclass relationships even among classes from dissimilar systems by
subsumption from class relationship information[Sav91, She93, Wha93, Bra85]. Work with classification in the object-oriented model has produced similar results[Nav95, Are]. A variety of such
systems supporting description logics are surveyed in [Bor94].
3 Approach

Our main objective is to build and demonstrate an intelligent interface to a set of (possibly
autonomous) information sources including structured databases, knowledge bases, and unstructured data. Figure 1 shows our proposed architecture. The parenthetical references are made
to applications developed under the ARPA I3 Initiative. KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language )[Cha92] allows remote access to knowledge/data bases. LIM (Loom Interface
Module) [Par93b) allows import of external database information into Loom data structures. IDI
(Intelligent Database Interface) [Par93a] is a common access language to several commercial database
systems .
The approach we have selected involves development of an Engineering Design Mediator (EDM)
which utilizes meta-knowledge of the underlying information to aid a user in "browsing" the data
for relevant information sources and to make informed decisions about a plan for retrieving the
appropriate data. To demonstrate this technology, we intend to augment the capabilities of both an
autonomous (KR.ITIK2) and an interactive ( Canah-Chab(Goe93]) device design system by providing
a mediated interface between the design system and a collection of data/knowledge based systems
(D/KBS). The mediator will be responsible for processing queries from the device design systems by
determining where relevant data is, sending the appropriate query to the information site, performing
the appropriate translations on the data, and returning the data to the design system. The design
of the mediator is predicated on the following design goals:
1. Autonomy of the remote systems. Additionally, the remote systems should not be required to

perform any functions outside of those defined for the internetwork connecting the system to
the mediator.
2. Meta-data query facilities which allow the design system to determine relevant information
about component parameters, previous design specifications, device function descriptions, etc.
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Fig. 1: Proposed Architecture for the Engineering Design Mediator (EDM)

The mediator may also take an active role in helping the design tool determine what information may be bel pfu I (e .g. by use of a thesaurus, domain concept hierarchy, etc).
3. Separation of conc~rns of the device design system from the query system. This will facilitate
reuse of the media ted query system for other intelligent tasks such as planning.
4. Data location (remote vs. local) and data organization (relational, knowledge base, text, etc)

transparency.

5. Easy import of external D/KBS information into existing design system data structures minimizing the required changes to the device design system.
These constraints are designed to facilitate reuse of the mediator and to make the use of the system
as transparent to intelligent applications as possible. Figure 2 presents an example query processing
scenano.
4 Ongoing Research
Research is current.!~· under way in the following areas to facilitate construction of a prototype
query system which can be integrated with the device design system:
• Selection and development of the appropriate export data model to represent the data stored
at each information source.
• Construction of an export knowledge model whereby information source administrators can
express the relationships between their data and real world domain concepts. This in combination with the export data model will define the augmented export schema.
• Development of techniques for providing integration of the schemas of information sources into
a partially integrated , global schema.
• Determination of optimization techniques for querying the remote information sources . Since
the information sources may be interconnected with a WAN, a query processing bottleneck
may arise with frequent remote data transmission.
• Provision of a query interface which aids the user in deriving the best answer to a query.
Since no completely integrated schema exists and the user does not know what information is
available, a query processor is required to guide users to the desired information.
• Capability of inferencing intersource knowledge from the augmented export schemas specifically concerning the relationships between information source entities.
• Ability to learn nev.:. relevant knowledge about information sources based on user interaction.
5 Future Direction
Our initial focus is on providing access of integrated information to intelligent device design
systems, but many other applications of this technology exist. With the advent of internetworks
which connect thousands of computers all over the world, an explosion has resulted of the available
data, both unstructured (text, graphical documents, audio, video, program sources) and structured
(under DBMS control), accessible to hundreds of thousands of users. It would be difficult, if not
impossible, to integrate all these sites with the current heterogeneous database techniques especially
since most sites will not all be willing to provide services beyond those defined by the internetwork.
Many query applications already exist for the Internet. WAIS servers provide keyword access to
documents; however these documents must be under the control of a WAIS server. Gopher allows
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sites to setup directorie::; of information that users can browse, but the information can only be
accessed in the organization defined by the site manager . Archie provides a keyword query interface
to find source code , but. the keywords only work on the name of the source file (the user cannot
ask for a program that performs some function, X; instead they must find the name of a program
that performs X and search for it by name. World Wide \,Yeb (WWvV) provides a nice interface
to information organized by site managers (similar to gopher), but users suffer from the "hypertext
navigation problem " which creates difficulties in locating specific information and keeping track of
where they are in the \veb of hypertext documents over time.
Several problems exist for the tools mentioned above. First: the tools access a particular type
of data (e.g. Archie only finds source code). If a manual exists for a particular application whose
source code is found by Archie. the user is not informed. Second , the tools lack relativism because
the users must. access the data in the manner dictated by the site manager (e.g. in WWW the
data is explicitly organiz ed by hyper links) . Third, some of the applications require a particular site
organization (e.g. Gopher requires a specific directory structure). If a site has information but no
desire to organize it, a gopher search may not find the relevant information at that site. Fourth,
the query processors provide little organization to the data (e.g. Archie does not organize its source
code references by application type, instead all applications with a substring match on the query
are returned) . For these reasons, the Internet environment provides a true testbed for large scale,
heterogeneous information source integration.
We propose a query processing application which, using ·the native internetwork capabilities,
provides a single interface for accessing all types of data regardless of source or format. The following
list proposes some of the necessary extensions to the EDM:
• The system should perform automated "net surfing" to create an intelligent index of each data
store's information. The intelligence of the index lies in the ability to discern between types
of data (audio, text., source, etc), utilize an indexing methodology tailored to the particular
data. type (e.g . organize keywords of a text document by the document section) , and facilitate
determination of an object's relevance for a query based on the knowledge of the user's interests
and technical expertise . This should require no a priori knowledge of the individual data
site organization . \Vork is being done at the Georgia Institute of Technology in intelligent
text document processing and work has been done at IBM Almaden Research Center in file
classification [Vee95a]. Extensive work has been done on parsers for the various document types
(e.g . btml, LaTeX) on the Internet.
• The problem of d ata overload may result from this large scale integration. Our query processor
should utilize user profiles so that only data of specific relevance and technical difficulty will
be derived. Unfortunately, the user profile method of data overload reduction may eliminate
relevant documents . To deal with this problem, the user needs feedback from the query
processor in the form of a description of what information is/is not being considered and an
explanation of why. \Vork in explanation is part of the Canah-Chab System[Goe93].
• Keyword searches should not be limited by the vocabulary of the query; instead, a thesaurus
should be used to consider synonyms . This may result in synonym overload so user profiles
should also be used in pruning the list of synonyms.
• The user is assumed to be "browsing" the available information; therefore, the query interface
should provide reformulation capabilities. Reformulation techniques include iterative query
alteration and positive/negative feedback from the user[Vee95b].
• The system should attempt automated knowledge acquisition to provide a better understanding
of indexed objec ts and to find other available data stores. The following list orders levels of
object knowledge in ascending complexity:

ID Knowledge-

System only knows site assigned ID of object (e.g. filename)

Content Knowledge - System knows information about object content (e.g. keywords for
text)
Description Knowledgeof the object.

System knows content knowledge and an external specification

Interrelational Knowledge - System knows all of the above and interobject relationships
{e.g. papel's e1hout cancer research grouped together).
• The system should be extensible with respect to "plugging-in" different types of data indexing components and user profiles. Additionally, the system should transparently handle
adding/subtracting participating sites. Utilities already exist for component indexing including
parsers for various document types, image recognition utilities, etc.
• Different server systems should be able to exchange information and knowledge. Work in
KQML at the University of Maryland facilitates knowledge interchange even with differing
ontologies[Cha92].
• Objects must be described in terms of a nested model. For example, a document may be
composed of sections which are composed of text, subsections, and graphics. Stanford's Object
Exchange ?vlodel (OEiVI) provides "self-describing," nested objects[Pap94].
• The distributed control of the system leads to problems of object identity. For example,
identical application source code may reside in multiple locations; therefore, the system should
attempt to provide object identity to facilitate replicated object identification. Additionally,
object versioning H"ill allow the system to keep track of more recent versions of a retrieved
object. A primitive form of object identification is supported in Stanford's OEM project
[Pap94].
• External knowledge sources should be used to learn about objects in the system. For example,
the query processor could inspect newsgroups or look at the manner in which objects are used
in vVW\V to acquire knowledge about the objects and their relationships. Primitive forms of
natural language Uilderstanding and concept derivation techniques may be used.
• Use of existing quct·y systems should be considered (e.g. use WAIS server to augment search).
• Special consideration should be given to optimization including reuse of retrieved data[Don93].
6 Conclusion
\Ve have presented a framework for research in the area of intelligent, large scale integration of
information sources . Clearly, much more work needs to be done before any of the detailed functionality can be implemented. We believe that much of the research into the necessary technology has
begun, and the main task lies in tailoring these technologies to the needs of large scale integration
and applying them in a prototype environment. We intend to further study the concepts presented
above in order to develot) a flexible and extensible scheme for integrating information from heterogeneous sources. Although we wish to experiment by applying our research in the area of augmenting
intelligent device design in engineering, the applicability of this technology obviously extends beyond
the engineering domain .
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Abstract
A prototype user interface implementation for text information retrieval system is
described. Using a visualization scheme~ the interface provides visual feedback to the
user about how the query words influence the ranking of retrieved documents. The
interface also helps the user in constructing complex structured queries by simple
drag-and-drop operations. An intuitive model where the user classifies the information provided to him/her as being positive and negative aids him/her in supplying
rich relevance feedback information to the system. Our prototype interface has been
built on top of INQUERY (CCH92). Preliminary experience with the interface shows
it to be a valuable tool in aiding the interactive search process between the user and
the system. To test the effectiveness of the interface, we plan to conduct studies on
users with real information need searching a large corpus of articles.

l\.eyu·ords: Visualization of results, visual query languages, query processlng, lnformation retrieval
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1

User Interface issues for Information Retrieval
systems

l' ser Interface issues and interaction techniques for full text information retrieval systems have in general received much less attention than system issues like document
representation and retrieval algorithms. We have developed an interface that facilitates the user in visually constructing powerful queries for ranked output retrieval
systems. The interface includes a scheme for visualizing the query results in a form
that enables the user to see the relationships between the query results and the query.
\Vhile a majority of online library catalog systems use a boolean model of retrieval, a
vast majority of existing experimental information retrieval systems retrieve a ranked
set of documents in decreasing order of relevance in response to a free-form textual
query. In ranked output systems, the documents and the queries are modeled by a
set of weighted index terms. The index term weighting function for the documents
primarily takes into consideration
• the frequency of occurrence of the index term in the document,
• the number of documents in the corpus containing that index term.
The effectiveness of a retrieval system is measured by two metrics: recall (the ratio of
the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents
in the corpus) and precision (the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved
to the total number of documents retrieved). The reader is referred to [BC87, Rij79,
S~183) for a comprehensive description of evaluation metrics of information retrieval
systems, document representation and retrieval techniques.
\Vhile processing a free-form textual query, most ranked output Information Retrieval systems automatically extract index terms from the query and weight them.
The weighted query index terms are then matched against the weighted index terms
of documents to retrieve a ranked set of documents in decreasing order of relevance.
Each document is weighted, the higher the weight of a document, the more likely it is
to be relevant to the query. Most of the existing library information systems (On-line
Public Access Catalogs, OPAC) follow a boolean retrieval model. In this model, the
documents retrieved in response to a boolean query are not ranked. If a document
satisfies the boolean query specification, it is retrieved. Compared to boolean systems. ranked output systems are a significant improvement since the query can be
in a free-form text as opposed to a strict boolean syntax. Also, the retrieved documents are ranked, thereby placing the more useful documents at the top of the list.
This is a particularly useful feature since it has been shown that users of boolean

systen1s spend a considerable effort in reducing the size of the result set [Spi9:3]. On
the other hand. ranked output systems introduce a new problem: For a naive user,
the logic behind the ranking of documents in response to a query is not as apparent and straightforward as a boolean system. The interface we have developed is
aimed at atleviating this problem. It helps the user in understanding how the system
computed the ranking of retrieved documents by visualizing the relationship between
query terms and the results of -the query.
The interface also aids the user in formulating complex structured queries by
graphically manipulating objects on the screen. A simple mechanism of classifying
any information on the screen into positive and negative instances lends itself to easy
formulation of structured queries. The interface is built on top of IN QUERY (CCH92],
a ranked output retrieval system based on Bayesian inference networks. The interface
supports two types of feedback:
• feedback from the user to the system and
• feedback from the system to the user.
It is interesting to note that the term "feedback" in the field of Information Retrieval
typically refers to user's feedback to the system, while in the field of Human Computer
Interfaces, .;feedback" usually refers to the system's feedback to the user. The user's
feedback to the system and the different levels of granularity at which the feedback
can be provided is discussed in section 4. The system's feedback to the user and the
visualization technique is discussed in section 5.

2

Related Work

0Jumerous studies on user interaction with online library access catalog systems with
a boolean retrieval model have been conducted (Spi93, SS92, Dal90, Fid9la, Fid91 b,
Fid9lc]. Spink [Spi93] studies the different forms of user feedback during a retrieval
session. Of the total number of feedback actions by the user, 45% were aimed at
adjusting the size of the retrieved set of documents, and about 40% were related to
relevancy of documents. Fidel (Fid9la, Fid91 b, Fid9lc] discusses the issue of user
interaction by studying the process of search term selection and searching styles in
online library access catalogs. Dalrymple (Dal90) looks at the feedback process from
a user-centered perspective. Bates (Bat) describes a boolean retrieval system which
integrates an online thesaurus. None of the above studies involve a ranked output
system supporting free-form textual queries. All of the systems deal with boolean

retrieval model only. vVe believe that there is a significant difference in the way users
interact with a boolean system and a ranked output system. The reader is referred
to [Har92) and [HB92] for a comparative discussion of boolean systems and ranked
output systems. While building our interface vve have borrowed valuable ideas from
the studies mentioned above. In particular, the need to integrate an on-line thesaurus
with the search interface in an easy-to-use fashion and a simple interaction scheme
to include words from documents into the query have been influenced by the results
of above-mentioned studies.
\Valker and Beaulieu [Wal87, HB92] describe their OKAPI system which is a
ranked output retrieval system for library catalogs. Similarly, Fox [FFS+93] describes
their \'IARIAN sysem which is also a ranked output system for library catalogs based
on the vector-space model. While OKAPI has facilities for relevance feedback and
query expansion using a thesaurus, it largely lacks any means of providing system
feedback to the user about how the ranking was computed. The i "'rface we have
developed integrates relevance feedback information from the user as vell as feedback
from the system illustrating the relationship between query results and query words.
:\ number of visualization schemes for information retrieval systems have also been
proposed. The perspective wall [CRM91] describes a visualization scheme which supports browsing of documents. While such a system will not handle qualitative document classifications such as library subject catalogs, it is very useful for visualizing
documents based on data which is linear in nature (like date of publication). Other
visualization schemes such as [Kor91, Spo94, HKW94] have facilities for viewing a
large document space. But visualizing the document space along more than 3 - 4
dimensions simultaneously becomes very cumbersome using the above systems. Also,
most of them do not provide support for querying with relevance feedback and none
of them provide support for query expansion using a thesaurus. The visualization
scheme in our interface can gracefully handle much higher number of query word
dimensions.

2.1

Novelty of our approach

The novelty of our system is in integrating a diverse set of interaction features in a
seamless fashion into a single system thereby facilitating the interactive and iterative
nature of the information seeking process. The following features are integrated in
our system:
• C sing a visualization scheme. the interface provides visual feedback to the user
about how the query words influence the ranking of retrieved documents.

• By simple drag-and-drop operations of objects on the screen, the interface facilitates a naive end-user in constructing complex structured queries and in
providing relevance feedback. This feedback is utilized by the system in a manner described later.
• The interface integrates an online thesaurus which provides words related to
the query that can be used by the user to expand the original query.
Belkin and his group's work [BMC93, B~1A +91. HB94] on user interfaces for
information retrieval systems elucidates the issues in user interface and interaction
techniques for full text retrieval systems. Belkin [BMA +g1] mentions that '"This type
of analysis led to another important conclusion, namely that information systems
for end users must support a variety of goals and tasks, but through some common
interface or seamless access mechanism to a variety of relevant information sources and
system functionalities,. Our interface takes a step in that direction by integrating
different pieces of information with a visualization scheme and simple interaction
techniques.

3

Interactive Construction of Queries

Searching a database for information is a highly interactive process with the user
constantly refining the query after examining the results of previous iteration until
he/ she is either satisfied with the results or is frustrated with the process and gives up.
In existing information retrieval systems, the interaction proceeds by the user providing feedback on which of the retrieved documents are relevant to his/her information
need. The system uses this information to modify the original query resulting in an
improved ranking of retrieved documents. It has also been shown by Spink [SS92]
that during iterative query reformulation, users tend to expand the query using search
terms from various sources such as a thesaurus, previously retrieved documents and
user~s background knowledge. Expanding the query with terms from such sources
can contribute to retrieval of more relevant documents in the next iteration.
Our interface encourages the interaction between the user and the system by providing the user with simple interaction technique to let him/her supply relevance feedback at different levels of granularity: whole documents, document portions, phrases
and individual words. Almost any information appearing on the screen can be used
for feedback. This is achieved by simple "'drag-and-drop"ping the feedback object
into either a ""Positive Objects" window colored green or a "Negative Objects" window colored red. This scheme provides a simple abstraction to the user for classifying

any type of information without having to worry about what action to take for what
type of information ..-\ typical user session along with the response of the interface
for every user action is described below using an example (please refer to Figure 1).
The database being queried contains a collection of titles, authors and abstracts of
thousands of CACY1 articles.
• The user types in his free form textual query in the query window. In the example shown in figure L the query is ''image audio and text data compression".

• :\s every query word is typed in, the system consults an on-line thesaurus and
displays words and phrases related to the query word in an adjacent window.
• At any point during the session the user can drag-and-drop any of the related
words/phrases into the positive and negative windows. Internally the system
expands the query by treating the positive words/phrases as synonyms of the
corresponding query word. The negative words/phrases are included in the
query with a NOT operator. For example, if for a query word "bank", the
phrase ·'financial institution" is classified as positive and ''river bed" is classified as negative, the corresponding internal query would be "#SYNONYM(
bank #2 3 ( financial institution )) #NOT( #2( river bed))". The end-result
of this classification is a possible improvement in the precision measure since
documents containing the phrase ''river bed'' will be weighted lower than other
documents, and a possible improvement in the recall measure since documents
containing the phrase "financial institution" are also retrieved. The interface
facilitates construction of such structured queries by simple drag-and-drop operations. In the example in figure 1, three words related to the query word
.;compression'', namely, ''compaction, ·~shortening'' and "condensation" have
been classified as positive. Internally the systems treats these three words as
synonyms of ;'compression".
• After the user types in the query, the system evaluates the query and displays
the titles of top-ranked documents in the "Query Results" window.
• The user examines the query result. Double-clicking any title with the mouse
will bring up the full document.
• The user can classify any document as being relevant or non-relevant by dragand-drop'ing the document into positive and negative windows. In the example
in figure 1, the user has classified three documents titled "Experiments in text
3

#2 is the proximity operator in INQUERY specifying that the words should appear within a
distance of 2 within each other

Figure 1: Sample querying session. The window titled "'Positive object" is colored
green and the window title "'Negative Objects" is colored red. When a document
is classified as positive/negative, the title of that document in the "Query results"
window is also colored green/red.

file compression·~. ·'A new technique for compression and storage of data" and
·· .--\ u tom at ic data com pression'' as positive. The document titled ··Preliminary
investigation of techniques for automated reading of unformatted text" has
been classified as negative. Internally, the systems extracts 4 - 6 high frequency
\\·ords from the positive documents and adds it to the query thereby expanding
the query. This results in the retrieval of documents similar to the positive
docun1en ts.
• The user can also highlight a portion of a document and drag-and-drop it into
the positive and negative windows. The words in the highlighted document
portion are used to expand the query in the next iteration.
• During the next iteration, the reformulated query with the relevance feedback
information is processed by the system resulting in an improved ranking of
documents.

The positive and negative windows for feedback are aimed at mimicking the user's
view that some information is in line with the information need and some not. After
an object has been classified as positive (or negative), the system always colors the
object green (or red) whenever the object is displayed, thereby reinforcing the user
with the fact that the object is being used for relevance feedback. While arguing for
the use of direct manipulation techniques for Information Retrieval, Mitev (Mit89]
tnentions that

··Parts of document(s), individual word(s), sentences or groups of word(s)
displayed could be used directly as something to be input for another
search. This could be done, for example, by pointing and 'picking' them
on the screen and carrying them across another area of the screen. The
user would not have to input them again."

This is precisely what has been accomplished in our interface. In their retrieval
system. Campbell [CS) uses a cut-and-paste mechanism for relevance feedback by
letting the user add portions of retrieved documents back into the query window.
This section dealt with the interaction technique to let the user provide relevance
feedback information to the system. The next section deals with visual feedback from
the system on how the query results were computed.
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Figure 2: Visualization of results for the base query.

4

Visualization of query results

\Vhile systems with a boolean retrieval model retrieve an unordered set of documents
in response to a query~ ranked output information retrieval systems retrieve a ranked
set of documents. While the reason for retrieving a document is fairly clear in the
case of a boolean system, the reason why a document is assigned a specific rank
is not apparent in the case of a ranked output system. Without knowing how the
system computed the ranking of documents, the user will have to treat the retrieval
mechanism as a black box. We stand to gain a lot by keeping the user more informed
about the retrieval process of the system. If the user has more information about
how the ranking was computed, he/she will be in a better position to reformulate
the query for the next iteration. He/she can take into account the deficiencies of the
system in adjusting his/her query. It will also help in reinforcing the right mental
model.
In our interface, we keep the user informed about the retrieval mechanism by
providing visual feedback about how the query results are related to the query words.
This is done by a visualization scheme as shown in the figure 2. The visualization
reveals the extent to which each query word was responsible for retrieving the set
of documents. The visualization consists of a set of histograms, one for every query
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Figure 3: Visualization of results for query with feedback information.

word (except stop words) typed in by the user, and one histogram for the total
query (labeled "Total sum"). All the histograms are placed one below the other with
the ''Total sum'' histogram appearing at the bottom and the query-word-histograms
appearing in the order in which query words were typed in. Each histogram consists
of a set of vertical bars, one bar for each retrieved document. For the top ranked
document, a vertical bar is drawn in the leftmost position (i.e, lowest X coordinate
position) in the ·'Total sum'' histogram. The height of the bar is proportional to the
weight of the document. (Note that each document is given a weight. The higher
the document weight, the more likely it is to be relevant to the query.) For the same
document. vertical bars in the same X-coordinate position are also drawn in the queryword-histograms. The height of the vertical bar in any given query-word-histogram
is proportional to the weight of the query word in that document. It represents the
contribution of the query word in retrieving that document. If the query word does
not appear in the document, thereby getting a weight of zero, a bar of zero height is
drawn which shows up as an empty space in that X-coordinate position. The second
ranked document occupies the next higher X-coordinate to the right and so on upto
a maximum of top 200 documents.
The visualization shown in Figure 2 corresponds to the base query with no feedback information from the user. We can see that all but two of the top 200 documents

have nothing to do with audio. Almost all of the second half of the 200 documents
were retrieved because they contained the query word "'data". More significantly,
only about 10% of the documents have anything to do with compression - which is
the crux of the query. This illustrates that the query should be expanded with more
words related to "compression". In fact, the decision to classify the three synonyms
of ''compression" (as shown in figure 1) was made after examining the distribution of
·'compression'' in the visualization. Figure 3 shows the distribution of query terms
in the query result for the revised query in the second iteration with all the feedback information. We can see that almost all the documents about ''compression"
have been ranked at the very top. Also there are more documents retrieved due to
''compression~· because of the synonyms and the positively classified documents. Our
experience with this visualization scheme has shown it to be very useful in identifying
differents facets of the query.

5

Conclusion & Future work

A prototype interface for a ranked output information retrieval system has been implemented. The interface facilitates the inherently interactive nature of the information
seeking process. Drag-and-drop operations form the basis of interaction encouraging
the user to provide feedback information to the system and helps in the dialog between the user and the system. Almost any information on the screen can be used
by the user to provide feedback information. An online thesaurus, WordNet (Mil85],
is integrated with the interface to form a single system.
The interface also supports a visualization scheme which illustrates how the query
results are related to the query words. Visualizing the results of the query keeps the
user more informed on how the system computed the ranking of documents. With
this information, the user is better equipped to reformulate the query for the next
iteration. It is our opinion that integrating all of the above features in a seamless
interface leads to an interplay between different items that is much more beneficial
than the sum of the individual items in isolation.
In demonstrating the system to the reference librarians at Georgia Tech and in
observing casual users of the system, we believe that the features we have implemented
in this system contributes to enhancing the end-user's interaction with the system.
As a result, the system is better able to access the user's need and the user has
a better understanding of the system's inference. However we cannot categorically
conclude the effectiveness and the utility of the interface without conducting formal
user-studies.

In future. we plan to test the effectiveness of the interface by conducting two
studies: One with users having real information needs searching a traditional library
database and another with volunteers searching the TREC [TRE94] document collection with supplied search statements. Since all the relevant documents for the
supplied search statements in the TREC collection are known, recall and precision of
searches performed with our interface can be compared against other systems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The development of large-scale information/knowledge systems continues
to be a cherished goal for computer/information science. Some of the
difficulties arise due to the heterogeneity of information (i.e.,
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content, structure, form), while others arise because of the
heterogeneity of reasoning (e.g., rule-based reasoning, case-based
reasoning, model-based reasoning). We are exploring several critical
elements in the design of large-scale systems including query
formulation, query optimization, knowle!dge compilation in query
answering, the integration of multiple information sources, the
integration of multiple methods of reasoning, and device ontologies
for engineering design problems. Basic research on query formulation
and semantic query optimization has resulted in one completed and one
ongoing Ph.D. dissertation.
·OBJECTIVE:
To address various aspects of query processing in large scale
distributed heterogeneous environments with special emphasis on
incorporating knowledge (meta-data) at different levels. The knowledge
relates to information about the sources of data, their structure,
their content, and their overall relevance to the problem at hand.
Another objective is to incorporate knowledge compilation, schema
integration and data integration in a flexible way.
Finally, the overall
gosl is to develop a prototype system that instantiates, evaluates and
demonstrates the intelligent integration of concepts for the
application domain of engineering design.
APPROACH:
Our present approach to the issue of incorporating knowledge into
query processing and formulation can be broken down into six areas
which can be grouped into two categories. The first one deals with query
formulation, optimization, and answering. The second deals with
knowledge and data integration.:
A. Query Formulation, optimization, and answering:
1. Query Formulation:
Query formulation using free form textual queries is investigated.
The target databases contain of semi-structured data like text
documents.
User interface and visualization techniques are developed
and tested to let the user discover the ways in which data is
organized. A thesaurus is incorporated to guide the user.
Current work addresses extensive studies with the user interface and
visualization to determine the overall utility of the approach.
2. Semantic and Multiple Query Optimization:
Query optimization is a decision process that selects the best query
evaluation strategy from a set of execution plans. The performance of
this process can be improved by providing better information about the
contents of the database (i.e., meta-data). A new approach called
Meta-Data View Graphs(MVG) and their efficient maintenance in light of
database updates has been developed.
3. Knowledge Compilation in Query Answering: In determining how to
efficiently answer a query, one can learn from the history of the
performance of previously dealt with queries. A solution technique
using case-based reasoning is being developed where retrievals are
compiled into meta-cases consisting of (query, answer, trace)
triplets.
B. Knowledge and Data Integration
4. Integration of Knowledge Systems with External Information Sources:
An existing autonomous knowledge system called Kritik that combines
case-based and model-based reasoning for designing engineering devices
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was developed earlier at Georgia Tech. It is being enhanced to link
with existing databases of past design cases and components. It generates
requests for data that are compiled and processed against the avilable
databases.
5. Integration of Data from Multiple Information Sources: This is a
classical problem of having to deal with data with heterogeneous
models and systems. With our long-standing track record of work in the
schema integration area, a practical approach to integration with
partially integrated schemas based on 1neta-data is being developed.
6. Transparency of Knowledge-Based Reasoning: Knowledge organization
and information processing in the integrated information source
environments must be transparent to users.
Three issues are under
investigation: how to explain and illustrate the system's reasoning,
how to explain and justify its results , and how to enable the user to
navigate and browse its knowledge bases.
PROGRESS:
In the second year of this effort so far -we have made considerable
progress in each of the six areas listed above. Work in areas one and
two is nearly complete and has resulted in two
Ph.D. dissertations. Small prototype solutions have been developed in
the remaining areas.
The third year will involve further research in
areas 3 through 5 above and will result in a prototype that
underscores the theme: the use of meta-data in developing large scale
knowledge based systems.
FY 95 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A. Query Formulation, optimization, and answering:
In the area of query formulation, a prototype query formulation system
has been implemented for dealing with real-life text databases with
visualization and user feedback techniques.
The prototype has been
extended to work with an online library catalog and with a standard
collection of full text documents, called the TREC collection
(sponsored by NIST) containing TIPSTER databases.
The effectiveness
of the visualization scheme is being tested by conducting user
studies. The studies are aimed at discovering:
a. the different ways in which end-users utilize the
visualization and
b. the improvement in performance in terms of
"recall" and "precision", the two standard measures used in the
Information Retrieval community.
The MVG (Meta-data View Graph) is a metadatabase capable of maintaining
the semantic and structural meta-data for views of a database. As the
database evolves, this meta-data may need to be updated to reflect the
current semantic content of the database.
In the last year, work has
concentrated on developing solutions to this approach based on update
logs.
Efficient schemes of updating the~ meta-data and corresponding
query execution plans have been develope~d.
Work has begun in the third area of knowledge compilation. In
knowledge compilation, various types of knowledge is used to enhance
query processing: the meta-model, meta-associations and meta-cases.
The meta-model can be thought of as the global schema, which can be
constructed from the meta-data . Meta-associations are compiled from
past experiences (i.e., from searching the meta-model). Meta-cases
consist of the past experiences (the search plan followed) together
with the query and its answer.
Use of a deductive database system
called CORAL is being considered for storing meta-data.
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B. Knowledge and Data Integration
To investigate integration of knowledge systems with external
information sources, knowledge of engineering components has been
ported from Interactive Kritik to a relational database implemented in
Oracle. Then LOOM and IDI were used to enable Interactive Kritik to
access the Oracle database.
In the area of data integration, we have
developed a mechanism where administrators can de.s cribe their data.
This description is then used to create a partially integrated
representation of the data from a collection of information sources.
We have started development of a tool to take the information source
descriptions and produce an integrated data representation.
In the
area of transparency of knowledge-based reasoning, a graphical
interface has been built to Kritik and used to partially explain and
illustrate the system's reasoning. Tools for enabling different kinds
of user interaction with the system such as enabling a user to
explore, navigate and browse through thE? design cases in the systems
knowledge base are under development.
PRODUCTS:

NONE.

PUBLICATIONS: A list of publicly accessible papers published in technical
journals, conference proceedings, magaz i nes, etc. Give full citation as in a
reference list for a technical publicat ~ on.
1. S. B. Navathe and M.J. Donahoo, " Towards Intelligent Integration of
Heterogeneous Information Systems," Sixth International Hong Kong Computer
Society Database Workshop on Database RE?engineering and Interoperability,
March 3-4, 1995.
2. A, Veerasamy, S. Hudson and S. B. Navathe, " Visual Interfaces for
Text Information Retrieval Systems," Proc. of Visual Database Systems
-3, an IFIP WG 2.6 Workshop, Lausanne, Switzerland, March 1995,Chapman
Hall Publishing.
3. J. Pittges, Improving Query Optimization with Instance Based
Constraints, Proc. IFIP WG 2.6 Working Conference on Database
Semantics (DS-6) , Stone Mountain, GA, ~rune 1995, Chapman Hall
Publishing.
DATE PREPARED:

July 5, 1995

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:
1. A user interface tool has been developed to work against large
document databases . It incorporates the INQUERY information retrieval
engine combined with the WORDNET Thesaurus. Currently, the tool has
been integrated with the TIPSTER data and is undergoing user field
testing. We will also be competing in the TREC conference to compare
our system with other information retrie~val systems worldwide.
2. A Ph.D. dissertation on semantic query optimization by Jeff Pittges
has been completed.

FY 96 PLANS
1. User studies on the query formulation interface will be completed
by September 1995 . Based on the results of the user study, we plan to
go through an iterative design cycle of the interface to better suit
the end-user needs. The study will also shed light on which kinds of
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visualization suits the information searching process.
2. Current set of integration tools will be enhanced to accomplish
large-scale integration. This incorporates:
a). Construction of Augmented Export Schema development tools to allow
information source administrators to completely/accurately represent
their data.
b) . Extend the reasoning capabilities of schema integration tool by
allowing more types of inferencing on schema correspondences and
consideration of user feedback.
3. Development of query processing facilities which support users
searching a very large information space. Such facilities include
explanation of query results, suggestion of future query directions,
and visualization of information relevancy. We will use a deductive
database system (DDBS) to store and access the meta-data. The main
advantage is that the DDBS will provide us with a built-in inferencing
capability.
The system will allow us to make inferences over IS-A,
PART-OF and more general relations which we define in the DDBS. Also,
from searching the meta-data, the query processor will determine the
different information sources that will be searched to process the
query.
To aid in processing the same o:r similar queries, we will use
knowledge compilation techniques.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION:
We are presently investigating the potential use of our prototype
system for the design of demanufacture processes such as product
service and disassembly processes.
This work is in collaboration with
a group of mechanical engineers at Georgia Tech.
We are also exploring the potential use of our system for the
procurement of engineering components, devices and systems. This work
'is in collaboration with a group of computer and logistics scientists
at Michigan State University.
In addition, in collaboration with Warner Robbins AFB and the Air
Force, we are exploring the
potential use of our system for accessing information about Air Force
Alternative Fuel Vehicle (AFV) Program.
QUAD Charts
Background:
Sham Navathe has spent many years working in the area of information
integration (e.g. CANDIDE Project, etc). The technologies developed in
those projects and the recognition of the need for large-scale integration
of information sources led to the proposed research direction of this
project. Ashok Goel has spent many years working in the area of
knowledge representation and reasoning (e.g. Kritik, Ideal, etc). We
hope the reasoning/representation techniques from his work can be
applied to query processing.
In addition, large-scale knowledge bases
resulting from the integration work in our project will facilitate
scaling of the reasoning systems developed by Ashok Goel.
Technical Approach:
1. Develop a method to represent information sources. Then, create
a procedure to take information source specifications and produce a
global representation of all the data in the information
sources.
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2. Develop techniques to efficiently query the data from the
information sources.
Semantic query optimization, query result
visualization, and case/model-based reasoning will be used to augment
the functionality of traditional database query systems.
3. Test the usability and scalability of the knowledge of the system
by allowing an intelligent system to attempt to utilize the information
available after integration. Kritik will be used to test if the
HIPED system provides the necessary data for its reasoning processes.
Objectives:
1. Large-scale integration of information sources: This will provide
DoD with the capability to perform decentralized integration of a
large number of databases.
2. Access of a large collection of data: This allows
access of a large amount of loosely related data. Traditional
database query processing is only suited for domain specific searching
with a relatively small schema.
3.
Integration of intelligent systems with large, non-application
specific knowledge bases: This will allow intelligent systems to
utilize knowledge which is useful in their reasoning processes that
is widely distributed and heterogeneous.
Technical Challenge:
1. One of the main difficulties is defining a method to properly
describe the semantics of an information source. We will use
basic knowledge representation constructs (e.g. associations,
domain concept hierarchies, etc) to allow the administrator to
relate their information source entities to other information source
entities.
2. Due to the complexity of information source semantics, it is
intractable to automatically generate a completely integrated
representation of all the data. We will be using various reasoning
techniques (case/model-based) and meta-data to aid a user in finding
information which will be difficult to find since the integration is
incomplete.
3. Knowledge is the key to successful reasoning in intelligent
systems; however, ad hoc access of knowledge from other systems is
difficult.
The semantic description of each information source in
concert with the query processor reasoning facilities will provide
the necessary information to import knowledge for external :pases into
an intelligent system.
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Re: Contract No. F 33615-93-1-1338 - Annual and Final Report for "KBQP: A
Knowledge-Based Approach to Integrating and Querying Distributed
Heterogeneous Databases".
Dear Mr. Sattherthwaite:
Enclosed please find a complete set of publications that we produced on our
project entitled: "KBQP- A Knowledge-Based Approach to Integrating and
Querying Distributed Heterogen Databases".
Please note that I am sending you separately by e-mail the material that will
go as the front matter explaining the contents of these papers. Once you have
marked up the other material, I will send you the finalformatted copy so you
can bind and circulate copies. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

,#

Shamkant B. Navathe
Principal Investigator
SBN/gb
cc: Anita Rowland, Office of Contract Administration /
Enclosures

An Equal Education and Employment Opportunity Institution
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PART 1

HIPED: Ileterogeneous
Intelligent Processing for
Engineering Design

PUBLICATIONS 1(PARTl):
1." Towards Intelligent Integration of Heterogeneous Information
Sources," Shamkant B. Navathe and Michael J. Donahoo .. In
Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Database Reengineering and Interoperability, Computer Society of Hong Kong,
March 1995.

2. " Rule Based Database Integration in HIPED : Heterogeneous
Intelligent Processing in Engineering Design ", Shan1kant B. Navathe,
Sameer Mahajan, Edward Omiecinski . In Proceedings of
International Symposium on Cooperative Database Systems for
Advanced Applications, World Scientific Press, 1996.
3. "Integrating Heterogeneous Databases for Engineering Design,"
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Abstract
Current methodologies for information integration are inadequate for solving the problem of int egration of
large scale. clistributed information sources (e .g. databases, free-form text, simulation etc ). The existing
approaches are either too restrictive and complicated as in the ·'federated" (global model) approach or do
not provide the necessary functionality as in the ''multidatabase" approach . We propose a hybrid a pproach
combining the advantages of both the federated and multidatabase techniques which we believe provides
the most feasible avenue for large scale integration. L'nder our architecture. the inclividual data sit e administrators provide an augmented export .schema. specifying knowledge about the sources of data ( where da ca
exists), their structure (underlying data model or file structure). their content (what data exists \ . and their
relationships (how the data relates to other information in its domain). The augmented export schema from
each information source provides an intelligent agent , called the "mecliator," knowledge which can be used
to infer information on some of the existing inter-sys tem relationships. This knowledge can then be used to
generate a partially integrated, global view of the data.

1 Introduction

.\[ uch of the research in database interoperability has focused on two extremes: multidatabase
and federated systems . M ultidatabase [Lit90, Spe88) systems provide a uniform access language to a
set of database systems . \Vhile this is a necessary first step in solving the problems of heterogeneity,
it places most of the integration responsibility on the user which may be unacceptable . Federated
systems[She90) propose to create a global view of the underlying systems making the heterogeneity
completely transparent to the user. While this approach is enticing, the complexity of constructing
a global schema for large scale integration makes this approach infeasible because it requires an
administrator who understands the semantics of all underlying systems and can resolve all intersystem schematic confl.icts[Bat86). In addition, the maintenance of a global schema in the face of
addition/ deletion of systems is difficult.
A better approach to interoperability involves the combination of techniques of reasoning and
learning with techniques of data modeling and access to provide a partially integrated, global vie\v.
To accomplish this , the administrator of each underlying system presents a semantic description
(augmented export schema) of their information to the "mediator." This augmented export schema
may be as simple as the typical export schema or as detailed as a knowledge-based data description of
the data, its relationships, and the system's domain. A knowledge-base system, such as Loom[Bri94),
provides the capability to represent knowledge about the underlying information repositories and to
make inferences as to the relationships among the various autonomous systems and generalizations
concerning the information in each system. We have previously demonstrated that classification
hierarchies can be effectively used to carry out integration of schemas[Sav91). In this paper, we
*To appear in Proceedings of 6th International Hong Kong Computer Society Database Workshop , Hong Kong,
February 1995

re,·ie w th e go rtls and strat egy of the projen HIP ED. He tProge rw o us In format io n Proc Ps:-,ing for
Engin eering DPsign. which \ve are c urrently pursuing at the Ge o rgia Institute of Tt=>c hnol ogy.
2 Related Work
Earlier wo rk in int r:-gration provides the moti,·ati o n and frame\vork for our e fforts . Batini Pt
al. [Bat8 6] detail the problems of schema integration and provide a methodology· for companson
of proposed solutions. C nlike man,y earlier integration efforts. \ve do not limit ourselves ~t ri c t ly
to integration of databases . Instead, \Ve focus on the integr a tion of information source s induct ing
databases . free-form text. hypertext, etc. One possible method of dealing \Vith this wide vanety of
information is to use Stanford's Object Exchange \lodel (OE\t1)[Pap94] which allows informatio n
exchange via self-described objects[\tlar85] between different types of information sources. \\·e propose to adapt the mediator paradigm[Pap94. \Nei92. vVei93, Are94] to perform integration of the
augmented export schemas. Integration of heterogeneous information sources requires a semantically
rich data model. Earlier work has shown that the CANDIDE[Bec89, Nav91] model provides unique
integration capabilities not found in traditional models. One major feature of the CA:\DIDE model
is its ability to compute class-subclass relationships even among classes from dissimilar systems by
subsumption from class relationship information[Sav91, She93, \Vha93, Bra85]. \York with classification in the object-oriented model has produced similar results[N av95. Are]. A variety of such
systems supporting description logics are surveyed in [Bor94] .

3 Approach
Our main objective is to build and demonstrate an intelligent interface to a set of (possibly
autonomous) information sources includir.g structured databases, knowledge bases, and unstructured data. Figure 1 shows our proposed architecture. The parenthetical references are made
to applications developed under the ARPA I3 Initiative . KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language)[Cha92] allows remote access to knowledge/data bases. LIM (Loom Interface
:V1odule)[Par93b] allows import of external database information into Loom data structures. IDI
(Intelligent Database Interface)[Par93a] is a common access language to several commercial database
systems.
The approach we have selected involves development of an Engineering Design Mediator (EDM)
vvhich utilizes meta-knowledge of the underlying information to aid a user in '' browsing" the data
for relevant information sources and to make informed decisions about a plan for retrieving the
appropriate data. To demonstrate this technology, we intend to augment the capabilities of both an
autonomous (KRITIK2) and an interactive (Canah-Chab[Goe93]) device design system by providing
a mediated interface between the design system and a collection of data/knowledge based systems
( D /KBS). The mediator will be responsible for processing queries from the device design systems by
determining where relevant data is, sending the appropriate query to the information site, performing
the appropriate translations on the data, and returning the data to the design system. The design
of the mediator is predicated on the following design goals:
1. Autonomy of the remote systems. Additionally, the remote systems should not be required to

perform any functions outside of those defined for the internetwork connecting the system to
the mediator.
2. Meta-data query facilities which allow the design system to determine relevant information
about component parameters, previous design specifications, device function descriptions, etc .
The mediator may also take an active role in helping the design tool determine what information may be helpful (e.g. by use of a thesaurus, domain concept hierarchy, etc).
3. Separation of concerns of the device design system from the query system. This will facilitate
reuse of the mediated query system for other intelligent tasks such as planning.
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These constraints are dP~igned to facilitate reuse of the mediator and to make the use of the systent
as transparent to intelligent applications as possible. Figure 2 presents an example query processtng
scenarto

4 Ongoing Research
Research is currently under way in the foHowing are&5 to facilitate constructio n of a prototyp P.
query· system which can be integrated with the device design system:
• Selection and development of the appropriate export data model to represent the data stored
at each information source.
• Construction of an export knowledge model whereby information source administrators can
express the relationships between their data and real world domain concepts. This in combination with the export data model will define the augmented export schema.
• Development of techniques for providing integration of the schemas of information sources into
a partially integrated , global schema.
• Determination of optimization techniques for querying the remote information sources. Since
the information sources may be interconnected with a \VAN, a query processing bottleneck
may arise with frequent remote data transmission .
• Provision of a query interface which aids the user in deriving the best answer to a query.
Since no completely integrated schema exists and the user does not know what information is
available, a query processor is required to guide users to the desired information.
• Capability of inferencing intersource knowledge from the augmented export schemas specifically concerning the relationships between information source entities.
• Ability to learn new , relevant know: edge about information sources based on user interaction .
1

5 Future Direction
Our initial focus is on providing access of integrated information to intelligent device design
systems, but many other applications of this technology exist. With the advent of internetworks
which connect thousands of computers all over the world, an explosion has resulted of the available
data, both unstructured (text, graphical documents, audio, video, program sources) and structured
(under DBMS control), accessible to hundreds of thousands of users. It would be difficult, if not
impossible, to integrate all these sites with the current heterogeneous database techniques especially
since most sites will not all be willing to provide services beyond those defined by the internetwork.
Many query applications already exist for the Internet. WAIS servers provide keyword access to
documents; however these documents must be under the control of a WAIS server. Gopher allows
sites to setup directories of information that users can browse, but the information can only be
accessed in the organization defined by t he site manager. Archie provides a keyword query interface
to find source code, but the keywords only work on the name of the source file (the user cannot
ask for a program that performs some function, X; instead they must find the name of a program
that performs X and search for it by name. World Wide Web (WWW) provides a nice interface
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to information organized by site managers (similar to gopher). but users suffer from thP "hypertext
navigation problem .. which creates difficulties in locating specific information and keeping rrack of
where they are in the web of hypertext documents over time.
Se\·eral problems t>xist for the tools mentioned above . First. the tools access a particular type
of data (e.g. Archie only finds source code) . If a manual exists for a particular application whosP
~ource rode ts found by .-\rchie. the user is not informed. Second. the tools lack rr latt\·ism her·r\u::;P
the users must i:lccess the data in the manner dictated by the site manager (e .g in \\.\\'\\. !1· ·
data is explicitly organized by hyperlinks). Third. some of the applications require a particular site
organization (e.g. Gopher requires a specifl.c directory structure). If a site has information but no
desire to organize it. a gopher search may not find the relevant information at that site. Fourth.
the query processors provide little organization to the data (e.g. Archie does not organize its source
code references by application type, instead all applications with a substring match on the query
ar e returned). For these reasons, the Internet environment provides a true testbed for large scale.
heterogeneous information source integration.
\Ve propose a query processing application which. using the native internet\vork capabilities.
provides a single interface for accessing all types of data regardless of source or format. The following
list proposes some of the necessary extensions to the ED.\11:
• The system should perform au to mated ·'net surfing" to create an intelligent index of each data
store's information. The intelligence of the index lies in the ability to discern between types
of data (audio, text, source, etc). utilize an indexing methodology tailored to the particular
data type (e.g. organize keywords of a text document by the document section), and facilitat e
determination of an object's relevance for a query based on the knowledge of the user's interests
and technical expertise . This should require no a priori knowledge of the individual data
site organization. \Vork is being done at the Georgia Institute of Technology in intelligent
text document processing and work has been done at IBM Almaden Research Center in file
classification(Vee95a]. Extensive work has been done on parsers for the various document ty·pes
(e.g. htmL LaTeX) on the Internet.
• The problem of data overload may result from this large scale integration. Our query processor
should utilize user profiles so that only data of specific relevance and technical difficulty \vill
be derived. Unfortunately, the user profile method of data overload reduction may eliminate
relevant documents. To deal with this problem, the user needs feedback from the query
processor in the form of a description of what information is/is not being considered and an
explanation of why. Work in explanation is part of the Canah-Chab System(Goe93].
• Keyword searches should not be limited by the vocabulary of the query; instead, a thesaurus
should be used to consider synonyms. This may result in synonym overload so user profiles
should also be used in pruning the list of synonyms.
• The user is assumed to be "browsing" the available information; therefore, the query interface
should provide reformulation capabilities. Reformulation techniques include iterative query
alteration and positive/negative feedback from the user[Vee95b].
• The system should attempt automated knowledge acquisition to provide a better understanding
of indexed objects and to find othe:r available data stores. The following list orders levels of
object knowledge in ascending complexity:

ID Knowledge- System only knows site assigned ID of object (e.g. filename)
Content Knowledge-

System knows information about object content (e.g. keywords for

text)

Description Knowledge of the object.

System knows content knowledge and an external specification

Interrelational Knowledge-

System kno\vs all of the ab ,_)vP ;wJ lllt erobJ PO relati o n ~ hips

(e g . papers about cancer research grouped together).

• The ::;y s tem should be e xtensible with respect to --plugging-in .. differPnt types o f data in d exing components and user profiles. Additionally. the system should transparently handle
adding / subtracting parti cipating sites . Ctilities already exist for compon e nt indexing in cl uding
parsers fo r \·arious document types. image recognition utilities. etc.
• Different server systems should be able to exchange information and kno\vledge. \Vork in
I\Q:\1L at the l;niversity of :Vlaryland facilitates knowledge interchange e ven with differing
ontologies[Cha92].
• Objects must be described in terms of a nested model. For example. a document may be
composed of sections which are composed of text. subsections. and graphics . Stanford's Obj ec t
Exchange \lode I (0 E:\1) provides ·'self-describing ,'' nested objects[Pap94] .
• The distributed control of the system leads to problems of object identity. For example.
identical application source code may reside in multiple locations: therefore , the system should
attempt to provide obj ect identity to facilitate replicated object identification . .-\dditionalty.
object versioning will allow the system to keep track of more recent versions of a retrieved
object. A primitive form of object identification is supported in Stanford's OE\1 project
[Pap94) .
• External knowledge sources should be used to learn about objects in the system . For example .
the query processor could inspect newsgroups or look at the manner in which objects are used
in WvVvV to acquire knowledge about the objects and their relationships. Primitive forms of
natural language understanding and concept derivation techniques may be used.
• Cse of existing query systems should_ be considered (e.g. use \VAIS server to augment sea rch) .
• Special consideration should be given to optimization including reuse of retrieved data[Don93) .

6 Conclusion
vVe have presented a framework for research in the area of intelligent, large scale integration of
information sources. Clearly, much more work needs to be done before any of the detailed functionality can be implemented. We believe that much of the research into the necessary technology has
begun, and the main task lies in tailoring these technologies to the needs of large scale integration
and applying them in a prototype environment. \Ve intend to further study the concepts presented
above in order to develop a flexible and extensible scheme for integrating information from heterogeneous sources. Although we wish to expe;~iment by applying our research in the area of augmenting
intelligent device design in engineering, the applicability of this technology obviously extends beyond
the engineering domain.
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Abstract

dealing •vith the semantic differences in data by taking a flexible rule based approach . Another goal o f
the project was to tie a set of heterogeneous databases
to an ''intelligent front end application" which would
make requests for data without any knowledge of the
schemas of the target databases. To limit the degree
of difficulty we assume that we are dealing with data
in relational databases only. This assumption is reasonable in the sense that of the data is coming from a
hierarchical or a network DBMS , we can first convert
the schema to a relational one before treating it for
purposes of integration.
The database integration problem we discuss here
is couched in the context of engineering design which .
like any other design application , relies on extracting
data from existing databases containing material data.
components, existing designs etc. The exact context
and the application scenario will be explained in the
next section .
vVe assume that relevant data for the design application is stored in relations (tables) whose schemas
are available at "design time" to construct a rule-base .
It is conceivable that to support large scale engineering designs, data from a variety of databases, i.e., from
multiple schemas would be required . To facilitate integration of data among these databases we assume that
the "correspondances", i.e., the similarities and differences among the (meaning of) attributes is encoded
in the form of rules. Furthermore, for our application
context, the front end of HIPED issues certain queries
looking for relevant design information. We show in
this paper how a query may have several interpretations , each one of which is encoded in the form of rules
agam.
Because of these two kinds of rules involved in the
integration approach we have termed our approach
a rule based approach to database integration. The
present approach is an improvement over previous approaches where we handled integration by using the
correspondance information to derive the process [2]

In this paper 1 we describe one aspect of our research in the proJect called HIPED , which addressed
the problem of performing design of engineering dec·zces by accessing heterogeneous databases. The front
end of the HIP ED system consisted of znteractive KRITII\-, a multzmodal reasoning system that combzned
case based and model based reasoning to solve a deszgn
problem. This paper focuses on the backend processing
u:here ji1.:e types of quenes recezved from the front end
are n·aluated by mappmg them appropriately using the
"facts ., about the schemas of the underlyzng databases
and ''rules'' that establish the co rrespondance among
the data in these databases m terms of relationships
such as equivalence, overlap and set containment. The
unzqueness of our approach stems from the fact that
the mapping process is very forgivmg in that the query
recetv ed from the front end is evaluated with respect
to a large number of possibilities. These possibzlitles
are encoded in the form of rules that co nsider various
lcays m which the tokens in the given query may match
relatwn names , attrnbute names, or values in the underlying tables . The approach has been implemented
using CORAL deductive database system as the rule
processzng engzne.

1

Introduction

Heterogeneity of databases is becoming a necessary
factor to contend with in the design of new applications because of the proliferation of database management systems that used diverse data models over
the last three decades. Among widely implemented
data models we have the hierarchical, network, relational and object oriented data models. A large body
of work exists that deals with the mapping of these
models among one another (e.g. see the mapping of
models using the entity relationship model as an intermediate model in [1 J [3). While vendors are also providing middleware solutions to draw data from these
legacy systems, the semantic problems of resolving,
naming, scale, structure etc. that were pointed out
several years ago [5] [6) still remain. The purpose of
the present research was to develop a technique to

[6] [7] [8).

2

Application Context

In this section we will provide the overall architecture of the HIPED system and point out the need for
heterogeneous database processing which will be de-

1 To

appear in the Proceedings of International Symposium
on Cooperative Database Systems for Advanced Applications,
Heian Shrine, Kyoto, Japan, World Scientific Press, 1996.
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scr1bed and illustrat ed in the next two sections.

·~ ,

2.1

Overall Architecture of HIPED

Our main objective in the HIPED project is to build
and demonstrate an intelligent interface to a set of
(possibly autonom o us) information sources inc luding
structured datab ases. knowl edge bases , and unstructured data . The approar h >ve have selected involves
the dev elopment of a mediator which utilizes rn et aknmvl edge oft he underlying information stores to aid
a user in browsing data or to enable an application
front-end to retrieve specific relevant information for
problem solving.
The overall architecture of HIPED is describ ed in
Figure l. \Ve look at only the ··Database Bachend" in
this paper . Th e data is organized at two levels namely,
( l) the metadata repository : consisting of information about various databases and tables in them and
(2) the actual data which is distributed in various heterogeneous databases . This organization reduces the
data to be dealt with at the first level to get to the
appropriate database(s ) and table (s) . It also a llows
heterogeneity in the various databases involved . The
Querying Interface is as described in section 3.1. The
"data" together with its ': wrapper" forms a database
system. '·Wrapper'' simply defines the access methods
to the data for reading purposes . A wrapper can be designed for each target database management system .
A user query would be translated into the corresponding query, as understood by the corresponding ''wrapper'' , for each of the relevant tables . This query would
then be routed to the corresponding database, that
contains this table . The metadata repository is consulted in determining these relevant tables and finding
the corresponding database. The user would get the
result, obtained after running the query against thetable through the concerned ''Output Data" channel(s) .

2.2
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Figure l: The High Level View of HIP ED
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Rule Based Approach to Database
Integration

As explained earlier the main contribution of this
research is the use of the two types of rules to accomplish access to the underlying heterogeneous information sources. The first set of rules deals with establishing various types of relationships among relation
names and among attribute names across databases.
The second set deals with the interpretation of queries
from the front end so that various possible mappings
to the interface of underlying target databases may be
considered. We will explain both these types of rules
w.hen we discuss the generic queries and their mappmgs.

Interactive KRITIK Front End

We developed the HIPED architecture by assuming
a frontend system called Interactive Kritik [4]. This
system is a multimode reasoning system which works
like a design assistant for the design of devices such
as acid coolers . electrical devices . In its current form
the system uses "hard-wired" knowledge in the form
of LISP data structures . The goal was to extend the
capability of interactive Kritik to make it scalable to
real-life design problems by incorporating databases
of relevant design data as the back end. We therefore abstracted different forms of generic query types
which would be used as requests to the back end. By
coupling an intelligent front end application to a set
of heterogeneous databases, we can thus extend the
scope of problem solving by a large measure. For engineering device design, the above front end generates
a number of requests for data from the underlying design databases such as design prototypes, properties of
devices and components, material data, design specifications and tolerances etc . For illustrative purposes
we have chosen five generic types of queries that are
most commonly presented by the front end. They will
be explained in detail in the following section.

3.1

Five generic types of queries

The user is assumed to use this system as an Engineering Database for device design. Let us limit the
application domain for illustrative purposes. \Ve assume that during the design process, he would typically like to find components that satisfy his requirements (e.g. batteries with voltage rating higher than
10V and cheaper than $10). Keeping this user's perspective in mind, the Engineering data is thought to
be made up of various "Prototypes" . Each Prototype has various "Properties" . Each Property takes
up some "Value" for every Prototype. We can compare the Values of various properties using the relations : ==, < , >, <=, >=, <> etc. The queries can
be classified into the following five generic types,

2

values in the columns (e g. those labt>l t> cl a:-; --Pro tntype .. and ·'Property" res pectivp\y) . Of r:oursP tL r rP
are a lot of dependencies amongst t h s~' ,·q m pr)IIPitts
-e.g. if "Prototype" is a table then "Battery .. h<t:-, i · )
be a column of this table. On the othe r hand if rhere
is a table called the --Battery " . then we arP. lo n ~111g
for values in the column "voltage" nr "volts .. -so th a t
the query would generate meaningful results \\·irh th e
table . :\ow we take up an example query· for each of
the five types listed above. For every query we list tllP
possible interpretations according to our scheme .

l. (Prototype <proto_name>) : here the user
is looking for all the prototypes identified by
"proto_name·· [t is implicit that the user wants
to see the various values for \·arious properties
(attributes ) of these prototypes.

'2. (Property <prop_name>) : the user is interested
in all the prototypes having the specific Pro perty
identified by ··prop_name''. [t is implicit that the
user wants to see the values taken by this property
for the various prototypes. that would be listed.

:3. (Prototype <proto _name>)

1. (Prototype Battery). The user typical [y means
that he wants all the batteries with their properties and their corresponding values. HencP we
will have to run this query against all the Ut blh
which,

(Property <prop_name>) : the user wants to see
all the prototypes identified by ··proto_name'' and
having property identified by ''prop_name" It is
implicit that the user also wants to see the corresponding value that the property takes for the
particular prototype.

• are equivalent to ''Prototype Table" and
have a column equivalent to ·'Battery" or

4. ~Prototype <proto_name>)
Property <prop_name>)
Value< value>) (Rel-op <op>) : the user is interested in prototypes identified by "proto_name"
having a property identified by "prop_name". In
addition to this he wants only those prototypes
for which the property takes a value which is related to the given ''value'' or a constant in the
query by the operator "op" (i.e. it is equal to
" value" or greater than "value" etc.)

• are equivalent to "Battery Table"
• have a column equivalent to "Prototype"
(and only the tuples with Prototype as ··Battery" would be considered) .
if and only if these tables have columns equivalent
to "Property" and "Value" each.

2. (Property Voltage). The user is interested in listing all the Prototypes having "Voltage" as their
one of the Properties. The Values of these Properties would also be significant from his standpoint.
Hence we consider all the tables which,

5. (Property <prop_name>) (Value <value>)
(Rel-op <op>) : the user is interested in all the
prototypes for which the property identified by
'' prop_name" takes a value which is related to the
given "value'' by the operator "op.

• are equivalent to ''Property Table" and have
a column equivalent to ''Voltage" or

Data is distributed among various databases and
various tables in each of those databases. The only
assumption that we make about any database system
is that it has an SQL access method. It is a reasonable
assumption and is made to contain the complexity of
the problem .
The system needs to find out which databases and
which tables in these databases have the relevant data
to answer a particular query. It then translates the
query into a corresponding SQL query for every table.
This SQL query is run against that table to get an
answer. As we made an assumption of a uniform SQL
interface to all the databases, we can simply translate
a request for data into a set of SQL queries in each of
these cases.

3.2

• are equivalent to "Voltage Table"
• have a column equivalent to "Property" (and
only the tuples with Property as ''Voltage"
would be considered).
if and only if they have "Prototype" equivalent
column.
3. (Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage). The
user wants all the batteries with special interest
in their voltages. Hence we will run the query
against all the tables which,
• are equivalent to "Prototype Table" and
have "Battery", "Property" and "Value"
equivalent columns and we would be interested only in the tuples having an entry of
"Voltage" in the ''Property" equivalent column or

Rules for Interpretation of Queries

For better understanding of the following discussion, let us take up an example query. Let the four
components of the query be,
(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage)
(Value 10) (Relation ==).
As there can be various tables with different schema,
we need to run this query with only those tables that
might give meaningful results for the query. We can
easily observe that any of "Prototype", "Battery",
"Property'' and "Voltage" can be a table or a column
of a table. The ''Battery" and "Voltage" can also be

• are equivalent to "Prototype Table" and
have
"Battery",
"Voltage"
equivalent
columns or
• are equivalent to "Battery Table" and have
"Property" and "Value" equivalent columns.
We would be interested only in those tuples
having Property "Voltage" or
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• are equivalent to ·'Battery Table'' and have
a column equivalent to ''Voltage" or
• are equivalent to '"Property Table'' and han:·
columns equivalent to "Voltage". "Prototype·· and ·'Value". \Ve \vould be interested
in tuples \vith Prototype as "Battery".
• are equivalent to "Property Table'' and
have .. \.oltage'' and "Battery" equivalent
columns.
• are equivalent to ·'Voltage Tables" and
have "Prototype'' and "'Value" equivalent
columns. We would look for only tuple::; \Vith
Prototype as ''Battery".
• are equivalent to ·'Voltage Table" with "Battery" and "Value" equivalent columns.
• have " Prototype'' and ''Property'' equivalent
columns as far as they have '' Value'' equivalent column. Only the tuples with Prototype as "Battery'' and Property as "Voltage"
would be considered.

Use of CORAL for rule representation and query processing

The metadata is stu red in the form of COR...\ L [I 0]
[ll] facts and rules . CORAL is a riPdur:-ti\·P rl :t taba.sr
system which stores data as facts and rtdes. ;wJ allow:-;
for that data to be queried. By using CORAL the mediator can decide which database(s) and ti1.blP1 :->) Me
useful in answering any given query. In particubr.
CORAL is used in deriving relationships l1ke ,:quivalence; between attributes, tables and databases . ...\.m·
creation. deletion or modification of a table rPsulh ill ~:1.
change in the metadata repository. This dynamic behavior can be easily captured by CORAL . In essen ce .
CORAL provides us with the facility for database integration through the facts and rules specified about
tables and databa.s-:s. However, this integration can be
considered implicit rather than explicit since no global
conceptual schema is explicitly formed. Also the C++
interface provided by CORAL makes \\-Titing general
purpose programs easy.
We explain the implementation with the help of
an. example. One more sample system for a single
database environment is given in Table 5 Some sample input queries and the corresponding output SQL
queries are shown in Tables 6 and 7 respectively.

4. (Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage) (Value
10) (Relation==). Here the interest is indicated
in all the batteries having Voltage as ·'10". The
query can be run with all the tables as inciicated
as above with an added constraint that onl v those
tuples which have an entry of "10" in the. "Voltage" or "Value" column - whichever is applicable - (Note the table can have only one of these
columns at a time) will be considered.

4.1

A Simple Example

Consider the query,

(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage).

::>. (Property Voltage) (Value 10) (Relation ===). All

Let us assume that there are two databases - db1 and
db2. Let ,-lb1 have tables : Table 1 and Table 2. and

the Prototypes having voltage of "10" are being
considered. Thus all the tables that,
• are equivalent to "Property Table" and have
a column equivalent to "Voltage"
• are equivalent to "Voltage Table" and have
a column equivalent to "Value"
• have "Property" and "Value" equivalent
columns along with "Prototype" column.
(only tuples with Property "Voltage" and
Value "10" would be taken into consideration) .

Table 1: "Components" Table in db1

would be considered if and only if they have a
column equivalent to "Prototype". All the tuples with "Voltage" or "Value" being 10 would
be taken into account.

3.3

le db2 have Table 3 and Table 4.
We observe that according to the discussion in sec: _on 3.2 only the tables in dbl would produce meanngful results with the query under consideration.

Rules to establish Data Correspondance

We need to relate various attributes and tables,
within and across databases. The relationship could
be of equivalence, subsumption, overlap, disjointness
or containment. The relationship between attributes
needs to be supplied by the schema developer. e.g.
Attributes called "volt" and "voltage" in different tables are actually equivalent. The relationship between
tables can either be supplied or can be deduced by the
relationships of their individual attributes. A simple
deduction rule can be that two tables are equivalent if
all their attributes are equivalent.

BatteryNo

Voltage

~i~~

~~

Table 2: :'Battery" Table in dbl

4

Battery ~o

(e.g . two tables \vith equivalent n.ttributes are
equ ivalent). But we do not rwed r. hem in tf\i:'i
particular example.

Current

15
30

• To find whether a table has a particular n.ttribut;:o
in a given database 'Ne define a COR.\L rule a.s.

module isAttrib.
export isAttrib(bff).
isAttrib (Db,Table,Attri)
hasAttribs(Db,Table,Attribs),
iselem (Attri,Attribs).
end_module.

Table :3 : .. Battery' ' Table in db2
Battery\io

~101

102

Suppher No

4568

% Module ''iselern'' is defined for the
%sake of completeness.
module iselem.
export iselem(bb).
~pipelining+.
% Solve in a
% top-down fashion

Table 4: "Supplier" Table in db2

4.2

iselem(X, [X I_]).
iselern(X, [_I Z])
end_module.

Schema Representation

It is stored as CORAL facts and rules . The advantage of such a storage is that we can utilize the strong
deductive power of CORAL (e.g. deducing equivalence of attributes, equivalence of tables etc.). The
various components of the repository are described below.

4.3

is e 1 ern (X , Z ) .

Sample Query Mapping Algorithm

The mapping of input requests into SQL queries is
done according to the scheme suggested in section 3.2 .
We use the C++ interface of CORAL for this matter .
In fact, an imperative interface (e.g. in C) would have
been enough for the purpose. We check for the various
conditions given in the scheme and generate the appropriate SQL queries for the existing tables. \Ve run
through the algorithm for the example query under
consideration,

• First we list all the tables in all the databases as
CORAL facts :

'l. For the first database, dbl.
belongsTo(cornponents,dbl).
belongsTo(battery,dbl).

begin
For every' 'table'' equivalent to
''prototype table''
for every attribute equivalent
to ''battery'', say attribl
for every attribute equivalent
to ''property'', say attrib2
if ' 'table' ' has ' 'attribl' '
as well as ''attrib2''
for every attribute
equivalent to ''value'',
say attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib3
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == voltage or
some equivalent value.
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent
to ''voltage'', say attrib4
if ''table'' has attrib4
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table

% For the second database, db2.
belongsTo(battery,db2).
belongsTo(supplier,db2).
• Then we list attributes of individual tables as
CORAL facts. The first argument of these predicates is the database name. It is so because the
same table may have different attributes in different databases. e.g. the "battery" table in the
two databases "dbl" and "db2" as shown below.

% for dbl
hasAttribs(dbl,components,
[cornpName,prototype,property,value]).
hasAttribs(dbl,battery,[bName,voltage]).
% for db2
hasAttribs(db2,battery,[bName,current]).
hasAttribs(db2,supplier,[bName,sName]).
• ·We also need facts to list what attributes are
equivalent. The equivalence of tables can be either given by facts or can be deduced by the rules
5

SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == battery or
some equivalent value.

For every ''table'' equivalent to
''battery table''
for every attribute equivalent
to ''voltage'', say attribl
if ''table'' has attribl
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent
to ''property'', say attrib2
for every attribute equivalent
to ''value'', say attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib2
and attrib3
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == voltage or
some equivalent value.

For every table having columns
equivalent to each of
prototype, property and value
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE prototype equivalent column
== battery equivalent value
AND
property equivalent column
== voltage equivalent value
end

4.4

The Result

Let us say that the wrapper of db 1 can handle SQ L
queries . In that case we first select that database and
then simply run a query,

For every ''table'' equivalent
to ''property table''
for every attribute equivalent
to ''voltage'', say attrib1
for every attribute equivalent
to ''prototype'', say attrib2
if ((table" has ((attrib1"
as well as ''attrib2''
for every attribute
equivalent to ''value'',
say attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib3
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == battery or
some equivalent value.
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent
to ''battery'', say attrib4
if ''table'' has attrib4
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table

SELECT *
FROM components
WHERE prototype == ''battery''
AND property== ''voltage''
against the first ("components") table in the database .
We take similar actions for the other table in (possibly
various) databases. The other query in this case \vould
be,

SELECT *
FROM battery
again with the same database namely, dbl. The result
is presented to the user as displayed by the corresponding "wrapper".

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we illustrated the implementation of a
rule-based database integration scheme by considering
two types of rules : ( 1) Rules to establish the ':correspondence'' among underlying component databases
and (2) Rules to interpret data requests in an "openended" fashion where no knowledge of the component
database schemas is expected from the application
front end. We also described an interface to heterogeneous databases in which a user may directly access the back end data by making use of the rules of
data correspondance and an SQL-like syntax for the
querres.
The system makes an assumption that all the
databases involved provide an SQL interface. This
condition can be relaxed. In this case we need to
generate different queries, as understood by each of
the databases involved. This work was predicated on
the assumption that the data relevant to our application was stored in relational tables. An extension
of the present work involves relaxing this assumption
and illustrating the utility of the approach by actually providing wrappers for hierarchical and network
databases and sequential files. That would establish

For every table equivalent to
''voltage table''
for every attribute equivalent
to ''battery'', say attrib1
if ''table'' has attrib1
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent
to ''prototype'', say attrib2
for every attribute equivalent
to ''value'', say attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib2
and attrib3
select the corresponding
database and fire SQL query,
6

++++++++ for the first data request ++++++

SELECT * FROM battery;
SELECT * FROM voltage;
SELECT * FROM compTable
WHERE prototype == battery
AND property == voltage;
++++++++ for the second data request +++++
SELECT * FROM battery;
SELECT * FROM compTable
WHERE prototype == battery
AND property== current;
++++++++ for the third data request ++++++
SELECT * FROM prototype
WHERE property== rps;
SELECT * FROM motor
WHERE property == rps;
SELECT * FROM property
WHERE prototype ==motor;
SELECT * FROM rps
WHERE prototype ==motor;
SELECT * FROM compTable
WHERE prototype == motor
AND property== rps;
+++++++ for the fourth data request +++++
SELECT * FROM compTable
WHERE prototype == sheet
AND property == size;

/, CORAL facts
isTable(battery).
hasAttribs(battery,
[bname,voltage,current,life]).
isTable(compTable).
hasAttribs(compTable,
[no,prototype,property,value]).
isTable(dummy).
hasAttrib(dummy, [prototype,property]).
isTable(prototype).
hasAttribs(prototype,
[motor,property,value]).
isTable(motor).
hasAttribs(motor,[property,value]).
isTable(property).
hasAttribs(property,
[rps,prototype,value]).
isTable(rps).
hasAttribs(rps,[prototype,value]).

Table 7: The corresponding SQL queries

isTable(voltage).
hasAttribs(voltage, [battery,value]).

the practical utility of the approach in a significant
way. The next step would be to work on a query
optimization by introducing a stage after the query
interpretation phase to evaluate possible orJerings of
sub qu~ries and cross subquery reduction of redundant
processmg.
From the engineering design standpoint , the problem horizon can be extended to include additional
types of design problems. The current implementation can be initially enhanced by considering additional types of design queries.
Currently only the individual tables are checked to
see whether they provide satisfactory data to answer
a particular query. But it is possible that two or more
tables taken separately do not have enough information to answer a query. At the same time, when taken
together (e.g. their join) , they provide data to answer the query. Consider that there are two tables which might be in the same database or in different
databases - one with columns "Component Number"
and "Prototype". The other with columns "Component Number" and "Voltage". Then neither of them
provides enough information for the query,
(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage)
But their equijoin with the additional condition of
"Prototype == Battery" for the tuples is of interest
to us. The extended solution can exhaustively take
care of all such cases.
In essence, the overall rule based approach appears
promising in the context of Navathe's long standing

/, CORAL rules
module isAttrib.
export isAttrib(ff).
isAttrib (X,Y) :- hasAttribs(X,Z),
iselem (Y,Z).
end_module.

Table 5: A Single Database System

prototype
prototype
prototype
prototype

battery property voltage
battery property current
motor property rps
sheet property size
Table 6: Sample Input Queries
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Abstract
Generality and scale are important but difficult issues in knowledge engineering . .\t the
root of the difficulty lie two hard questions: how to accumulate huge volumes of knowledge.
and how to support heterogeneous knowledge and processing? One answer to the first
question is to reuse legacy knowlec.ge systems, integrate knowledge systems with legacy
databases , and enable sharing of the databases by multiple knowledge systems. We present
an architecture called HIPED for realizing this answer. HIPED converts the second question above into a new form: how to convert data accessed from a legacy database into a
form appropriate to the processing method used in a legacy knowledge system? One answer
to this reformed question is to use method-specific transformation of data into knowledge.
\Ve describe an experiment in which a legacy knowledge system called Interactive Kritik is integrated with an ORACLE database using IDI as the communication tool. The
experiment indicates the computational feasibility of method-specific data-to-knowledge
transformations.

*Contact: Ashok K. Goel, College of Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology, 801 Atlantic Drive, Atlanta,
Georgia 30332-0280, USA; email: goel@cc.gatech.edu; phone: (404) 377-3732
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Motivations, Background, and Goals

Generality and scale have been important issues in knowledge systems research ever since
t e development of the first expert systems in the mid sixties. Yet, some thirty years later.
the two issues remain largely unresolved. Consider, for example, current knowledge systems
for engineering design. The scale of these systems is quite small both in the amount a nd
variety of knowledge they contain, and the size and complexity of problems they solve. In
addition. these systems are both domain-specific in that their knowledge is relevant only to
a limited class of domains, and task-specific in that their processing is appropriate only ro
a limited class of tasks.
At the root of the difficulty lie two critical questions. Both generality and scale demand
huge volumes of knowledge. Consider, for example, knowledge systems for a specific phase
and a particular kind of engineering design, namely, conceptual phase of functional design
of mechanical devices. A robust knowledge system for even this very limited task may
require knowledge of millions of design parts. Thus the first hard question is this: How
might we accumulate huge volumes of knowledge? Generality also implies heterogeneity
in both knowledge and processing. Consider again knowledge systems for the conceptual
phase of functional design of mechanical devices. A robust knowledge system may use
a number of processing methods such as problem/object decomposition, prototype/plan
instantiation. case-based reuse, model-based diagnosis and model-based simulation. Each
of these methods uses different kinds of knowledge. Thus the second hard question is this:
How might we support heterogeneous knowledge and processing?
Recent work on these questions may be categorized into two families of research strategies: ( i) ontological engineering, and (ii) reuse, integration and sharing of information
sources. The well known CYC project [Lenat and Guha, 1990] that seeks to provide a
global ontology for constructing knowledge systems exemplifies the strategy of ontological engineering . This bottom-up strategy focuses on the first question of accumulation of
knowledge: global (and domain-specific) ontologies may one day enable interactive knowledge acquisition from external sources and autonomous acquisition of knowledge through
learning from experience. The second research strategy has three elements: reuse of information sources such as knowledge systems and databases, integration of information
sources, and sharing of information in one source by other systems. This top-down strategy
emphasizes the second question of heterogeneity of knowledge and processing, and appears especially attractive with the advent of the world-wide-web which provides access to
huge numbers of heterogeneous information sources such as knowledge systems, electronic
databases and digital libraries. Our work falls under this category which we will call the
share- integrate-reuse (or SIR) strategy.
Various members of the SIR family of research strategies focus on different aspects of
reuse, integrate and sharing. For example, KQML [Finin and Wiederhold, 1991] provides a
protocol for communication among database systems, and KIF [Genesreth and Fikes, 1991]
provides a meta-language for enabling translation between knowledge systems. In contrast,
Brodie [Brodie, 1988] has emphasized the need for integrating knowledge systems and
databases. Our work focuses on this interface between knowledge systems and databases.
McKay, Finin and O'Hare [McKay et al., 1990] have pointed out that the key question
pertaining to this interface is how to convert data in a database into knowledge useful
to a knowledge system. The answer to this · question depends in part of the processing
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method used by the knowledge system. The first generation of know ledge systems (called
expert systems) demonstrated the power of production systems, which combined domain
knowledge (in the form of production rules) and control of processing (forward/backward
chaining). The second generation of know ledge systems used task-specific architectures
in which both domain knowledge and control of processing are dependent on the reasoning task (e.g.. 'Clancey. 1985, Char~drasekaran, 1988]). The current third generation of
knowledge systems emphasize method-specific architectures in which the domain knowledge
and control of processing dependent on the processing method. For example. Brown and
Chandrasekaran [Brown and Chandrasekaran, 1989] describe the generic method of plan
instantiation and expansion, and Marcus, Stout and tvfcDermott [:\:larcus et al., 1988 ] describe the general method of propose and revise. The third generation of knowledge systems
are heterogeneous both in their doma:m knowledge and control of processing. They not only
use multiple methods, each of which uses a specific kind of knowledge and control of processing, but they also enable dynamic method selection. Our work focuses on the interface
between legacy databases and legacy knowledge systems of the third generation.
The issue then becomes: given a legacy database, and given a legacy knowledge system
in which a specific processing method poses a particular knowledge goal (or query). how
might the data in the database be converted into a form appropriate to the processing
method? The form of question also indicates a possible answer: method-specific transformation (or MST), which would transform the data into a form appropriate to the processing
strategy. The goal of this paper is outline a conceptual framework for the SIR approach and
the ~1ST technique. Portions of this framework are instantiated in an operational computer
program called HIP ED (for Heterogeneous Intelligent Processing for Engineering Design).
HIPED integrates a third-generation knowledge system for engineering design called Interactive Kritik [Goel et al., 1996a, Goel et al., 1996b] with an external database represented
in Oracle [Koch and Loney, 1995]. The knowledge system and the database communicate
through IDI [Paramax, 1993]. The rest of paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we describe our conceptual frarnework; in the following section, we describe a specific
experiment with the framework; and in the final section, we describe related work in the
HIPED project and conclude the paper.

2

HIPED Architecture

To avoid the enormous cost of constructing knowledge systems, we propose the reuse of
legacy knowledge and database systems, so that we can quickly and inexpensively construct large scale systems with capabilities and knowledge drawn from existing systems. To
facilitate easy integration which, in effect, increases overall scalability, we restrict ourselves
to making few, if any, changes to the participating legacy systems. The long-term goal is to
allow a system to easily access the capabilities of a pool of legacy systems. The architecture
of Figure 1 illustrates the general scheme. We describe this architecture in the following
subsection by decomposing it into da.tabase, knowledge system, and user components.

2.1

Database Integration

An enormous amount of data is housed in various database systems; unfortunately, the
meaning of this data is not encoded within the databases themselves. At best, the database
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schema has meaningful names for components, but often it is difficult to infer alL if any. of
the meaning of the data from the schema. This lack of metadata about the schema and a
myriad of interfaces to various database systems creates significant difficulties in accessing
data from various legacy database systems. Both of these problems can be alleviated by
creating a single. global representation of all of the legacy data, which can be accessed
through a single interface . Common practice for integration of legacy systems involves
manual integration of each legacy sd:.ema into a global schema. That is. databa.-:;e desi~ners
of the various legacy systems create a global schema capable of representing the collection of
data in the legacy databases and provide a mapping between the legacy system schemas and
this global schema[Batini et al., 1986]. Clearly, this approach does not work for int~gratiuu
of a large number of database systems.
\Ve propose (See the right side of figure 1) to allow the database designers to develop
a metadata description, called an augmented export schema, of their database system. :\
collection of augmented export schemas can then be automatically processed by a schema
builder to create a partially integrated global schema. We call this ;:partially integrated ..
because it is unlikely that the schema builder will be able to create a schema which correctly
identifies all the relationships. The augmented export schema can be as simple as the
actual database schema, allowing a.ny database to easily participate, or as complicated
as the schema builder can understand (See [Navathe and Donahoo, 1995} for details on
possible components of an augmented export schema). A user can then submit queries
on the partially integrated global schema to a query processor which fragments the query
into queries on the local databases. Queries on the local databases can be expressed in a
single query language which is coerced to the local databases query language by a database
wrapper.

2.2

Knowledge Systerr1 Integration

As with databases, a considerable number knowledge systems exist, each with their own
abilities to perform certain tasks with various methods. Users wishing to access the capabilities of a collection of knowledge systems encounter problems of different interfaces and
knowledge representations. Most knowledge systems do not provide an externally accessible
description of the tasks and methods they address. As with the database system, one way
to integrate legacy knowledge systems is to gather together the designers and construct an
ad hoc interface with combines the capabilities of the underlying systems. Once again, this
approach does not work for integration of a large number of knowledge systems.
We propose (See the left side of figure 1) to allow knowledge system designers to develop
a description, called a ;'task-method schema," of the tasks each local knowledge system can
perform[Stroulia and Goel, 1995]. In this approach, a set of knowledge systems, defined at
the level of tasks and methods, are organized into a coherent whole by a query processor or
central control agent. The query processor uses a hierarchically organized schema of tasks
and methods as well as a collection of miscellaneous knowledge about processing and control
(i.e. other meta-knowledge). Both the task-method structure and the other meta-knowledge
may be constructed by the system designer at design time or built up by an automated
schema builder.
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2.3

Global User Access

The dichotomy of knowledge systems and database systems is irrelevant to global users.
Users simply want answers and are not concern with whether the answer was provided
directly from a database or derived by a process in a knowledge system. We propose the
provision of ct global request broker which takes a query from a user. submits the query to
both knowledge and database systems and returns an integrated result. It is completely
transparent to a global user how or from where an answer was derived.

2.4

Knowledge Systems as Users

The knowledge systems each have their own local repositories of data but may also find that
they need information from a database or another knowledge system. \Vhen they need external knowledge, they simply contact the global request router which can either recursively
call the general collection of knowledge systems to generate a response or contact the system
of databases . \Vhen either a database or a knowledge system generates a. response to a request from a knowledge system, the resulting answer is then sent through a method specific
transformer which do whatever specific translation is needed for the particular system.

2.5

Method-Specific Transformation (MSTs)

In this paper. we are concerned with the transformation of knowledge from external sources
into a form suitable for use by a knowledge system method. Recall that we do not want
to alter the knowledge system, so the form of the knowledge may be very specific to the
particular method which executed the query; consequently, we call this a "method-specific
transformation .. , A naive approach to providing the necessary translations involves writing
a transformation function for every permutation of knowledge system and database. That
is. for each knowledge or database system issuing a query and for each system returr·ing
data, we must provide a function which translates answers from one representation to the
query systems representation. Clearly, this limits the overall scalability of the system.
We propose the leverage the partially integrated global representation of the knowledge
and database systems. We accomplish this by creating a method-specific transformation
for each knowledge system which transforms knowledge from the partially integrated global
schema into a knowledge system specific representation. Note that now the number of
necessary method-specific transform.ations is linear with respect to the number of knowledge
systems, increasing the scalability of our approach.

2.6

Information Flow

Consider a knowledge system which spawns a task for finding a battery which has a certain voltage. In addition to continuing its own internal processing, the knowledge system
also submits a query to the Global Request Broker. The broker sends the query to the
query processors for both integrated knowledge and database systems. The database query
processor fragments the query into subqueries for the individual databases. The data derived is merged, converted to the global representation, and returned to the Global Request
Broker. In the meanwhile, the knowledge query processor, using its task-method schema,
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selects knowledge systems with appropriate capabilities and submits tasks to each. Solutions are converted to a common representation and sent to the Global Request Broker .
The Global Request Broker then passes the output from both the knowledge and database
system query processors through a method-specific transformer which coerces the data into
a form which is usable by the requesting knowledge system. The resulting battery may be
an actual battery which satisfies the voltage specification from a know ledge or database
system information source or it may be a battery constructed from a set of lower voltage
batteries by a knowledge system.

3

An Experiment with HIPED

The general architecture presented in the previous section constitutes a preliminary solution
to the problem of integrating third-generation knowledge systems and legacy databases. In
order to further elaborate and refine this architecture, we have been conducting a series of
experiments in the form of actual system implementations. Figure 2 presents a architectural
view of one such experiment. In this experiment we examine the processing involved in a
particular event in which a legacy knowledge system requests and receives information from
a general-purpose database system. Since, this experiment deals with only one knowledge
system and only one database, we are able to abstract away a great many of the issues
and focus on a specific piece of the problem. The particular issue which this experiment
highlights is method-specific transformation.

3.1

General Method

The overall algorithm developed in this experiment breaks down into four steps which
correspond to the four architectural components shown in figure 2. These steps are:
1 The knowledge system issues a request. This happens when some information is required

by the system which is not available in its local information source.
2 The query processor translates the request into a query. This query is in the language of
the information source.

3 The information source processes the query. It returns some data to the query processor
which in turn sends the data to the method specific transformer.
4 The method-specific transformer converts the data into a knowledge representation format
which can by understood by the knowledge system.

All four of these steps pose complex problems. Executing step one requires that a
knowledge system recognize that some element is missing from its knowledge and that that
element would help it to solve the current problem; such recognition is a complex though
well studied problem. Performing step two requires a mechanism for constructing queries
and providing communication to and from the external system; the language and networking
issues here are also complex but reasonably well understood. Step three is the fundamental
problem of databases: given a query produce a data item; again this is a interesting but
thoroughly studied problem. Lastly1 step four is can be a challenging problem because
the differences between the form of the data in the information source may be arbitrarily
complex.
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Figure 2: The portion of the architecture relating to the proposed solution
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Since all four of these steps are non-trivial , a full description of the algorithm presumably
involves an elaboration of each of them. However, the full descriptions of steps one and three
are inherently outside of this project, but since we are integrating legacy knowledge systems
with legacy database technology it is outside our topic of study to propose algorithms for
these components. Step two is clearly an issue within this topic in that query generation
and communication are certainly crucial to the integration problem. However. we found
that we were a ble to make use of existing technology for this part of our experimental
system: a tool called IDI supports both communication and query generation from within
a LISP session. \Vith the first three steps resolved, we were able to focus this experiment
on the fourth step: method specific transformation.
By definition , we can not specify a general algorithm for method specific transformation :
the algorithm is specific to the reasoning method which uses the knowledge. However we
can provide an example of such a transformation and examine how the individual pieces
affect the overall effect. The algorithm for the method specific transformer which was
implemented in our experimental system is:
4.1 Database data types are coerced into to knowledge system data types.
4.2 Knowledge attributes are constructed from fields in the data item.
4.3 Knowledge attributes are synthesized into a knowledge element.

3.2

Integration

The particular legacy systems which we combined in our implementation were INTERACTIVE
KRITIK as the knowledge system and ORACLE as the database system. ORACLE is extremely well known system which uses the relational data model [Codd, 1970], a general purpose knowledge representation formalism which is in extremely common use among database
management systems; the interface to ORACLE is the well-known query language, SQL. I:-iTERACTIVE KRITIK is described in detail elsewhere (Goel et al., 1996a, Goel et al., 1996b];
we will only provide a very brief surnmary here.
INTERACTIVE KRITIK is a knowledge system which performs conceptual design of simple physical devices and provides visual explanations of both the reasoning processes it
goes through and the design products it produces. INTERACTIVE KRITIK is an inherently
multi-strategy knowledge system. It uses case-based reasoning as a general framework for
performing design and it also uses an assortment of model-based methods for doing specific
design tasks such as diagnosis and repair.
The experimental code which we have written serves as an interface between INTERACTIVE KRITIK and our ORACLE: database. It is used when INTERACTIVE KRITIK is
attempting to redesign a device through the use of a component substitution, one redesign
strategy in its library of strategies. For example, if the system has determined that a
flashlight is not producing enough light, it may decide that a larger bulb is needed. When
model-based diagnosis techniques identify a single component whose replacement could potentially solve the design problem, INTERACTIVE KRITIK consults its library of components
to see if such a replacement exists; in the example, it would check to see if it knows about
a larger bulb and would make a substitution only if it did. In earlier implementations, the
library of components was stored entirely within INTERACTIVE KRITIK itself in the form
of data structures in memory. In our experiment, these data structures are not present
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in memory and the request for an appropriate component takes place through our partial
implementation of the pieces of the HIPED architecture illustrated in figure 2.
INTERACTIVE KRITIK sends its request to a query processing module which uses IDI.
The request is made as a LISP function call to a function named lookup-database-by-attribute
which takes two arguments: a prototype and an attribute value. An example of such a call
from the system is a request for a larger light bulb for which the prototype is a symbol
'1-bulb which refers to the general class of light bulbs and a symbol 'capacity-more which is
a value for the overall capacity (in lutnens) for a light bulb and is internally mapped within
I:"J'TERACTIVE KRITIK to the number 18. The SQL query generated by IDI for this request
IS:

SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
AND

DISTINCT RVl.inst_name
PROTO_INST RV1, INSTANCE RV2
RVl.proto_name = '1-bulb'
RV1. inst_name = RV2. namE!
RV2.att_val = 'capacity-more'

IDI sends this query to the ORACLE database management system running on a remote
server. ORACLE searches through a the database tables illustrated in table 1. The first of
these tables. INSTANCE, holds the components themselves. The second table, PROTOJNST
is a cross-reference table which provides a mapping from components to prototypes.

Table 1: The tables for the ORACLE database

I

NAME

I

Table INSTANCE
ATT_VAL
ATTRIBUTE

Iittlebu lb

lumens

bigmotor
bigbulb

watts
lumens

I

capacity-less
power-more
capacity-more

~-able PROTO_INST
NAME

PROTO_NAME

IittiE!bU Ib

I- bulb
motor
I- bulb

bigmotor
bigbulb

If ORACLE finds a result, as it does in this example, it returns it via the method
specific transformer. In this case, the query generates the string "bigbulb" as the result;
the prototype name and the value are also part of the result but they are not explicitly
returned by the database since they were the values used to select the database entry in
the first place. The method specific transformer converts the raw data from the database
to a form comprehensible to INTERACTIVE KRITIK by using the algorithm described in
section 3.1. In step 4.1, the string "bigbulb" is converted into a LISP symbol. In step 4.2,
the attributes of the new bulb are generated. The symbols 'bigbulb and '1-bulb are already
in the correct form to be the knowledge attributes of name and prototype-camp; the values
'capacity and 'capacity-more are con1bined into a CLOS object of a class named parameter
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and a list containing this one object is created which corresponds to the parameters attribute
of the component being constructed. Finally, in step 4.3 these three attribute values are
synthesized into a single CLOS object of the component class. This object if then returned
to INTERACTIVE KRITIK which is able to continue with its processing.

4

Discussion

The complexity involved in constructing a knowledge system makes reuse an attrrtctive
option for true scalability. However, the reuse of legacy systems is non-trivial because \ .:e
must accommodate the heterogeneity of the ·'federation" of systems. To require a system to
change dramatically to participate in exchanges will, no doubt, limit the scalability of the
system by significantly slowing the speed (and willingness of legacy system designers) for
integration of a system. The scale comes from the easy integration of legacy systems and
transparent access to the resulting pool of legacy knowledge. Sharing data simply requires
that a legacy system designer augment the existing schema with metadata that allows a
global coordinator to relate data from one system to another, providing a general solution
to large scale integration.
The three steps of the method for converting data into knowledge described in Section
3 can all reasonably be considered to be relatively generic units of functionality. It is not
unreasonable to suspect that a wide variety of methods might have the same data coercion requirements and thus be able to use the same data coercion routines in their method
specific transformers. Furthermore, a great many knowledge systems use representations
which are characterized as knowledge elements composed of a set of attribute I value pairs.
The general framework for the second and third steps of the algorithm (building attribute
I value pairs and then combining them to form a knowledge element) could potentially
be applied to a wide variety of knowledge methods; furthermore, to the extent that some
methods have similar forms and mechanisms for constructing these elements, they might be
able to share specific routines. Our experiment suggests that it may be possible to abstract
generic components of method specific transformations; doing so would dramatically mitigate the problem of the quantity of method specific transformers required as the individual
transformers could be built from a small, parsimonious set of components. More research
is required to fully validate this hypothesis.
The specific experiment described in Section 3 models only a small portion of the general
architecture described in Section 2. In a related experiment, we have experimented with
another portion of the architecture [Navathe et al., 1996]. In the other experiment, five
types of queries that Interactive Kritik may create are expressed in a SQL-like syntax. The
queries are evaluated by mapping them using facts about the databases and rules that
establish correspondences among data in the databases in terms of relationships such as
equivalence, overlap, and set containment. The rules enable query evaluation in multiple
ways in which the tokens in a given query may match relation names, attribute names, or
values in the underlying databases tables. The query processing is implemented using the
CORAL deductive database system. [Ramakrishnan et al., 1992].
While the experiment described here demonstrates method-specific transformation of
data into knowledge usable by InteJractive Kritik, the other experiment shows how queries
from the Interactive Kritik can be H.exibly evaluated in multiple ways. We expect an integration of the two to provide a sean1less and flexible technique for integration of knowledge
1
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systems with databases through method-specific transformation of data into useful knowledge.
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Abstract
A number of applications access data residing in heterogeneous databases , based o n vanous data
models. having differing schemas, consisting of different internal representations etc . In this paper
\Ve pick up a generic application of Engineering Design and assume a predetermined intelligent user
interface. vVe concentrate mainly on relational databases with the SQL interface for the purpose of an
illustrative implementation. vVe demonstrate the use of the CORAL deductive database management
system for the representation and maintenance of the metadata repository ; and for the generation of
multiple possible interpretations of the user queries. CORAL facts store information about the various
schemas in the system . CORAL rules e~;tablish various relationships amongst different databases.
tables, attributes and values. The C++ interface of CORAL (also termed as CORAL++ ) along with
its deductive power is used for arriving at the multiple interpretations of the user queries .

1

Introduction

Heterogeneity of databases is becoming a necessary factor to contend with in the design of new
a pplications because of the proliferation of database management systems that used diverse data
models over the last three decad es. Among widely implemented data mod els we have the hierar chical, network, relational and object ori ented data models . A large body of work exists that deals with
the mapping of these models among one another (e.g. see the mapping of models using the entity
relationship model as an intermediate model in [1] [2]. While vendors are also providing middleware solutions to draw data from these legacy systems, the semantic problems of resolving conflicts
regarding naming, scale , structure etc. that were pointed out several years ago [3] [4] still remain.
The purpose of the project was to tie a set of heterogeneous databases to an "intelligent front end
application" which would make requests for data without any knowledge of the schemas of the target
databases . To limit the degree of difficulty we assume that we are dealing with data in relational
databases only. This assumption is reasonable in the sense that if the data is coming from a hierarchica l or a network DBMS, we can first convert the schema to a relational one before treating it for
purposes of integration. The database in: egration problem we discuss here is couched in the context
of engineering design which, like any other design application, relies on extracting data from existing
databases containing material data, components, existing designs etc. The exact context and the
application scenario will be explained in the next section.
We assume that relevant data for the design application is stored in relations (tables) whose
schemas are available at "design time". It is conceivable that to support large scale engineering
designs, data from a variety of databases, i.e., from multiple schemas would be required. To facilitate
integration of data among these databases we assume that the "correspondences", i.e., the similarities
and differences among the (meaning of) attributes is encoded in the form of rules. Furthermore, for
our application context, the user issues certain queries looking for relevant design information . We
·submitted to Deductive Databases and Logic Programming, Leuven, Belgium 1997
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shmv in this paper hmv a query ma.y have several interpretations. A deductive database sy:-;tem ltke
CORAL makes it eas y to re present the schema information and the interrela tionships in .:t n.4.tltr:t l
way . The C++ interface embedded in CORAL++ makes tt easy to write general purpo:-;p pr o ~ r:1nh
to a rr'ess and update thts information.

2

Problem Definition

Our main objective is to build and demonstrate an intelligent interface to a set of (possihly :-wtonomous) information sources including structured databases . knmvledge bases, and unstructured
data. The approach we have selected involves the development of a mediator which utilizes metaknm·d edge of the underlying information stores to aid a user in browsing data or a system in retrieving
specific relevant information .

2.1

Predetermined Querying Interface

The user is assumed to use this system as an Engineering Database for designing purposes. So he
would typically like to find components that satisfy his requirements (e.g. batteries with \·o\tage rating higher than lOV and cheaper than $10) . Keeping this user's perspective in rntnd, the Engineering
data is thought to be made up of various ·'Prototypes". Each Prototype has various ··Properties''.
Each Property takes up some '· Value" for every Prototype. 'vVe can compare the Values of various
properties using the relations : ==, <, >. <=, >=.<>etc . For the purpose of our implementation.
the queries can be classified into the following five types.
1. (Prototype <proto_name>) : here the user is looking for all the prototypes identified by
''proto_name". It is implicit that the user wants to see the various values for various properties of these prototypes.

2. (Property <prop_name>) : the user is interested in all the prototypes having the Property
identified by ·'prop_name" . It is implicit that the user wants to see the values taken by this
property for the various prototypes, that would be listed .
3. (Prototype <proto_name>) (Property <prop_name>) : the user wants to see all the prototypes
identified by "proto_name" and having property identified by "prop...name". It is implicit that
the user also wants to see the cor:~esponding value that the property takes for the particular
prototype.
4. (Prototype <proto_name>) (Property <prop_name>) (Value <value>) (Relation <rel>) : the
user is interested in prototypes identified by "proto_name" having a property identified by
"prop...name". In addition to this he wants only those prototypes for which the property takes
a value which is related to the given "value" in the query by the relation "rel" (i.e. it is equal
to "value'' or greater than "value" etc.)
.3 . (Property <prop_name>) (Value <value>) (Relation <rel>) : the user is interested in all the
prototypes for which the property identified by "prop_name" takes a value which is related to
the given "value" by the relation "rel".

2.2

Heterogeneous Databases as the Backend

Data is scattered in various databases a.nd various tables in each of those databases. The databases
are assumed to be relational with the SQL interface for the illustrative purpose. It is a reasonable
assumption and is made to contain the complexity of the problem. The system needs to find out
which databases and which tables in these databases have the relevant data to answer a particular
query. It then translates the query into a corresponding SQL query for every table . This SQL query
is run against that table to get an answer. As we made an assumption of a uniform SQL interface
to all the databases, we can simply translate a query into one in SQL against a target database in
each of these cases.
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3

Overall Operations in the System

The data is o rganiz ed at t\vo levels nam e ly . ( l) th e metadata repository
consisting of irtformat ion about various databases and tables in them and ( 2) th e actual dat a
whi ch i~ di:St ri bu l:'d 111
\·arious heterogeneous databases. This organization reduces the data to be dealt with at th e fir:-;t
level to get to th e appropriate database( .-! and t ablels). It also allows heterogeneity in the \·ar1ous
databases in n)[\·ed. The Querying Int erface is as des1:ribed in section 2. t. The "d;.u1 ·· tn2;t't\wr \\'lth
its "\vrapper" forms a database sys tem. "\Vrapper" simply defines the access method::; to rilP data
for reading and updating purposes . .-\ user query. which is of the form described above, would be
translated into the co rresponding query. as understood by the corres ponding '·wrapper". for each o f
the relevant tables. This query would then be routed to the corresponding database. that con tains
this table . The metadata repository is consulted in determining these relevant tables and finding the
cor responding database. The user would get the result , obtained after running the query against all
the applicable databases through the "Result Composer". The overall system architecture rs g.t\r:n
in figure 1.

INTELLIGENT

USER
INTERFACE

query ,' result

user request

Query

Result
Composer
- - - - - f -- - - -

Processor

~'

-,-

wrapper

wrapper

Heterogeneous Databases

Figure 1: The High Level System View

3.1

Multiple Interpretations of the various types of queries

For better understanding of the followir..g discussion, let us take up an example query . Let the four
components of the query be,
(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage) (Value 10) (Relation==).
As there can be various tables with different schema, we need to run this query with only those tables
that might give meaningful results for the query. We can easily observe that any of "Prototype",
"Battery", "Property" and "Voltage" can be a table or a column of a table. The "Battery" and
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.. \'oltage" r:an also be values in the columns (e g. those labeled as ·· Prototype" and "Property" rf'spec tively). Of course there are a lot of dependencies amongst these components- P.g .. 1f " Prototype··
is a t abiP. then "Ba tt ~'> ry" has to be a column of r his t.able. On th e other hand. 1f t herP \s 'l tn.b IP
called the "Battery". then \Ve are lookmg for values in the column "vo ltage·· or .. volts"- :'O that r\w
query wo uld generate meaningful results with the table . :\ow we take up an example query for Pach
of the fiw· types listed above. For every query we list the possible tables according to our scheme
t. (Prototype Battery). The user typically means that he wants all the batteries with their
properties and their corresponding values. Hence we will have to run this query against all th e
tables which.

• are equivalent to ··Prototype Table" and have a column equivalent to ·' Battery'' or
• are equivalent to ·'Battery Table''
• have a column equivalent to ·'Prototype" (and only the tuples with Prototype as "Battery"
would be considered).
if and only if these tables have colu.mns equivalent to ''Property" and ··· value" each.
2. (Property Voltage). The user is interested in listing all the Prototypes having '·Voltage" as one
of their Properties. The Values of these Properties would also be significant from his standpoint .
Hence we consider all the tables which.
• are equivalent to "Property Table" and have a column equivalent to ·'Voltage" or
• are equivalent to "Voltage Table''
• have a column equivalent to "Property" (and only the tuples with Property as ·'Voltage''
would be considered).
if and only if they have " Prototype" equivalent column.
3. (Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage). The user wants all the batteries with special interest
in their voltages. Hence we will run the query against all the tables which ,
• are equivalent to "Prototype Table" and have "Battery", "Property" and ·'Value'' equi valent columns and we would be interested only in the tuples having an entry of "Voltage"
in the · 'Property" equivalent column or
• are equivalent to :' Prototype Table" and have "Battery", " Voltage" equivalent columns or
• are equivalent to "Battery Table" and have "Property" and "Value" equivalent columns.
vVe would be interested only :~n those tuples having Property "Voltage" or
• are equivalent to :'Battery Table" and have a column equivalent to ': Voltage" Or
• are equivalent to "Property Table" and have columns equivalent to "Voltage", "Prototype"
and "Value". We would be interested in tuples with Prototype as "Battery".
• are equivalent to "Property Table" and have "Voltage" and "Battery" equivalent columns.
• are equivalent to "Voltage Tables" and have "Prototype" and "Value" equivalent columns.
\Ve would look for only tuples with Prototype as "Battery".
• are equivalent to "Voltage Table" with "Battery" and ;'Value" equivalent columns.
• have "Prototype" and "Property" equivalent columns as far as they have "Value" equivalent column. Only the tuples with Prototype as "Battery" and Property as "Voltage"
would be considered.
4. (Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage) (Value 10) (Relation==). Here the interest is indicated
in all the batteries having Voltage as "10". The query can be run with all the tables as indicated
as above with an added constraint that only those tuples which have an entry of "10" in the
:'Voltage" or "Value" column - whichever is applicable - (Note the table can have only one of
these columns at a time) will be considered.
5. (Property Voltage) (Value 10) (Relation ==). All the Prototypes having voltage of "10" are
being considered. Thus all the tables that,
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• are equivalent to .. Property Table'' and have a column equivalent to ··Voltage ..
• are equivalent to ··Voltage Table .. and hav P a column equival e nt to ··Value ..
• have .. Property .. and ·· Value·· equivalent columns along \vith .. Prot o type .. r o lunn.
tuples with Property ··Voltage" and \'alue .. 10 .. would be taken into consideratic· :).
\\·ould be considered if and only if they have a column equivalent to ·'Prototype .. . .-\11 ·he
wtrh ··\'o ltag e·· or ··Value·· being 10 would be taken into account.
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Effective Use of CORAL for the Integration

The metadata is stored in the fo rm of CORAL [5] [6] facts and rules . CORAL is a dedurr l\' f · databasr-·
system which stores data as facts and rule:3. and allows for that data to be queried. By ·: s ing CORAL
th e mediator can decide which database(~;) and table(s) are useful in answering any s~ \ Pn query. In
particular , CORAL is used in deriving relationships like equivalence: between 'itt rib L:t es. tables and
databases. Any creation, deletion or modificati o n of a table results in a change i:l the metadata
repository. This dynamic behavior can be easily captured by CORAL. In essence, CORAL provides
us with the facility for database integrat ron through the facts and rules specified tbout tables and
databases. However, this integration can be considered implicit rather than explicit since no global
conceptual schema is explicitly formed. Also the C++ interface provided by CORA.L makes writ ing
general purpose programs easy. \Ve explain the implementation by taking help of an example. The
integration of CORAL deductive engine with the C++ interface makes CORA:-++ rich and wellsuited for our system .

4.1

A Simple Example

Consider a query.

(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage).
This query is asking for information in all the databases that has so met hi ..1g do with battery as a
prototype and voltage as a property.
Let us assume a system (as illustrated in figure 2) that has two data;.•ases - dbl and db2. Let
dbl have the populated tables as shown in Table 1 and Table 2 .

I CompNo I Prototype I Property I Value
Bl01
M101
BllO
B1ll

Battery
Motor
Battery
Battery

Voltage
Voltage
Voltage
Current

10
10
100
10t j

Table 1: "Components" Table in .Jbl
and let db2 have populated tables as shown in Table 3 and Table 4 .
We observe that according to the discussion in section 3 oniy the tables in db1 would produce
meaningful results with the query under consideration.

4.2

Representation of the Metadata Repository

It is stored as CORAL facts and rules. The advantage of such a storage is that we can utilize the
strong deductive power of CORAL (e.g. deducing equivaler:ce of attributes, equivalence of tables
etc.). The various components of the repository are described below.
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db\

Components Table

I

CompNo

II

Property

Prototype

Value

Battery Table
bNo

Voltage

db2

Battery Table

Supplier Table

~B_att_ery__No~___s_up_p_lie~

bNo

Current

Figure 2: An Example Database System
~atteryNo I Voltage I

F

B101

I

15

[

mo2

1

3o

Table 2: "Battery" Table in dbl
QlatteryNo I Current

F

B101

I

15

[

81o2

1

30

Table 3: "Battery" Table in db2

I BatteryNo I Supplier No I
~B101
I
4567
~81o2
1
4568

Table 4: "Supplier" Table in db2
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• first we list all the tables in all the d a tabases as CORAL facts like,

%For the f1rst database, dbl.
belongsTo(component, dbl).
belongsTo(battery, dbl).

I. For the second database, db2.
belongsTo(battery, db2).
belongsTo(supplier, db2).
• Then we list attributes of individual tables as CORAL facts. The first argument o f these
predicates is the database name. It is so because the same table may have different attribut es
in different databases . e.g. the '·battery'' table in the two databases '·dbl'' and '·db2"' as shown
below.

I. for db1
hasAttribs (dbl, component, [compName, prototype, property, value]).
hasAttribs (db1, battery, [bName, voltage]).

I. for db2
hasAttribs(db2, battery, [bNrune, current]).
hasAttribs(db2, supplier, [bName, sName]).
• \Ve also need facts to list what attributes are equivalent. The equivalence of tables can be either
given by facts or can be deduced by the rules (e .g. two tables with equivalent attributes are
equivalent) . But we do not need them in this particular example.
• To find whether a table has a particular attribute in a given database we define a CORAL rule
as,

module isAttrib.
export isAttrib(bff).
isAttrib (Db, Table, Attri)

hasAttribs(Db, Table, Attribs),
iselem (Attri, Attribs).

end_module.
%Module ''iselem'' is defined for the sake of completeness.
module iselem.
export iselem(bb).
~pipelining+.
% Solve in a top-down fashion
iselem(X, [XI_]).
iselem(X, [_IZ])
end_rnodule.

4.3

iselem(X,Z).

Deducing the Appropriate Tables

It is done according to the scheme suggested in section 3. We use the C++ interface of CORAL for
this matter. In fact, an imperative interface (e.g. in C) would have been enough for the purpose.
We check for the various conditions given in the scheme and generate the appropriate SQL queries
for the existing tables . We run through the algorithm for the example query under consideration,

begin
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For every ''table'' equivalent to ''prototype table''
for every attribute equivalent to ''battery'', say attrib1
for every attribute equivalent to ''property'', say attrib2
if ' 'table'' has ''attrib1'' as well as ' 'attrib2''
for every attribute equivalent to ''value'', say attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib3
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == voltage equivalent value.
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent to ''voltage'', say attrlb4
if ''table'' has attrib4
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
For every ''table'' equivalent to ''battery table''
for every attribute equivalent to ''voltage'', attrib1
if ''table'' has attrib1
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent to ''property'', attrib2
for every attribute equivalent to ''value'', attrib3
if ''table'' has attrib2 and attrib3
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == voltage equivalent value.
For every table equivalent to ''property table''
for every attribute equivalent to ''voltage'', say attrib1
for every attribute equivalent to ''prototype'', say attrib2
if ''table'' has ''attrib1'' as well as ''attrib2''
for every attribute equivalent to ''value'', say attrib3
if 1 1 table'' has attrib3
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 == battery equivalent value.
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent to 1 'battery'', say attrib4
if 1 'table'' has attrib4
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
For every table equivalent to 1 1 voltage table''
for every attribute equivalent ~o 1 1 battery'', attrib1
if 1 1 table'' has attrib1
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
goto next table
for every attribute equivalent to 11 prototype'', attrib2
for every attribute equivalent to 11 value'', attrib3
if ' 1 table'' has attrib2 and attrib3
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select the corresponding database and fire SQL query,
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE attrib2 ==battery equivalent value.
For every table having columns equivalent to each of
prototype, property and value
select the corresponding database and fire SQL query
SELECT * FROM table
WHERE prototype equivalent column) == battery equivalent value
AND property equivalent column== voltage eqv. value
end

4.4

The Result of Sample Queries

Let us say that the wrapper of dbl can handle SQL queries. In that case we first select that. database
and then simply run a query,

SELECT *
FROM component
WHERE prototype= ''battery'' AND property= ''voltage''
against the first ("component") table in the database. \Ve take similar actions for the other table in
(possibly various) databases. The other query in this case would be,

SELECT *
FROM battery
again with the same database viz . dbl. The result is presented to the user as displayed by the
corresponding '; wrapper". The task of Result Composer is trivial in this case. It needs to simply
display the two tables with appropriate header information (e.g. table names etc.). In general it
might be required to merge tables coming from multiple databases . It might also be required to take
into consideration the interrelationships amongst various various tables, attributes and values in t ne
same database.

5

Exploiting the Deductive Power of CORAL

The equivalence relationships amongst the various attributes are stored as CORAL facts. The deduced equivalences between tables can be added (and modified as and when required) dynamically
for performance benefits. Additional relationships, including semantic ones, between attributes and
tables can also be easily captured under this scheme . Sometimes it might be necessary to account
for these relationships. They might improve the efficiency of arriving at the result in other cases. A
sample system with definition of some additional relationships is given in Appendix A. This example
is given for illustrative purposes only. It does not address completeness or efficiency. It means that
neither all the facts and rules required are given nor the rules are written to ensure optimal search
results.

6

Conclusions and Future Work.

Integration of heterogeneous databases is achieved with respect to an Engineering Data Processing
Application. The effective use of deductive database engine integrated with the C++ like interface
is illustrated with the help of CORAL++ implementation. CORAL++ makes it easy to represent
the information and deduce the outcomes in a natural way.
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The system makes an assumption that all thP chtabases involvt>d provide an SQL interfact? Til!:;
condition can be relaxed . [n this case we need to 2,enerate different queries. as understood h~ r' rtc·lt
of the databases involved. Currently only tht> ir.dividual tables are checked to see wheth Pr t h1:y
provide satisfactory data to answer a particular 1uer_y. But it is possible thctt two or more table:-,
tak en sepa rately do not have enough informatiot : to answer a query . .-\t th e same time. when takPn
together (e.g their join). they provide data to: .1swer the query . Consider that there are two tablb
- whi ch might be in the same database or in tfferent databases - one with co lumns ··Co mpon ent
\"umber" and "Prototype". The other with c lumns ··Component \"umber" and ·· Voltage ... Th Pn
neither of them provides enough i nformat.ion : )r the query
(Prototype Battery) (Property Voltage)
But their equijoin with the additional concLtion of ''Prototype == Battery" for the t upl Ps is •:J f
interest to us . The extended solution can ex:1austively take care of all such cases. The five ty·pes of
queries , given in section 2.1, were decided in · ui ti vely. They can be modified and / or extended basPd
on a systematic treatment of the user need:---.
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Appendix A
db(db2) .
db(dbl).

'l.
I. Attributes in
'l.

LDB 1 (University Registration)

attrib(dbl, professor, profname).
attrib(dbi, professor, desc).
attrib(db1, student, name).
attrib(db1, student, id).
attrib(db1, project, id).
attrib(db1, project, pro j name) .
attrib(db1, project, desc).
attrib(db1, course, coursename).
attrib(db1, course, desc) .
attrib(db1, manage, id).
attrib(db1, manage, profname).
attrib(db1, manage, projname).
attrib(db1, participate, id).
attrib(db1, participate, projname).
attrib(dbi, participate, stdid).
attrib(db1, assigned, id).
attrib(db1, assigned, coursename) .
attrib(db1, assigned, profname).
attrib(db1, enroll, id).
attrib(db1, enroll, coursename).
attrib(db1, enroll, stdid).

'l.
'l. Attributes in
'l.

LDB 2 (University Payroll)

attrib(db2, project, id).
attrib(db2, project, fund).
attrib(db2, professor, id).
attrib(db2, professor, name).
attrib(db2, student, name).
attrib(db2, student, id).
attrib(db2, department, id).
attrib(db2, department, name).
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attrib(db2, grapay, code).
attrib(db2, grapay, stdid).
attrlb(db2, grapay, projid).
attrlb(db2, gtapay, code).
attrib(db2, gtapay, stdid).
attrib(db2, gtapay, deptid).
attrib(db2, deptpay, code).
attrib(db2, deptpay, profnarne).
attrib(db2, deptpay, deptid).
attrib(db2, projpay,
attrib(db2, projpay,
attrib(db2, projpay,
%
% Entities (classes)
%
% Entities in LDB 1
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,
class(db1,

in Two Databases
(University Registration)

professor).
student).
project).
course).
manage).
participate).
assigned).
enroll).

% Entities in
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,
class(db2,

code).
profnarne).
projid).

LDB 2 (University Payroll)

professor).
student).
project).
department).
grapay).
gtapay).
projpay).
deptpay).

'1.
'1. Attributes of an individual class listed
'1.
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db1,
has_attribs(db1,
has_attribs(db1,
has_attribs(db1,
has_attribs (db1,
has_attribs(db1,

professor, [id, name, address, officeno]).
student, [id, name, address]).
project, [id, courseno, desc]).
course, [no, name, desc]).
manage, [id, projid, profno]).
participate, [id, stdid, proj id]).
assigned, [id, courseno, profno]).
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has_attribs(db1, enroll, [id, stdid, courseno]) .
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,
has_attribs(db2,

professor, [id, name]).
student, [id name]).
project, [ld, fund]) .
department, [id, name]).
grapay, [code, projid, stdld]).
gtapay, [code, deptid, stdid]).
projpay, [code, projid, profid]).
deptpay, [code, deptid, profid]).

I. Information from Schema Analysis
I.
I.
1. Attributes Relationship
keqv(db1,
keqv(db1,
keqv(db1,
keqv(db1,

project, id, db2, project, id).
student, id, db2, student, id).
student, name, db2, student, name).
professor, name, db2, professor, name).

kcontain(db2, student, id, db2, grapay, stdid).
kcontain(db2, student, id, db2, gtapay, stdid) .
kcontain (db 1, student, id, db1' participate, stdid) .
kcontain(db2, professor, name, db2, project, name).
kcontain(db2, professor, name, db2, department, name).
kcontain(db1, professor, name, dbl' assigned, name) .
kcontain(db1, professor, name, dbl' manage, name).
kcontain(db1, course, name, db1' assigned, name) .
kcontain(db1, course, name, db1' Emroll, coursename) .

I. Information from Schema Analysis
I.
1. Class Relationship
I.
I. The following relationships would be added dynamically as they are
I. deduced by the system.
ksubsurne(db1, professor, db2, professor).
ksubsume(db1, project, db2, project).
ksubsume(db1, student, db2, student).

I.
I. equivalent attributes
I.
eqv(X,
eqv(X,
eqv(X,
eqv(X,

X)
Y)
Y)
Z)

attrib(Db, T, X).
keqv (Db1, T1, X, Db2, T2, Y).
keqv(Db1, T1, Y, Db2, T2, X).
eqv(X, Y), eqv(Y, Z).
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/,
% Attr1bute Containment Relationship
%
contain(X,
contain(X,
contain(X,
contain(X,

Z)
Y)
Z)
Z)

eqv(X, z)
kcontain(Dbl, Tl, X, Db2, T2, Y)
contain(X, Y), contain(Y, Z)
eqv(X, Y), contain(Y, z)
0

0

0

0

%
% Overlapping Attributes
%
overlap(X, Y)
overlap(X, Y)
overlap(X, Y)

contain(X, Y)
contain (Y, X)
eqv(X, Y)

0

0

0

%
% Disjoint Attributes
%
disjoint(X, Y)

attrib(Db1, T1, X), attrib(Db2, T2, Y), not overlap(X, Y)o

%
% equivalent classes
%
eqclass(X, Y)
keqclass(Db1, X, Db2, Y).
eqclass(X, X)
class(Db, X).
eqclass(X, Y)
eqclass(Y, X).
%class equivalence derived from attributes.
eqclass(X, Y)
has_attribs(X, Z), has_attribs(Y, W), eqlist(Z,W).
eqclass(X, Z) :- eqclass(X, Y), eqclass(Y, Z).
%
% Equivalent Lists of Attributes
%
eq 1 is t ( [] , [] ) .
eqv(X,W), ! , eqlist(Y,Z).
eqlist([XIY], [WIZJ)
eqlist ([X IY], [WI Z])
iseqv(X,Z) , eqlist(Y, [WIZ]).

%
%Testing for being a member of a list.
%
iseqv(X, []) :- ! , fail.
iseqv(X,[YI_])
eqv(X, Y).
iseqv(X,[_IY])
iseqv(X,Y).

%
% class X subsumes class Y

!.
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subsurne(X,
subsurne(X,
subsurne(X,
subsurne ( X,
subsurne(X,

Y)
Z)
Y),
Z)
Z)

:- ksubsurne(Db1, X, Db2, Y).
:- class(Db1, X), class(Db2, Y), class(Db3, Z),
subsurne(Y, Z).
eqclass(X, Z).
: - eqclass(X, Y), subsurne(Y, Z).

I.
I. overlapping classes
I.
overclass(X, Y)
overclass(X, Y)
overclass(X, Y)

subsurne(X, Y).
- subsume (Y, X) .
- eqclass(X, Y).

i'.
I. disjoint clas3es
I.
disclass(X, Y)

class(Db1, X), class(Db2, Y), not overclass(X, Y).
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Abstract
.-\ prototype user interface implementation for text information retrieval sys tem is described. C sing a visualization scheme , the interface provides visual feedback to the user
about how the query words influence the ranking of retrieved document s . The interface
al so helps the user in constructing complex structured queries by simple drag-and-drop operations . .-\n intuitive model where the user classifies the information provided to him / her
as being positive and negative aids hi m/ her in supplying rich relevance feedback information to the system . Our prototype interface has been built on top of INQUERY [CCH92 ].
Preliminary experience ~vvith the interface shows it to be a valuable tool in aiding the
interactive search process between the user and the system. To test the effectiveness of
the interface. we plan to conduct studies on users with real information need searching a
large corpus of articles.

Keywords
Visualization of results, visual query ).anguages, query processing, information retrieval

1

User Interface iss1ues for Information Retrieval
systems

C ser Interface issues and interaction techniques for full text information retrieval systems
have in general received much less attention than system issues like document representation and retrieval algorithms. We have developed an interface that facilitates the user in
visually constructing powerful queries for ranked output retrieval systems. The interface
•This work was supported in part by ARPA Grant No. F33615-93-l-1338 under the Intelligent Integration of Information Program
t Appeared in the Proceedings of the Third IFIP 2.6 Working Conference on Visual Database Systems,
1995

includes a ~cheme for \·isualizing the query rPsults in a forn1 that enablt->~ d1P ll'Pr to -.:pp
the relationships between the query results and the query. \Vhile a majority of onlirw
library catalog s_y·stems use a boolean model of retrie\·al. a \'ast majority of existing experimental information retrieval systerns retrieve a ranked set of docunwnt.:; in decrea~ing
order of relevance in response to a free-form textual query. In ranked output :--\·qpm".
the documents and the queries are modeled by a set of weighted index terms. T!w index
term weighting function for the docurnents primarily takes into consideration
• the frequency of occurrence of the index term in the document,
• the number of documents in the corpus containing that index term.
The effectiveness of a retrieval systen1 is measured by two metrics: recall (the ratio of
the nun1ber of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents
in the corpus) and precision (the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrie\·ed to
the total number of documents retrieved). The reader is referred to [BCS7. Rij/9. S.\183]
for a comprehensive description of evaluation metrics of information retrieval systems.
document representation and retrieval techniques.
\Vhile processing a free-form textual query, most ranked output Information Retrieval
systems automatically extract index terms from the query and weight them. The weighted
query index terms are then matched against the weighted index terms of documents to
retrieve a ranked set of documents in decreasing order of relevance. Each document is
weighted, the higher the weight of a document, the more likely it is to be relevant to the
query. ~'lost of the existing library information systems (On-line Public Access Catalogs.
OPAC) follow a boolean retrieval model. In this model, the documents retrieved in
response to a boolean query are not ranked. If a document satisfies the boolean query·
specification. it is retrieved. Compared to boolean systems, ranked output systems are
a significant improvement since the query can be in a free-form text as opposed ro a
strict boolean syntax. Also, the retrieved documents are ranked, thereby placing the
more useful documents at the top of the list. This is a particularly useful feature since it
has been shown that users of boolean systems spend a considerable effort in reducing the
size of the result set [Spi93). On the other hand, ranked output systems introduce a new
problem: For a naive user, the logic behind the ranking of documents in response to a
query is not as apparent and straightforward as a boolean system. The interface we have
developed is aimed at alleviating this problem. It helps the user in understanding how
the system computed the ranking of retrieved documents by visualizing the relationship
between query terms and the results of the query.
The interface also aids the user in formulating complex structured queries by graphically manipulating objects on the screen. A simple mechanism of classifying any information on the screen into positive and negative instances lends itself to easy formulation
of structured queries. The interface is built using Tcl/Tk [Ous94) on top of INQUERY
[CCH92), a ranked output retrieval system based on Bayesian inference networks. The
interface supports two types of feedback:
• feed back from the user to the system and

• fe edback fr o m th e system to the user.
It is interesting to no te that the tern1 ··feedback .. in the field of Information !{ctr·ie \·nl
typi cally refers to user's feedback to the sy stem. while in the field of Human Computc'r·
Interfaces ... feedback·· usually refers t o the system's feedback to the user. Tlw user·:;
feedback to the system and the different levels of granularity at which the feedback can be
pro\·icled is discus;:;;ed in section --l. The system's feedback to the user and the \·isua lization
technique is di scussed in section .).

2

Related Work

\' umerous studies on user interaction with online library access catalog systems with a
boolean retrieval model have been conducted [Spi93, SS92~ Dal90 , Fid91a. Fid91 b. Fid9l
Spink [Spi9:3] studies the different forrns of user feedback during a retrieval session. Of the
total number of feedback actions by the user, 4.5% were aimed at adjusting the size of the
retrieved set of documents, and about 40% were related to relevancy of documents. Fidel
[Fid9la, Fid91 b, Fid9lc] discusses the issue of user interaction by studying the process
of search term selection and searching styles in online library access catalogs. Dalrymple
[Dal90] looks at the feedback proces ~s from a user-centered perspective. Bates [Bat90]
describes a boolean retrieval system which integrates an online thesaurus. None of the
above studies involve a ranked output system supporting free-form textual queries. All of
the systems deal with boolean retrieval model only. We believe that there is a significant
difference in the way users interact with a boolean system and a ranked output system.
The reader is referred to [Har92] and [HB92] for a comparative discussion of boolean
systems and ranked output systems. \Vhile building our interface we have borrowed
valuable ideas from the studies men :ioned above. In particular, the need to integrate
an on-line thesaurus with the search interface in an easy-to-use fashion and a simple
interaction scheme to include words from documents into the query have been influenced
by the results of above-mentioned studies.

<.

\Valker and Beaulieu [Wal87, HB92] describe their OKAPI system which is a ranked
output retrieval system for library catalogs. Similarly, Fox [FFS+93] describes their ~IAR
IAN sysem which is also a ranked output system for library catalogs based on the vectorspace model. While OKAPI has facilities for relevance feedback and query expansion
using a thesaurus, it largely lacks any means of providing system feedback to the user
about how the ranking was computed. The interface we have developed integrates relevance feedback information from the user as well as feedback from the system illustrating
the relationship between query results and query words.
A number of visualization schemes for information retrieval systems have also been
proposed. The perspective wall [CRtv191] describes a visualization scheme which supports
browsing of documents. While such a system will not handle qualitative document classifications such as library subject catalogs, it is very useful for visualizing documents based
on data which is linear in nature (like date of publication). Other visualization schemes

-.;uch as )~or 1Jl. Spo9--L HI\\V94) have facilities for vie\'·:ing a large rlocurnPnt ~pace. H~! t
visualizing the document space along more than :3- -1 rlimensions sirnultanPously lwcorne:-;
\·pry cun1bersorne using the above sy·stenls ..-\lso. n1ost of them do not provide Slip purl for
querying with relP\·ance feedback and none of thern pro\·ide support for query expansion
using a t lw-;a urus. The visualization scheme in our interface can gracefully ha nclle m llrh
higher nurnber of query word dimensions.

2.1

Novelty of our approach

The no\·elty of our system is in integrat ing a diverse set of interaction features in a seamless
fashion into a single system thereby facilitating the interactive and iterative nature of the
information seeking process. The following features are integrated in our system:
• C sing a visualization scheme~ the interface provides visual feedback to the user about
ho\v the query· \vords influence the ranking of retrieved documents.
• By simple drag-and-drop operations of objects on the screen~ the interface faci \itates a naive end-user in constructing complex structured queries and in providing
relevance feedback. This feedback is utilized by the system in a manner described
later.
• The interface integrates an online thesaurus which provides words related to the
query that can be used by the user to expand the original query.
Belkin and his group~s work [BMC93, BrvLI\+91~ HB94] on user interfaces for information retrieval systems elucidates the issues in user interface and interaction techniques for
full text retrieval systems. Belkin [B~!lA +91] mentions that ';This type of analysis led to
another important conclusion, namely that information systems for end users must support a variety of goals and tasks, but through some common interface or seamless access
mechanism to a variety of relevant information sources and system functionali ties.,. Our
interface takes a step in that direction by integrating different pieces of information with
a visualization scheme and simple interaction techniques.

3

Interactive Constr·u ction of Queries

Searching a database for information is a highly interactive process with the user constantly refining the query after examining the results of previous iteration until he/ she is
either satisfied with the results or is frustrated with the process and gives up. In existing
information retrieval systems, the interaction proceeds by the user providing feedback on
which of the retrieved documents are relevant to his/her information need. The system
uses this information to modify the original query resulting in an improved ranking of
retrieved documents. It has also been shown by Spink [SS92) that during iterative query
reformulation, users tend to expand the query using search terms from various sources

such as a thesaurus. pre\·iously retrieved documents anr1 user's hackground knu\\-[f'd~f'.
Expanding the query with terms from such sources can contribute to retrie\·al of nwre
rele\·ant documents in the next iteration.
Our interface encourages the interaction between the user and the systen1 by providing
the user with simple interaction technique to let him/her supply rele\·ance feedback at
different le\·els of granularity: \vhole documents, document portions. phrases and incli\·iclual words . .-\!most any inforn1ation appearing on the screen can be used for feedback.
This is achieved by sin1ple .. drag-and-drop .. ping the feedback object into either a ··Positive Objects·· window colored green or a .. ~egative Objects .. windo'vv colored reel. This
scheme provides a simple abstraction to the user for classifying any type of inforn1ation
without having to worry about what action to take for \vhat type of information ..-\ typical user session along with the response of the interface for every user action is described
below using an example (please refer to Figure 1). The da.tabase being queried contains
a collection of titles. authors and abstracts of thousands of CAC~'l articles.
• The user types in his free form textual query in the query window. In the example
shown in figure l. the query is ';image audio and text data compression''.
• As every query word is typed in, the system consults an on-line thesaurus and
displays words and phrases related to the query word in an adjacent window.
• At any point during the session the user can drag-and-drop any of the related
words/phrases into the positive and negative windows. Internally the system expands the query by treating the positive words/ phrases as synonyms of the corresponding query word. The negative words/phrases are included in the query with
a \TOT operator. For example, if for a query word ';bank''. the phrase ;;financial
institution'' is classified as positive and "river bed" is classified as negative, the
corresponding internal query would be ':#SYNONY~1( bank #2+( financial institution)) #NOT( #2( river bed))". The end-result of this classification is a possible
improvement in the precision measure since documents containing the phrase "river
bed" will be weighted lower than other documents, and a possible improvement in
the recall measure since documents containing the phrase "financial institution" are
also retrieved. The interface facilitates construction of such structured queries by
simple drag-and-drop operations. In the example in figure 1, three words related
to the query word ~•compression", namely, "compaction, "shortening" and ;'condensation~· have been classified as positive. Internally the systems treats these three
words as synonyms of ••compression''.
• After the user types in the query, the system evaluates the query and displays the
titles of top-ranked documents in the "Query Results" window.
• The user examines the query result. Double-clicking any title with the mouse will
bring up the full document.
t #2 is the proximity operator in IN QUERY specifying that the words should appear within a distance
of 2 within each other
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Figure 1: Sample querying session. The window titled "Positive object" is colored green
and the window title "Negative Objects" is colored red. When a document is classified
as positive/negative, the title of that document in the "Query results" window is also
colored green/red.

• The U:)er can classify any document as being relevant or non-rete\·ant h\· dr cu;- anddrop'ing the document into positive and negative windows. In the example in flgur('
l. the user has classified three documents titled "Experiments in text file compt·Pssion". ":\new technique for compression and storage of data'' and "...\utomatir dnld
compression" as positive. The document titled "Pretiminary· investigation of techniques for au tor11ated reading of unformatted text"' has been class i fled as neg at i \·e.
Internally. the sy·s tems extracts 4- 6 high frequency \vords from the positivf' dorumen ts a ncl adds it to the query· thereby expanding the query. This results in t lw
retrieval of documents similar to the positive documents.
• The user can also highlight a portion of a document and drag-and-drop it into t hf'
positive and negative windows. The words in the highlighted document portion are
used to expand the query in the next iteration.
• During the next iteration~ the reformulated query with the relevance feedback information is processed by the system resulting in an improved ranking of documents.
The positive and negative windows for feedback are aimed at mimicking the user's
vie\V that some information is in line with the information need and some not ..-\fter an
object has been classified as positive (or negative), the system always colors the object
green (or red) whenever the object is displayed, thereby reinforcing the user with the fact
that the object is being used for relevance feedback. While arguing for the use of direct
manipulation techniques for Informab on Retrieval, 0/litev [Mit89] mentions that
"Parts of document(s), individual word(s), sentences or groups of word(s)
displayed could be used directly as something to be input for another search.
This could be done, for example, by pointing and 'picking' them on the screen
and carrying them across another area of the screen. The user would not have
to input them again.''
This is precisely what has been accornplished in our interface. In their retrieval system,
Campbell [CS] uses a cut-and-paste rr1echanism for relevance feedback by letting the user
add portions of retrieved documents back into the query window.
This section dealt with the interaction technique to let the user provide relevance
feedback information to the system. The next section deals with visual feedback from the
system on how the query results were computed.

4

Visualization of qulery results

While systems with a boolean retrieval model retrieve an unordered set of documents in
response to a query, ranked output information retrieval systems retrieve a ranked set of
documents. While the reason for retrieving a document is fairly clear in the case of a
boolean system, the reason why a document is assigned a specific rank is not apparent
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Figure 2: Visualization of results for the base query.

in the case of a ranked output system.. Without knowing how the system computed the
ranking of documents, the user will have to treat the retrieval mechanism as a black box.
\Ve stand to gain a lot by keeping the user more informed about the retrieval process
of the system. If the user has more information about how the ranking was computed.
he/she \vill be in a better position to reformulate the query for the next iteration. He/she
can take into account the deficiencies of the system in adjusting his/her query. It will
also help in reinforcing the right mental model.
In our interface, we keep the user informed about the retrieval mechanism by providing
visual feedback about how the query :~esults are related to the query words. This is done
by a visualization scheme as shown in the figure 2. The visualization reveals the extent
to which each query word was responsible for retrieving the set of documents. The
visualization consists of a set of histograms, one for every query word (except stop words)
typed in by the user, and one histogra1m for the total query (labeled "Total sum"). All the
histograms are placed one below the other with the "Total sum" histogram appearing at
the bottom and the query-word-histograms appearing in the order in which query words
were typed in. Each histogram consists of a set of vertical bars, one bar for each retrieved
document. For the top ranked document, a vertical bar is drawn in the leftmost position
(i.e, lowest X coordinate position) in the "Total sum" histogram. The height of the bar is
proportional to the weight of the document. (Note that each document is given a weight.
The higher the document weight, the more likely it is to be relevant to the query.) For
the same document, vertical bars in the same X-coordinate position are also drawn in the
query-word-histograms. The height of the vertical bar in any given query-word-histogram
i-s proportional to the weight of the query word in that document. It represents the
contribution of the query word in retrieving that document. If the query word does not
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Figure 3: Visualization of results for query with feedback information.
appear in the document thereby getting a weight of zero a bar of zero height is drawn
which shows up as an en1pty space in that X-coordinate position. The second ranked
document occupies the next higher X-coordinate to the right and so on upto a maximum
of top 200 documents.
1

1

The visualization shown in Figure 2 corresponds to the base query with no feedback
information from the user. We can see that all but two of the top 200 documents have
nothing to do with audio. Almost all of the second half of the 200 documents were
retrieved because they contained the query word "data11 • ~fore significantly1 only about
10% of the documents have anything to do with compression - which is the crux of the
query. This illustrates that the query should be expanded with more words related to
··compression 11 • In fact 1 the decision to classify the three synonyms of "compression 11 (as
shown in figure 1) was made after examining the distribution of "compression 11 in the
visualization. Figure 3 shows the distribution of query terms in the query result for the
revised query in the second iteration with all the feedback information. We can see that
almost all the documents about "compression have been ranked at the very top. r\.lso
there are more documents retrieved due to "compressionn because of the synonyms and
the positively classified documents. Our experience with this visualization scheme has
shown it to be very useful in identifying differents facets of the query.
11

5

Conclusion & Fut1ure work

A prototype interface for a ranked output information retrieval system has been implemented. The interface facilitates the inherently interactive nature of the information

:-;eeki ng process. 0 rag-and-drop operations form the basis of i nteracr ion Pncou raging the
user to pro\·icle feedback information to the systen1 and helps in the dialog bet\H'en the
user and the s_y·stem. :-\lmost any information on the screen can be used by the u~er to
pro\·ide feedback information . .--\n online thesaurus. \Vord.\et [ .\IBF+~w·. is intrgratt-'d
\\·ith tlw interface to form a single system.
The interface also supports a visualization scheme which illustrates how the q twry
results are rPlated to the query vvords. Visualizing the results of the query KPPP" the
user more inforn1ed on how the syste1.n computed the ranking of documents. \\'ith thi:'
information. the user is better equipped to reformulate the query for the next iteration.
It is our opinion that integrating all of the above features in a seamless interface leads
to an interplay between different items that is much more beneficial than the sun1 of the
individual items in isolation.
In demonstrating the system to the reference librarians at Georgia Tech and in ohsPr\·ing casual users of the system, we believe that the features we have implemented in this
system contributes to enhancing the end-user's interaction with the system. As a result.
the system is better able to access the user's need and the user has a better understanding
oft he system's inference. However we cannot categorically conclude the effectiveness and
the utility of the interface without conducting formal user-studies.
In future, we plan to test the effectiveness of the interface by conducting t\vo studies:
One with users having real information needs searching a traditional library database and
another with volunteers searching the TREC (Har94) document collection with supplied
search statements. Since all the relevant documents for the supplied search statements
in the TREC collection are known, recall and precision of searches performed with our
interface can be compared against other systems.
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ABSTRACT

We describe the design of an User Interface for a ranked output Information Retrieval system that integrates querying. navigation and visualization in a seamless fashion. Highlights of
the system include the following:
• Using a visualization scheme, the interface provides visual
feedback to the user about how the query words influence the
ranking of retrieved documents.
• By simple drag-and-drop operations of objects on the screen,
the interface facilitates a naive end-user in constructing complex structured queries and in providing relevance feedback.
• To suit the evolving information needs of the user, the interface supports navigational features such as browsing documents by specific authors and browsing the Table of Contents
of publications .
• The interface integrates an online thesaurus which provides
words related to the query that can be used by the user to expand the original query.
By providing a rich set of features, the interface coherently
supports a wide spectrum of information gathering tactics for
different classes of users.

• The user types in his/her free form textual query in the query
window. In the example shown in figure I, the query is "ozone
depletion and melanoma"
• As every query word is typed in, the system consults an online thesaurus and displays words and phrases related to the
query word in an adjacent window.
• At any point during the session the user can "drag-and-drop''
(using the mouse) any of the related words/phrases into the
positive and negative windows. Internally the system expands
the query by treating the positive words/phrases as synonyms
of the corresponding query word. The negative words/phrases
are included in the query with a NOT operator. For example, if for a query word "bank", the phrase "financial institution" is classified as positive and "river bed" is classified as
negative, the corresponding internal query would be ''#SYNONYM( bank #2 1 ( financial institution )) #NOT( #2( river
bed))". The interface facilitates construction of such structured queries by simple "drag-and-drop" operations of the mouse.
In the example in figure l, a phrase, namely "skin cancer" that
is related to the query word "melanoma" has been classified
as positive. Internally the systems treats the phrase as a synonym of "melanoma".

• After the user types in the query, the system evaluates the query
and displays the titles of top-ranked documents in the "Query
Results" window.
KEYWORDS: Visualization of results, visual query languages,
query processing, information retrieval
• The user examines the query result. Clicking any title with
the mouse will bring up the full document.
WALK-THROUGH OF A TYPICAL USER SESSION
• Figure 2 is a visualization of the query results for the base
A typical user session along with the response of the interface
query "ozone depletion and melanoma". The leftmost colfor every user action is described below using an example (reumn of bars corresponds to the top-ranked document, with the
fer to Figure l ).
columns progressing to the right representing progressively
lesser ranked documents. We can see that almost all of the
150 documents were retrieved because they contained the query
words "ozone'' and "depletion". Only 15 of the top 150 documents have anything to do with melanoma. Further, of those
1 #2() is the proximity operator in IN QUERY specifying that the words
inside braces should appear within a distance of 2 of each other in the
document.

•

•

•

•

\5 documents. only on~ discusses ozone (the top-ranked docand the system. Almost any informati on on th~ -.. -:rc:en ,:Jn
ument- leftmost column in Figure 2.) Thus we can clearly
be used by the user to provide feedback informJtton . An Dn-;ee th at either there are not many documents dealing with melanomaline thesauru s. Word Net [2\. i.:; integrated \1,. ith th~ i nterfJc~
and ozone or the ozone-layer concept drowns out melanoma
to form a single system.
during retrieval.
The interface al so supports a visualization scheme whi ch ilThe user can classify any document as being relevant or nonlustrates how the query results are related to the query worJs .
relevant by "drag-and-drop"ping the document into positive
Visualizing the results of the query keeps the user more in and negative windows. In the example in figure I. the user
formed on how the system computed the ranking ofJ o cum~nt-; .
has classified tw o documents titled "CFC-free integral skin
With this information, the user is better equipped to reformufoams for steering wheels ." and "Video comparator system
late the query for the next iteration . The interface also has fafor early detection of cutaneous malignant melanoma" as poscilities to browse the Table of Contents of pub! ications and to
itive. The document titled ··symposium on chemistry of the
browse the list of articles written by a speciflc author. It is our
Atmosphere" has been classified as negative.
opinion that integrating all of the above features in a )eamles s
interface leads to an interplay between different items th at is
The user can also high Iight a portion of a document and "dragmuch
more beneficial than the sum of the individual items in
and-drop" that portion into the positive and negative windows.
isolation.
The words in the highlighted document portion are used to expand the query in the next iteration.
We are in the final stages of implementation, and in future.
During the next iteration, the reformulated query with the feedwe intend to test the effectiveness of the interface by conductback information is processed by the system resulting in an
ing studies on how library users, experts looking for detailed
improved ranking of documents .
information as well as naive users, interact with the interface
and
how they react to ranked output systems as opposed to exFigure 3 is a visualization of the results of the revised query
isting
boolean systems. We plan to include a domain- speciflc
(i.e., the query with relevance feedback information ). The figthesaurus
for the engineering domain from Compendex and a
ure shows that there are four documents dealing with melanoma
collection-specific
word-association thesaurus if possible
and ozone. (Note that the documents which deal with melanoma
and it's synonym skin cancer are displayed in the same histogram titled "melanoma", since melanoma and skin cancer
represent the same query concept). Thus there are three additional documents retrieved due to the effect of classifying the
phrase ''skin cancer'' as a synonym of "melanoma". But still
there are not many documents about melanoma compared to
ozone depletion . Our experience with this visualization scheme
has shown it to be a useful tool for identifying different facets
of the query, as in this case, the facets are melanoma and ozone.

• Using any document as a starting point, the user can browse
through the list of other articles in the same journal issue or
conference proceedings with a help of a Table-of-Contents which
is generated automatically. This is useful in many cases such
as when the user comes across a special-issue of a journal devoted to the search topic.
• The user can also browse through the list of articles written by
the same author. For example, an author who has written an
article about the effects of ozone layer depletion on skin cancer has probably authored more articles along the same lines,
and the user might want to see them.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

A prototype interface [4] written in Tclffk [3] using a ranked
output information retrieval system, INQUERY [1] for alibrary catalog, Compendex containing about 300,000 documents has been implemented. The interface facilitates the inherently interactive nature of the information seeking process.
"Drag -and-drop" operations (using the mouse) form the basis
of interaction encouraging the user to provide feedback information to the system and helps in the dialog between the user
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Objects" is colored red. All "incantations" of an object in the display are colored green/red whenever it is classified as
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Figure 3: VIsualization of re,sults for query with feedback information.
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Abstract
\Ve describe the design of an User Interface for a ranked output Information Retrieval
system that integrates querying, navigation and visualization in a seamless fashion.
Highlights of the system include the following:
• C sing a visualization scheme, the interface provides visual feedback to the user
about how the query words influence the ranking of retrieved documents.
• By simple drag-and-drop operations of objects on the screen, the interface facilitates a naive end-user in constructing complex structured queries and in
providing relevance feedback.
• To suit the evolving information needs of the user, the interface supports navigational features such as browsing documents by specific authors and browsing
the Table of Contents of publications.
• The interface integrates an online thesaurus which provides words related to
the query that can be used by the user to expand the original query.
By providing a rich set of features, the interface coherently supports a wide spectrum of information gathering tactics for different classes of users.

1

User Interface issues for ranked Information
Retrieval systems

User interface issues and interaction techniques for information retrieval have in general received much less attention than system issues like document representation

1

and retrieval algorithms. It is our belief that the interface should portray a system
that is in line with the user's needs and information seeking strategies as opposed to
one that only supports querying. \Ve have attempted a holistic approach to building
an interface that integrates querying, browsing and visualization all in one systern
[V\H9.:S].
\Ve present an interaction technique for rele\·ance feedback that can gracefully handle feedback at multiple levels of granularity- whole documents, document portio n::: .
phrases and words. The interaction technique tries to mimic the user's \·ie\\. that
some of the information displayed by the system is in line with the query and \\·ishes
to see more of it, vvhile some information is definitely not what the user intended and
should be avoided in future. The user can classify almost any piece of information on
the screen as positi\·e or negative by dragging and dropping the information object
into either a positive area or a nega·~i ve area on the screen.
Current experimental ranked output IR systems tend to automate the whole
gamut of query processing with tools like natural language processing of queries to
identify syntactic constructs and thesaurus to automatically expand query terms with
related terms. \Vhile such approaches may be successful in future, we belie\·e that
the sy·stem can be more effective by letting the user provide high quality input such
as user selection of thesaurus terms. Voorhees [Voo94] mentions that automatic expansion of query terms using thesaurus words has not been very successful. Spink
[SS92) however mentions in her study of source of search terms of real users vvi th
intermediaries, that about 20% of the search terms in the final query were from a
thesaurus. In an effort to maintain the quality of thesaurus terms used to expand the
query, we involve the user in the process of selecting thesaurus terms. This is done
by integrating an online thesaurus from which the user picks related words to expand
his/ her query.
Also, in order to provide high quality feedback information to the system and
reformulate the query during subsequent iterations, the user would be in a better
position if he/ she understands the system and has some idea of how the search results
were computed. Seeing a demo of the current interface, reference librarians at our
university (who are probably among those most willing and able to formulate the
best possible search), were perplexed with the ranking of query result documents
and vvere quite concerned about dealing with a system whose retrieval mechanism
for the ranking process is not known. This must be contrasted against the ease with
which they can figure out why a set of documents were retrieved in response to a
boolean query. So that there is no confusion, we are not implying that the reference
librarians prefer boolean queries over free-form queries. On the contrary, they feel
that a majority of the users would be more comfortable with free-form queries than
with boolean queries. But at the same time, they seem concerned about not knowing
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the ranking process ··behind the scene''. To portray the system as much less of a
black box, and to keep the user more informed about how the query result ranking
\Vas computed, we use a visualization scheme that shows how the query results are
related to the query words.
In order to shape it into a well-·rounded IR system. Bates [Bat89] recommends
some brow sing features that need to be supported. These features include searching
the list of references cited by a particular article, searching the list of articles \vhich
cite a particular article. browsing the list of articles written by a particular author.
bro\vsing all the articles in a particular journal (issue), bro\vsing physically collocated
books in an area ..-\long these lines, we believe that the system should support a rich
set of browsing features to enable users with diverse information needs and searching
strategies and to help the user through different stages of know ledge acquisition as
highlighted by Belkin ·s notion of ASK [BO 882]. To this end, the interface facilitates
bro\vsing articles by authors and browsing the table of contents of journal issues and
conference proceedings .
.--\s mentioned above. we address three interface aspects in our system - interaction techniques for relevance feedback which is discussed in section 2, explaining the
ranking of documents by means of visualization which is discussed in section :3 and
support for brov;sing in addition to querying which is discussed in section -1.

2

Interactive Construction of Queries and Relevance Feedback

Searching a text database for inforrnation is a highly interactive process with the user
constantly refining the query after examining the results of previous iteration until
he/she is either satisfied with the results or is completely unsuccessful with the process
and gives up. In existing information retrieval systems, the interaction proceeds by
the user providing feedback on which of the retrieved documents are relevant to
his/her information need. The system uses this information to modify the original
query resulting in an improved ranking of retrieved documents. It has also been
shown by Spink [SS92] that during ii:erative query reformulation, users tend to expand
the query using search terms from various sources such as a thesaurus, previously
retrie\·ed documents and user's background knowledge. Expanding the query with
terms from such sources can contribute to retrieval of more relevant documents in the
next iteration.
Our interface encourages the interaction between the user and the system by
providing the user with a simple interaction techniques to let him/her supply rele-
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vance feedback at different levels of granularity: whole documents~ document portions.
phrases and individual words. Almost any information appearing on the screen can
be used for feedback. This is achieved by ··drag-and-drop" ping of the feedback object
into either a ~·Positive Objects'' wind ow colored green or a ")iegative Object s" window colored red. This scheme provid ~sa simple abstraction to the user for class ify ing
any ty pe o f info rmation \Vithout ha' ing to worry about what action to take for w h2~t
type of information . .-\ ty pical use · session along \Vi t h the res ponse of th e inter fa.c e
for every user ac t ion is des cribed r dow using an example (refer to Figure l ).
• The user t.J. pes in his free :·orm textual query in the query windo\v. In the
example shown in figure 1. -he query is .(ozone depletion and melanoma"
• :-\s e very query word is t_y··_; ed in, the system consults an on-line thesaurus and
displays \Vords and phras -s related to the query vvord in an adjacent window.
• :-\t any point during the cession the user can ··drag-and-drop" any of the related
words / phrases into the positive and negative windows. Internally the system
expands the query by treating the positive words / phrases as synonyms o f the
corresponding query word. The negative words / phrases are included in the
query with a \"OT operator. For example, if for a query vvord _.bank", the
phrase "financial institution'' is classified as positive and "river bed" is classified
as negative, the corr ,~sponding internal query would be "#SY0JONY~vl( bank
#2 1 ( financial instit :1tion ) ) #0JOT( #2( river bed))" . The interface facilitates
construction of suer. structured queries by simple ;'drag-and-drop'' operations .
In the example in figure l, one word related to the query word "melanoma.
namely, "skin can r: er'' has been classified as positive. Internally the system s
treats the phrase as a synonyrn of ;'melanoma".
• .-\fter the user types in the query, the system evaluates the query and displays
the titles of top-ranked documents in the "Query Results" window.
• The user examines the query result. Double-clicking any title with the mouse
will bring up t 11e full document.
• The user can ·=lassify any document as being relevant or non-relevant by :'dragand-drop" pir.g the document into positive and negative windows. In the example in figure l, the user has classified two documents titled "CFC-free integral
skin foams .·or steering wheels." and "Video comparator system for early detection of ~~ utaneous malignant melanoma" as positive. The document titled
··Symposinm on chemistry of the Atmosphere'' has been classified as negative.
1

#2() is the J: wximity operator in IN QUERY specifying that the words inside braces should
appear within a c; istance of 2 of each other in the document.
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Figure 1: Sample querying session. The window titled "Positive Objects" is colored
green and the window titled "Negative Objects" is colored red. When a document
is classified as positive/negative, the title of that document in the "Query Results"
window is also colored green/red.
5

• The user can also highlight a portion of a document and ··drag-and-drop., that
portion into the positive and negative windows. The words in the highlighted
document portion are used to expand the query in the next iteration.
• During the next iteration, the reformulated query with the feedback information
is processed by the system resulting in an improved ranking of document s .
The positive and negative windows for feedback are aimed at mimicking the user's
view that some information is in line with the information need and some not ..-\ fter
an object has been classified as positive (or negative), the system ahvays colors the
object green (or red) whenever the object is displayed, thereby reinforcing the user
with the fact that the object is being used for relevance feedback. \Vhile arguing for
the use of direct manipulation techniques for Information Retrieval, \litev [.\1it89]
mentions that
.. Parts of document(s), individ ~:J.al word(s)~ sentences or groups of word(s )
displayed could be used directly as something to be input for another
search. This could be done, for example, by pointing and 'picking' them
on the screen and carrying them across another area of the screen. The
user \vould not have to input them again.,
This is precisely what has been accomplished in our interface. In their retrieval
sy.. stem: Campbell [CS] uses a cut-and-paste mechanism for relevance feedback by
letting the user add portions of retrieved documents back into the query window.
This section dealt with the interaction technique to let the user provide relevance
feedback information to the system. The next section deals with visual feedback from
the system on how the query results were computed.

3

Visualization of q·u ery results

\Vhile systems with a boolean retrieval model retrieve an unordered set of documents
in response to a query, ranked output information retrieval systems retrieve a ranked
set of documents. While the reason for retrieving a document is fairly clear in the
case of a boolean system, the reason why a document is assigned a specific rank
is not apparent in the case of a ranked output system. Without knowing how the
system computed the ranking of documents, the user will have to treat the retrieval
mechanism as a black box. The syst em stands to gain a lot by keeping the user more
informed about the retrieval process of the system. If the user has more information
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about how the ranking was computed. he/she will be in a better position to reformulate the query for the next iteration. He/she can take into account the deficiencies of
the system in adjusting his/her query. It will also help in reinforcing the right mental ·
model.
In our interface. we keep the user informed about the retrieval mechanism bv
providing \·isual feedback about how the query results are related to the query \\·o rd s .
This is done by a visualization scheme as shovvn in the figure 2. The visuali zation
reveals the extent to which each query word was responsible for retrieving the set
of documents. The visualization consists of a set of histograms. one for e\·ery query
\vord (except stop \vords) typed in by the user, and one histogram for the total
query (labeled ··Total sum'' ). All the histograms are placed one below the other \vith
the "Total sum'' histogram appearing at the bottom and the query-word-histograms
appearing in the order in \vhich query words were typed in. Each histogram consists
of a set of vertical bars, one bar for each retrieved document. For the top ranked
document. a vertical bar is drawn in the leftmost position (i.e, lowest X coordinate
position) in the "Total sum" histogram. The height of the bar is proportional to the
weight of the document. ( :'\ ote that each document is given a weight. The higher
the document weight. the more likely it is to be relevant to the query.) For the same
document, vertical bars in the same X-coordinate position are also drawn in the queryword-histograms. The height of the vertical bar in any given query-word-histogram
is proportional to the weight of the query word in that document. It represents the
contribution of the query word in retrieving that document. If the query word does
not appear in the document, thereby getting a weight of zero, a bar of zero height is
drawn which shows up as an empty space in that X-coordinate position. The second
ranked document occupies the next higher X-coordinate to the right and so on upto
a maximum of top 200 documents.
The visualization shown in Figure 2 corresponds to the base query with no feedback information from the user. \Ve can see that only fifteen of the top 200 documents
have anything to do with melanoma. Almost all of the 200 documents were retrieved
because they contained the query words "ozone" and "depletion". Further, of those
fifteen documents, only one discusses ozone (the top ranked document - leftmost
bar in Figure 2.) Thus we can see clearly that there are not many documents that
discuss the the base query about the effects of ozone layer depletion on melanoma.
Either there are not many documents about the effects of ozone layer on melanoma
or the concept of ozone layer drowns out melanoma. The visualization scenario after
providing feedback (that "skin cancer'' is a synonym of "melanoma") and computing
the results is shown is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that there are four documents dealing with melanoma and ozone. (Note that the documents which deal with
melanoma and it's synonym skin cancer are displayed in the same histogram titled
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Figure 2: \/isualization of results for the base query.
·'melanoma''. since melanoma and skin cancer represent the same query concept) :
Thus there are three additional documents retrieved due to the effect of classify·ing
the phrase ·'skin cancer'' as a synonym of .:melanoma". But still there are not rnany
documents about melanoma compared to ozone depletion. Our experience vvi t h this
visualization scheme has shown it to be a useful tool for identifying different facets of
the query~ as in this case, the facets are melanoma and ozone. The visualization also
illustrates which of the query words play a dominant part in retrieving the results
and the user has a better idea of what type of query modification is necessary during
the next iteration.

4

Browsing

The motivation to integrate browsing features in a querying system has been strongly
influenced by [Bat89], [Hil89] and [BOB82]. While it has been argued by all of them
that browsing is a central information seeking strategy commonly employed by users,
we do not know of any existing online library catalog that integrates browsing and
querying. Some examples of browsing activity performed by researchers are:
• \Vhile coming across a special issue of a journal or a conference publication
devoted to the researcher's are of interest, he/she browses through the table of
contents and some articles in the publication.
• On identifying a journal specific to the researcher's are of interest, he/she would
want to browse through the publication to keep up-to-date on the developments
in the field [Bat89].
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Figure :3: Visualization of results for query with feedback information.
• On discovering that a particular au thor is working in the same or closely related
area~ one might want to browse through articles written by that author [Bat89].
In all these cases, the user need not necessarily have a specific information need in
mind and may not be able to fonnulate a query. Conversely, the user might want
to browse through the documents as mentioned above while perusing the results of
a previously constructed query. While it is true that a user can get the articles
written by an author with an ·'author search" or the articles in a journal with a
··journal search'', the user may not necessarily want to abandon the results of the
current search to initiate a new search author or journal search. The context switch
need to initiate a new search can be distracting and disorienting. Browsing can
accomplish the ~~author search" o:r "journal search" while maintaining the context.
Browsing in our system is illustrated in figures 4 and 5. As shown in figure 4, a
document display consists of the title of the documents, its authors, pages, name of
the journal/ conference proceedings, volume, number, part of the publication and the
abstract. The portion of the docurnent which can be clicked upon to browse through
related information is underlined. As shown in Figure 4, the journal name and the
authors are underlined, and hence browsable. Double-clicking an author or journal
name from the document display would initiate an internal search in the system, but
externally appears as navigation to the user. In our example, double-clicking the
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journal citation ·'\Vave motion \/QL 13 ~C~·'I 2" displays the table of contents of the
that journal issue. The table of contents is shown in Figure 5. Double-clicking any
article from the table of contents would display the whole article . Author browsing
is supported in a similar way.

5

Related Work

\'umerous studies on user interaction vv·ith online library access catalog sy·stems \\'tth
a boolean retrieval model have been conducted [Spi93, SS92, Dal90, Fid9la, Fid9lb.
Fid9lc]. Spink [Spi93] studies the different forms of user feedback during a retrieval session. In her study, Spink [Spi93] mentions that of the total number of
feedback actions by the user, 45% were aimed at adjusting the size of the retrieved
set of documents~ and about --±0% were related to relevancy of documents. Fidel
[Fid9la, Fid9lb, fid9lc] discusses the issue of user interaction by studying the process
of search term selection and searching styles in online library access catalogs. Dalrymple [Dal90) looks at the feedback process from a user-centered perspective. Bates
[Bat90) describes a boolean retrieval system which integrates an online thesaurus.
\one of the above studies involve a ranked output system supporting free-form textual queries . .~ll of the above systems deal with boolean systems only. \\''e believe
that there is a significant difference in the way users interact with a boolean system
and a ranked output system. The reader is referred to [Har92J and [HB92J for a comparative discussion of boolean systems and ranked output systems. \Vhile building
our interface we have borrowed valuable ideas from the studies mentioned above. In
particular. the need to integrate an on-line thesaurus with the search interface in an
easy-to-use fashion and a simple interaction scheme to include words from documents
into the query have been influenced by the results of above-mentioned studies. \Ve
expect that the studies we plan to conduct with library users using our interface will
provide important insights into the ways users react to ranked output systems. It is
also expected to give us an idea of the set of the most useful features to be supported
by a ranked output information retrieval system.
\Valker [vVal87, HB92] describes their OKAPI system which is a ranked output
retrieval system for library catalogs. Similarly, Fox [FFS+93] describes their :YIARIAN
system which is also a ranked output system for library catalogs based on vector-space
model. \Vhile OKAPI and ;\tiARIAN have facilities for relevance feedback and query
expansion using a thesaurus, they largely lack any means of providing system feedback
to the user about how the ranking was computed. The interface we have developed
integrates relevance feedback inforrnation from the user as well as feedback from the
system illustrating the relationship between query results and query words.
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Figure 4: Sample document display. The browsable portions are underlined.
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.-\ number of visualization schemes for information retrieval systems have also been
proposed. The perspective wall [CR:Y191] describes a visualization scheme 'vvhich supports browsing of documents. While such a system can not handle qualitative document classifications such as library subject catalogs, it is very useful for visualizing
documents based on data which is linear in nature (like date of publication). Other
\·isualization schemes such as [Kor9l. Spo94, HK\V94] have facilities for \·iewing a
large document space. But visualizing the document space along more than :3- 4 dimensions simultaneously becomes very cumbersome using their systems ..-\lso, most
of them do not support querying with relevance feedback and none of them support
query expansion using a thesaurus. The visualization scheme in our interface can
gracefully handle much higher num.ber of query word dimensions.
The TileBars work by \larti Heart [Hea9.S] visually shows the query term ditribution and overlap in retrieved documents. The term distribution in retrieved documents is shown right besides the title of the document. In a number of respects, the
reasons and motivations for her \vork are similar to those of our visualization work
[V:.iH9.S. VN9.S]. That both of us seem to have similar motivations behind our work
independently of each other reflects on the need for such work. It would be a very
interesting exercise to evaluate both TileBars and our visualization work and study
their effectiveness in end-user experiments. \Ve are currently undertaking end-user
evaluation of our work as part of the interactive track of TREC-4 [TRE9.S].
Belkin and his group's work [B~1C93, Bl\1A+91, HB94] on user interfaces for
information retrieval systems elucidates the issues in user interface and interaction
techniques for full text retrieval systems. Belkin [BMA +gl] mentions that
... analysis led to another important conclusion, namely that information
systems for end users must support a variety of goals and tasks, but
through some common interface or seamless access mechanism to a variety
of relevant information sources and system functionalities.
Our interface is a step in that direction by integrating different pieces of information
with a visualization scheme and si:m ple interaction techniques.

6

Conclusion & Future work

A prototype interface written in Tcl/Tk [Ous94) using a ranked output information retrieval system, INQUERY [CCH92] for a library catalog, Compendex containing about :300,000 documents has been implemented. The interface facilitates the
inherently interactive nature of the information seeking process. "Drag-and-drop"
13

operations form the basis of interaction encouraging the user to provide feedback information to the system and helps in the dialog between the user and the system.
:-\lmost any information on the screen can be used by the user to provide feedback information. :-\n online thesaurus, \VordNet [~1BF+90], is integrated \vith the interface
to form a single system.
The interface also supports a visualization scheme which illustrates how the query
results are related to the query vvords. Visualizing the results of the query keeps
the user more informed on how the system computed the ranking of documents.
\Vith this information. the user is better equipped to reformulate the query for the
next iteration. The interface also has facilities to browse the Table of Contents of
publications and to browse the list of articles written by a specific author . It is our
opinion that integrating all of the above features in a seamless interface leads to an
interplay between different items that is much more beneficial than the sum of the
indi v'id ual i terns in isolation.
\Ve are in the final stages of implementation, and in future, we intend to test the
effecti\·eness of the interface by conducting studies on how library users interact with
the interface and how they react to ranked output systems as opposed to existing
boolean s.ystems. \Ve plan to include a domain-specific thesaurus from Compendex
and a collection-specific word-association thesaurus if possible.
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Abstract
At Georgia Tech, we investigated the effectiveness of a. visualization scheme for Information Retrieval systems. Displayed like a bar-graph, the visualization tool shows
the distribution of query words in the set of documents retrieved in response to a
query·. \Ve found that end-users use the visualization for two purposes:
• to gain specific information about individual documents- such as the distribution of different query words in that document.
• to gain aggregate information about the query result in general- such as getting
a sense of the direction of the query results.
In general they used the visualization tool as much as the title and full text in the
process of deciding if a document addresses the given search topic. In structured
post-session interviews with searche:r-s, we also obtained information about what the
searcher liked. what was frustrating to them, and what they vvanted in the system.

1

Introduction

At the TREC-4 interactive experiments at Georgia Tech, we were interested in investigating the effectiveness of a visualization scheme for IR systems that we have
developed. The visualization scheme, as given in Figure 2, is intended to provide more
information to the user about the query results in addition to just the title and full
text. In ranked output systems, the naive end-user has little knowledge about why the
system retrieved and ranked the documents in a given way in response to a free-form
text query. This problem does not arise in boolean systems since there is no element
of surprise in why a particular docurnent was retrieved. The above-mentioned lack of
knowledge in ranked output systems can be quite disturbing when a user is not able
to get the set of documents he/she needs and does not know enough about the system
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to n1odify the query· to get the documents he/she needs. It is \Vith this in mind thar
we ha\·e de\·eloped a visualization scheme that shows the distribution of query \\·ords
in the retrieved documents . This visual display of distribution inforrr1ation pro\·ide~
a good o\·erview of the retrieved set of documents with respect to the free-form user
query·.
For TREC-4 \\·e were interested in investigating how end-users used the \·isualization schen1e. \\·e were also interested in finding what aspects of the sy:~tem wPre
frustrating, vvhat aspects they liked and what they wanted in the systern. \\"e ~aYe
yet to do a thorough statistical analysis of the trace data to quantitati \·ely· deterrni ne
the ways in which users vvith visualization tool acted different from the users v\·ithout
the visualization tool. \Vhat vve report here is our observations of user interactions.
information from structured interviews, and questionnaires.
In the next section we give a brief description of our system. Then vve describe
our experimental design followed by our observations as it relates to the visualization
tool. Then we discuss user's frustrations, likes and wants.

2

System Description

For our study, we used the INQCERY retrieval engine from University of :VIassachusetts, Amherst [CCH92]. We built a simple graphical user interface on top
of INQUERY using Tcl/Tk [Ous94). There are two versions of our system- one with
the visualization, and one without. In our base system, as shown in Figure 1, there
are three windows: the top left window is for entering and editing the query. The
titles of retrieved documents are displayed immediately below that window. Thirty·
titles can be displayed in one screen. One can scroll down to a maximum of l.SO
document titles. N1ouse-clicking a title brings up the full text of that document in
the window at the bottom right. By clicking the ''Next Query Word" button in the
full text window, one can position the full text display such that the next occurrence
of query word in the document is at the top of the window.
One can save documents and mark documents for relevance feedback by clicking
the ''Save?" and "Rel?" buttons imn1ediately to the left of the title in the title display
\Vindow. The only operator that is allowed is the adjacency operator: A hyphen
between two words specifies that the two words must appear right next to each other
in the same order in a document in order for the word-combination to contribute to
the retrieval of that document. There is no negation operator. Automatic stemming
and stopping are performed.
The visualization tool is displayed in another window as shown 1n Figure 2. It
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consists of a series of vertical column of bars. There is one column of ba rs for f'arh
document. The leftmost vertical column of bars corresponds to the c!ocu rnent ran ked
Land the rightmost vertical column corresponds to the document ranked L.)Q with all
the intermediate ranks lying in between. In each vertical column there are multiple
bars - one each for each query' word. The height of the bar at the intersection o f
query word row and a document co lumn corresponds to the weight of th a t q uer y
word in that clocu ment. Thus if there are a handful of query words that con n"y
the crux of the query and is very irnportant for a document to contain these query
words. one can qui ckly see from the visualization which retrieved documents ha\·P
those important words. One can also see how many of the retrieved document s hf'l\.P
those words in combination to get a feel for the overall goodness of query· res ults . The
effect s of modifying the query, like adding a query \vord. would clearly be shown in
the visualization. One can quickly take stock of how useful the query. modinc<-~ti on
turned out. \loving the mouse cursor over the vertical columns vvould highlight
the column directly beneath the mouse cursor and simultaneously highlight the title
corresponding to that document in the title display window.
Apart from the query words typed in by the user, the visualization also shows the
distribution information for words added by the system due to relevance feedback. In
summary, all the words internally used by the system in computing the query res ults
are shown in the visualization. The words in the visualization are also stopped a.nd
stemmed.

3

Experimental Setup

The searchers for our study were undergraduate student volunteers from a course on
library searching at Georgia Tech. All the searchers had prior computer experience- a
majority of them more than 4 years. All the students were majoring in an engineering
discipline. They had differing levels of experience with the Georgia Tech Electronic
Library catalog - a boolean online public access catalog.
All the users were asked to fill out a background questionnaire. They were given
a tutorial on how to use the system. They were then asked to do a practice search on
topic 224 for 15 minutes. Following that they were asked to find as many documents
as they can that address the given information problem without too much rubbish
(as specified by the interactive track guidelines). This was followed by another intermediate tutorial and then a search for a second topic. Immediately after each of the
two real searches, they filled out a search evaluation questionnaire. Finally, there was
a structured interview.

3

Figure 1: Sample querying session. The window in the top-left corner is the query
entry window. Immediately below that is another window where the titles of retrieved
documents are displayed. To the bottom right is another window where the full text
of documents are displayed.
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The searchers were divided into three groups. In each group there were l:2
searchers. In the first group (hereafter named .;w:w". since both first and search
topics are searched \VITH visualization). the searchers used the visualization tool for
all the searches and the tutorial. In the second group (hereafter named .. wo:w ... since
the first search topic is searched \VITHOrT and second topic \VITH visualization!.
the initial tutorial. the practice search and the first search \vas done vvithout the ,·isualization tool. The intermediate tutorial introduced the visualization tool and the
search for the second topic was done vvith the visualization tool. In the third group
(hereafter named ''wo:wo", since both the search topics are searched \VITHO [T the
\·isualization), all the tutorials and searches were done without the visualization tool.
The intermediate tutorial for the w:w and wo:wo groups was a dummy tutorial to
compensate for the intermediate tutorial of the wo:w group.
Since each searcher searched for two topics and there were 12 searchers in each
group, all the 24 topics were covered by each of the three groups. The 24 topics were
randomly divided into 12 pairs and each pair was searched by 3 searchers, one each
from the w:w, \Vo:w and wo:wo groups. The idea was to compare the performance
among the three groups to find out the effects of the visualization scheme. Only 24
of the 25 topics for the interactive track were given to end-users in the study·. The
rema1n1ng one topic (topic 223) was searched by the author using the visualization
tool.
The searchers were asked to think aloud as they used the system. For the most
part, there was an observer in the sc.me room using a different computer and simultaneously observing the searcher. Based on such observations while the user session was
in progress, we felt that huge searcher differences in interpreting the query combined
with huge differences in the nature of the search topics will greatly confound the effects of the v·isualization tool. As a result, we decided to run a second study. In the
second study, we picked topic 242 for the practice search and the practice search was
extended to 30 minutes. The intermediate tutorial was removed. We picked topics
203 and 236 for all the searchers. There were two groups of searchers for the second
study - the first group had the visualization tool and second group did not have the
visualization tool. There were 18 searchers in each group. By keeping the two search
topics constant for all these searchers, we expected to eliminate the effects of search
topic difference. It turns out that the searcher variability in interpreting the search
topic is so huge among searchers that it is not fair to compare different searchers
using different systems unless the search topic is extremely clear and specific.

6

End-users view of the visualization tool

4

.-\ vast majority of the users n1entioned visualization as one of the aspects of tl1P
system that they liked. They· mentioned using the visualization tools in the follo\\·ing
wa_y' S.

• Some searchers mentioned using it to see the importance of query \vords in the
retrieved documents - as given by the height of the bar. They mentioned that
they vvere more likely to look at the full text of a document if it has a higher
concentration of the important query words.
• ;\lost of the searchers mentioned using it most frequently to see the co-occurrence
of important query words in the retrieved documents. They mentioned it being
easier to use the visualization tool to look for the co-occurrence inforn1ation
than going through the full text of documents in search of occurrences of the
important query words.
• \-1any searchers felt that the visualization in conjunction with the document
title gives a fairly good idea of what the document is about. If the title looks
promising and the visualization shows that the document has the right combination of query \vords, one is tempted to look at the full text of the document.
• They mentioned using it to get a quick overview of the number of retrieved
documents a query words appears in. They mentioned using it as a checkpoint
to see if a query has turned out the way they had expected it to. If not, they
were tempted to readjust the query to get a better result. This happens often
when some of the crucial query words are not well represented in the retrieved
documents. In that case, one is tempted to add synonyms or words related to
those crucial query concepts.
• Some of the searchers mentioned that the visual nature of the distribution information was much easier to identify things than reading text information. This
suggests that the mental effort of reading textual information as being much
higher than interpreting a simpler visual pattern, and given a choice, the users
are more likely to choose the latter.

• Disadvantages: A few searchers mentioned that relying heavily on the visualization can also hurt as follows: They mentioned that using the bar-graph to
pick out a document containing certain query words may not be indicative of
the content of the document -just as the title may not be a good indicator of
content. An exemplar case is searcher 35 on the topic of "status of nuclear proliferation treaties". Since almost all of the retrieved documents had something
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to do with ··nuclear proliferat ion''. the sea.rcher mentioned using the \·isualizat"ton tool to pick those documents containing the query word ''status·· -only to
see that the usage of .;status" in the document was not in the context of tlltclear
proliferation treaties. Then the searcher started paying little en1phasis on the
presence of "status" in docurnents. Although relying on that inforrnat ion was
initially detrimental, one tends to learn when and how to rel_y on the visualization. \Ve belie\·e that the presence in retrieved documents of adjectives. ad \·erbs
and verbs from the query may not be good content indicators especially when
they· have a high collection frequency. And relying on the visualization to select
documents that have these adjectives, adverbs and verbs from the query rnav
not help.
In summary, the visualization tool seems to help in the following ways:
• to gain more information about specific documents in addition to the title before
looking at the full text. Higher concentration of important query words in a
document suggests a closer look at the document.
• to gain aggregate information about the query result. The absence of important query words in a vast majority of the retrieved documents suggests query
reformulation by adding synonyms and other related concepts.

Likes, Frustrations and Wants of users

5

:-\part from the visualization, we were also interested in finding if there are any specific
facilities that the users wanted, what features they liked, and what aspects were frustrating. \Nhile interpreting the following, we wish to reiterate that all the searchers
had some amount of experience with the Georgia Tech Electronic Library catalog
which is a character-based-command-driven interface to a boolean system. Some of
the features they liked may arise out of the fact that they have had little experience
with ranked output systems and the only other major information retrieval system
they know is a character based interface to a boolean system.

5.1

Likes

• A vast majority of the searchers with the visualization mentioned that the
visualization tool and relevance feedback as the two major aspects of the system
they liked. Searchers without the visualization mentioned relevance feedback
as the most important feature they liked.
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• .-\ number of searchers found the fact that all the information (like th e user
query·. titles of documents and the document full text ) is displayed simultaneously in one screen to be ver.Y useful. In the Georgia Tech library system. one
has to switch between screens to get different ty·pes of information. There seems
to be a significant mental o\·erload in the context S\vitch between screens . Ha\·ing simultaneous access to all information seems to bring about a rich inter play
bet ween t he eli fferent sources of in format ion .
• many searchers mentioned that the mouse-based graphical nature of the inrerface is a significant improvement over a command line based interface.
• many searchers also mentioned that the free-form textual queries without ha\·i ng
to worry about any syntax leads to a free flow of thought. '~I like the fact that
I can type in whatever comes to my mind ... knowing that it will ignore all the
junk words like a, an , the, etc ... ''.
• The .;~ext Query \Vord" feature was also liked by many searchers. They liked
it because they did not have to scroll through a long document looking for
occurrences of query words. (All the occurrences of query words in a document
are highlighted by the system).

5.2

Frustrations

• A number of searchers mentioned that it was frustrating when the system takes
a long time to get the full text of a large document. Similarly, they were also
frustrated when it takes a long time to evaluate a query with a large number
of relevance feedback documents. The longest delay for evaluating a query was
about 2 minutes (when there are about 30 relevant documents). ~'lost of the
query evaluations took less than 20 seconds. They said that they understand
that the system has to process a lot information (when there a number of
relevant documents), but it was frustrating nevertheless.
• Some searchers said that it was frustrating to spend some time reading through
the full text of a document and when they are halfway, realizing that they had
already seen the same/similar document.
• W'hile some searchers seemed to like having access to 150 retrieved documents,
some others mentioned that 150 documents is too much especially when most of
the 1.50 are not relevant. They seem to have the opinion that if some documents
are definitely not relevant to the query, then they should not be shown. Thus,
this problem is not alleviated even if one reduces the number of documents
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displayed. They· seem to be quite sensitive about prectsto rt. They are not a::;
sensitive about recall - s i nee t: hey are us uall.;.· satisfied if t t1ey get a fe\\' clontn1ents concerning the topic. Based on our observations. v:e believe that when
the non-relevant documents consistently corne from a pal·ticular subjPct ar·ea.
and when t he user is not in a position to remove those locuments, they tend
to get rnore frustrated. C sing subject classification sch 'ffies (where a\·ailable )
to negate disinteresting subject areas \Vould help in thi regard.
• In our sy·stem, when the title for a document is not a\· Lilable. the message ··\o
title for this document,, is displayed instead of the title in the title display
\Vi ndovv. :VI any of the federal register documents do not have a title and this
is quite annoying to some searchers since they do nc r have any idea about the
document content. This makes it difficult to decide whether to request the full
text or not. In cases where the full text is reques red, the document happens
to be large and hence takes a lot of time to retrieve , thereby adding to the
frustration.
• Some federal register documents do not have anyf ting worthwhile- they consist
of a listing of subject areas or table of contents. :3ome searchers wondered wh_y
these documents \Vere in the database in the fir'-it place.
• Some searchers mentioned a general dislike to' ·ards federal register documents
partly because they felt that many of them d1d not have any important piece
of information, partly because in general the·.r have no title, partly because it
took too long to retrieve therrt.
• Some searchers were frustrated when a docur .lent that they know as non-relevant
keeps coming up in the query result. The f ct that they were not able to delete
the document from the display seemed to c1dd to the frustration.

5.3

Wants

Many of the frustrations mentioned above seemed to directly translate into wants
for removing the causes of frustration. In addition to those wants, we observed the
following:
• :VIany searchers expressed a desire to remove certain query words that were
added by the system from relevance feedback documents- especially when they
are proper names and when L1.ey are not necessarily what they are looking for.
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• :\ number of searchers wanted a keyboard equi\·alent of mouse actions . This is
no t to say that they· did not "',:ant mouse act ions. It seen1s to be a sign i fie ant
effort for these searchers to n1o\·e the right hand out of the key bo a rd. re ac h lAPr
to the mouse. look at the screen to position the mouse cursor. click t he n101tse
b utton and move back to the keyboard .
• \Vhen asked if they felt a need to have access to an online thesauru s . some
searchers expressed a desire for it and some did not. Some of those who did
not want a thesaurus mentioned that relevance feedback seemed to alle\·iate the
need for a thesaurus.
• .\Iany searchers wanted to be able to specify that the systen1 should definitely
avoid retrieving certain docun1ents in subsequent query iterations. They wantPd
to have a negative relevance feedback where the system avoids all documents
like a particular nonrelevant document.
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Abstract

We report on the des1gn and evaluation of a V1sua bzat10n tool
tor !nformat10n Retneval (IR) systems that aims to help the
end user in the following respects·
As an indicator of document relevance, the tool graphically provides specific query related information about mdiVldual documents
As.a Jiagnos1s tool, it graphically provides aggregate intormation about the query results that could help in identit\ing how the dilTerent query terms intluence the retrieval
and rankmg of documents.
Two dt1Terent e:\pcrunents usmg TREC-4 data were conducted
to evaluate the etTect.J.veness of this tool. Results, while mixed,
md1cate that VIsualization of this sort may prov1de useful support for judging the relevance of documents, m parttcular by
cr~ablmg users to make more accurate decisions about which
documents to inspect in detail . Problems in evalualion of such
tools in mteractive envirorunents are discussed.
Introduction

The disadvantages of Boolean IR systems are well known .
Best-match (i e. ranked output) systems address several of
these problems by allo-wing users to submtt unstmctured quenes, and by rankmg the retrieved documents in (presumed)
order of relevance . How·ever, such systems also introduce new
problems, or exacerbate problems that are not so severe in
Boolean systems.
For instance, understanding why a document (or set of
documents) was retrieved is relatively straightforward in
e:\act-match systems, since all members of the set are required
to contain exactly the query specification. Furthermore, the ordering \Vtthm the set of retrieved docwnents is typically based
on relatively \veil-understood formal characteristics of the
documents , such as date of publication or alphabetical order
by title or author. In best-match systems, on the other hand,
neither the matching rule nor the ranking rule is easily
understandable The former is usually based on characteristics
and algorithms which don't have simple relationships with the
unstructured query~ the latter is intended to reflect complex
conceptual relationships between the query and the individual
documents , and betv<een the docwnents themselves.
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Furthermore, query reformulation may be more ditftcult m
Boolean than m best-match svstems. Obtainmg a manageable
output set size in Boolean sy;tems (the most t~~ptcal re-Connulation task) may be less demanding than attemptmg to
rearrange the llst of retrieved documents in a best-match
system by manipulating an unstructured quer;.- Th1 s 1s
especially difficult when the rules for ordenng and matchmg
are not well understood.
Current best-match IR svstems take relativelv httle account
of theSe! issues. 1n response to a user's query .- most ~\ : ; tern s
display surrogates (title, source, author ) of the top ·n· retrieved docwnents, in a llst, with some number(s ) indicattng
the rank, or reason for being in that rank, i.e . a retneval status
value (RS V). Some systems displav by Jet"ault more
information about the f1rst retrieved document ~ most requ1re
the user to request such information ( e g. the full text of the
document ) explicitly. The only explanation of why the
documents are ranked the way they are is typtcally the RS V,
about which there is no further information than the number
itself. More explanation may not be necessary in S1tuat10ns
where the top retrieved documents are all clt!arly relevant But
when the user needs to modify the query in order to get ben~r
results, understanding the causal relationship betv.een que~
and document ranking becomes very important. Having an
accurate idea of why a list of documents was retneved, of how
they \vere ranked , and of what is sub-optimal about the rankmg
could be useful m effective query reformulation .
Knowledge about the relationships between query and
ranking of retrieved documents is not in itself sufficient for
effective query reformulation. It is also necessary that the user
be able to manipulate the query effectively after the problem
has been identified. For instance, knowing that an important
query concept is missing in most of the retrieved documents is
not sufficient for effective query reformulation. One must then
be able to find the right words (or other techniques) for increasing the importance of the concept in the query. Without
the ability to take corrective action once the problem is diagnosed, the diagnostic information is of little value.
A possible means for addressing problems of this sort is to
display to the user something about the documents whtch
relates them directly to characteristics of the query, and which
relates them to one-another. Highlighting query terms in the
text display of retrieved documents attempts to accomplish the
former, and the indication of RSV is an attempt to accomplish
the latter. However, neither of these techniques appears to give
sufficient information to guide effective query reformulation.
Graphical displays of the characteristics of retrieved
documents (visualizations) w'hich are relevant to their retrieval
and ranking is one obvious approach to this problem.
A further problem in IR systems in general has to do \vith
the multi-stage nature of presentation of results. The irutiallypresented surrogates are meant to provide a concise p1cture of
what a document is about. Based on these surrogates, the user

mav request more Jeraded mfo~atlohn ahbothut particular ~~;u- t which look prorrusmg lor tor w lC
e surrogate uuormen s s equ1 vocal). Ln some cases, thi s m1.gh t be the ·'full"
matwn
1
btbliographlc mfonnauon about the Item, mothers an abstract,
and m- many systems now, the full text of the item. Th•:.1s, as
the user progresses through the stages of display, that which is
Jisplaved ts more complete and informative, allowing
increasmgly accurate relevance judgments.
But, the
mfonnatlon m the later stages of display is also more timeconswnmg to pemse Therefore , it is Important for the
::;earcher to be reasonablv certain that 1t is v•orthwhile domg
thts ms~ction The mfonnauon ilisplayed in the earlier stages
thus serves as a filter \\htch suworts the user in deciding
which documents do not need further inspection (e1ther
~cause thev are obvtously good or obviously bad), and which
documents do JUStify the further effort.
Thus, display mg a great deal of information at the
surrogate stage of dtsplay could be a useful device for JUdging
the relevance or usefulness ot' the document. The advantage is
that when the user requests the second-stage display, it is more
likelv that that document will be relevant to the user than if
ther~ were less mfonnauon in the Crrst stage. The disadvantages to thts strategy are that since there is more text to display
in the first stage, fe\ver 1tems can be presented, and mon:: time
must be s~nt m perusing the first-stage display. Thus, the
total number of documents seen by the user may well be fewer,
although the quality of the decision-making may be higher.
If, on the other hand, one chooses to display less mfonnatwn at the mitlal surrogate stage, then the decision about
whether to look at the more complete display is less secure.
Hence, the proportion of second-stage documents which tum
out to be relevant is likely to be low. The advantage of seeing
more documents, more quickly, in the first stage is thus offset
by the additiOnal time that is spent perusing non-relevant
documents in the second stage.
A possible means to addressing this problem is to display
infonnation about the document in the first stage in some fonn
that does not requtre as much ~rusal time and screen space as
text. Graphical displays of the characteristics of docwnents
which are s1gmficant in supportmg the decision to peruse or
not (visualizations), could support set-at-a-time perusal of
documents, rather than document-at-a-time perusal of text
displays.
It \\ill not escape the reader that the suggested solutions to
the two classes of problems that we have raised here are rather
similar, and could, indeed, be instantiated by the same sort of
display We present a VIsualization tool which is intended to
address these problems m IR systems, and a preliminary
evaluation of th1s tooL The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows . We first present a description of the
visualization tool, and a rationale for the features of this tool
\vith respect to the problems in IR interaction that we have
discussed. We then discuss some related work in IR
visualization that addresses this type of problem, and draw
some comparisons between that work and ours. We follow
\\ith a descriptiOn of the experiments we conducted to evaluate
the visualization tool, and the results of those experiments. We
conclude with some comments on the implications of our
results, on future work, and on the implications of our
evaluation experience for evaluation of interactive IR in
generaL
2

Visualization tool

2.1 De1cription
The V!sualuatwn tool IS an adjUflct to a bas1c mterface for fR
This interface 1s structured as a indicated in Figure 1, \\ith a
query window, a display of titles retneved, and the full text of
a documenl Th1s serves as the baselme interface interaction
wh1ch 1s compared to the VIsualization tool. A screen snapshot
of the visualization tool is shown m Figure 2 The
visualization corresponds to the query ·'how has affumativeactiOn affected the construct10n-mdustrv construction proJects
and public works"
The visualizatiOn consists of a senes of vertical columns of
bars. There is one column of bars for each document. The lettmost vertical column of bars corresponds to the document
ranked I and the rightmost vertical column corresponds to the
document ranked 150. In each vertical column there are multiple bars -- one each for each query word. The height of the bar
at the intersection of query word row and a document column
corresp:mds to the we1ght of that query word in that document
Moving the mouse cursor over the vertical colurnns htghlights
the column directly beneath the mouse cursor and simultaneously highlights the title corresponding to that document m a
title display window.
Apart from the query words typed in by the t.LSer, the VISUalization also shows the distribution infonnation for words
added by the system due to relevance feedback. Thus, all the
words internally used by the system in computmg the query
results are shown in the visualization . This window is
scrollable, in case the number of words in the query exceeds
the vertical space. The words in the visualization are also
stopped and stemmed . The basic interface, and the
visualization tool, utilize the INQUER Y retrieval engine,
versiC .-.. 2.1 p3 [Callan, Croft, Harding, 1992]. We use all of the
default features of that system, including their relevance feedback, stemming and stoplist algorithms, but do not use any of
the structured query facilities .
2.2 Response to problems of IR interaction

In support of query refonnulation, the visualization makes the
connection between the query and retrieved documents explicit
by graphically displaying the contribution of each query word
to the retrieval of each document. The higher the contribution
of a particular query word to the retrieval of a document, the
taller the bar at the intersection of the corresponding query
word and document. The absence of a bar at the intersection
illustrates the absence of the term in the document. Absence of
an important query concept in a number of retrieved
documents points to a problem situation which the user needs
to work on . The visualization makes relations between the
documents themselves explicit, since the characteristics which
have led to their rank (the number and contribution of
matching tenns) are explicitly displayed.
In support of informative flrst-stage display, the visualization provides a great deal of infonnation useful for deciding
whether to view the full text of a docwnent in a highly condensed way, and allows many docwnent surrogates to be displayed at one time. The presence or absence of specific
significant words in any document can be quickly seen, and it
is possible to identify sequences of docwnents which do, or do
not have important contributions from specific query words.
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Figure 1. Sample querying session. The window in the top-left corner is the query .entry window. Inunediately belo~ that is
another \\1ndow where the titles of retrieved documents are displayed. To the bottom nght 1s another wmdow whc=re the! tull tl:!\.ts
of documents are displayed.

··affirmauve acuon " We can also 5et! that the .. affmnattve ac uon .. concept is spread sparseh thro ughout the top -o J oe uments. The graphtcal t·ormat of presentation has :iome
tmportant advantages m that tt ts more condensed than an
t!qUtvalent te:\t display .

For the e:\ample :;earch toptc l" How has affirmauve actton
affected the consuucuon trH.iusr_r:, r ·) . there are two facets that
are central "alfmnauve act10n" and "constructton mdustry ·
From the vtsualizauon tool. we can munedtately ~ that most
ot· the Jocwnents are concaned '"lth the "construction mdust.f\. .. and onlv a port10n of the Jocuments have the term
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Figure 2. Visualization of results. The highlighted vertical colwnn corresponds to docwnent ranked 14. The title of document

ranked 14 docwnent wtll also be highlighted in the title display window. Clicking the highlighted vertical colwnn brmgs up the full
text of that docwnent
From the q sual1Zat10n, one gets an immediate idea of how
the dtfferent query words mt1uence the docwnent ranking (as
given by the hetg.ht of the bars). One can see that the concept
.. atTinnattve actiOn·· is not well represented m the re!trieved
Jocuments Thts suggests that synonyms and words related to
that concept must be added to the query to remforce that query
concept m subsequent search iterations. From the visualizauon
tool, one can mfer that the system interprets ·'public" and
.. proJect" as two separate words and that the contribution of
those two words to the retrieval of almost all docwnents is uniformly low (as given by the hetght of the bars). One can probably unprove the situation by making ·'public projects" a phrase,
thereby retrievmg docwnents that have these two words in
close proXImtty . Gainmg such overall infonnation about the
query results by reading the docwnent text is at best cwnbersome if at all possible.
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Related visualization work

A nwnber of visualization schemes for infonnatton retrieval
systems have been proposed. The. Perspective Wall [Card,
Robertson & Mackinlay, 1991] is a visualization scheme whtch
supports browsing of docwnents. While such a system can not
handle qualitative document classifications such as ltbrary
subject catalogs, it is very useful for visualizing documents
based on data which are linear in nature (like date of
publication). A nice way of integrating different visualization
schemes for efficient navigation through the hypennedia space
has been proposed by [Mukherjea (1995)] . These schemes are
primarily useful for navigational tasks. Other visualization
schemes such as those of [Korfhage (1991)], [Spoerri (1994)},
[Hemmje, Ktmkel & Willett ( 1994 )] have facilities for viewing
. a large document space. But visualizing the document space
along more than 3 - 4 dimensions simultaneously becomes

,·cr.

~umber::;ome

us1 ng thetr s'> stems . The vtsualtzatJOn
too l -:an gracdullv handle more query word
\bny S'> stems are tailored towards easy
.:onstruct..IOn ot' quenes [Sp<)(!m l 1994)] [Aboud. d al ( 1994 )]
[A rents & Bogaerts ( 199 3 )] but do not pav much attention t.o
the dlsplav ot· qua:- results
TdeBars [Hearst ( !995 lj \lsuallv shows the query term
ct 1st.nbutiOn Jnd overlap tn ret.neved documents The term
J!St.n button m rct.neved docmnents is sho\\n nght: bcstde the
utk of the Jocument [n J munbcr of respects, the reasons and
mottvat!Ons tor f kar'>l. s \\Ork Jre s1mdar to those of our
viSUJllzatiOn [ V<.!erasam'> . ~avathe & Hudson ( 1995)]
[Veerasamv &. Navathe !1995)] [Vecrasamv (1996)]. There are
some tmportant ways tn \\h1ch TdeBars differs from the
\tsuallZatlon that we propo~
fdeBars prov1des information on how ditferent query facets overlap m dtfferent ~ct10ns of a long document. Our
vtsuallzatlOn scheme d<X!s not prov1de mform2.t.ion at that
tine kvcl of granularity
TtkBars presents the docmnent surrogates in a hst, makm2 tt more difficult than m our tool to gam an overall
pt~ture of the query \Vord distnbut10n for a whole set of
Jocuments m one £lance.
TlieBars seems be;t suited for long documents, wlule our
visualizatiOn scheme does not seem to be constramed by
length.
:;ch~me 111 om
j 1mensiOns.

~
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Experiments to test the effectiveness of\·isualization
General conditions

We discuss two expenments for testing the effectiveness,
usabd1ty and acceptability ot· the VIsualization tool by comparmg searching w1th an mterface using the visualization, versus
searclung \VIth the same mterface, but without the VIsualization
The underlvwg retneval engwe used in these
tool.
expenments was INQUER Y vers10n 2. 1p3, from the
lm verstt'> of 011assachusetts, Amherst, generously made
Jvatlable to us bv Prof Bruce Croft [Callan. Croft & Harding
( !992 )j We developed the graphical user interface using
TcVTk on top of rNQUER Y
The expenments were conducted as part of the TR..EC-4 interacttve track (Hannan, 1996 ). Thus, the task for the searchas m the experunent was the TREC-4 interactive track task:
Find as manv documents as you can which address the
gtven information problem, but \\ithout too much rubbish.
You should complete the task in about 30 minutes or less.
The "tnformat10n problems'' '>vere chosen from the 25 adhoc
toptcs used tor the TREC -4 interactive track, and the database
was the TREC Dtsks l and 2 database of the full texts of about
550 ,000 Jocum~ts .
Both expcnments were designed to test the usefulness of
the VIsualization tool for addressing the two problems that we
have discussed and that motivated the design of the tool:
effie ienc y and effectiveness in discovering relevant documents~ and.
effectiveness in supporting query reformulation.
In order to test the former, we predict that searchers using
the visualization tool will make better decisions about which
documents to look at (or not look at) than those without
visualization. We operationalize this difference with the
tollow1ng dependent variables:

the number of documents saved per search !s-p-SJ Smce
~arch times are more-or-less ..:o nstant 1 about 30 mmutes)
across searchers, thts measure retlects dfictencv m bemo
able to see more docmnents
·
e=
the proportion of documents whose full text \\as v tewed
that were JUdged relevant by TREC evaluators ( mteracti ve
tree prectsion or 1-r-p) Thts measure tndtcates the qualtt'>
of the documents wluch were chosen for Vlewmg .
·
the proportiOn of documents whose full text was vte\ved
that were saved by the searcher (mtcracttve u~r prechton
or 1-u-p) Thts measure also tndtcatc:-; cjU<..tl ; t\ cd·
documents whtch \\ere chosen t'or \ te\ving , but 1s
mdtcattve of the relationship of the dtspl;y to the
~archer's O\VTI concept of relevance to the problem. rather
than bemg dependent upon the external relevance
JUdgments.
To test the laner, we use:
precisiOn of the search, measured m the requrreJ manner
for the TREC-4 mteractive track; that IS, as the proportion
of documents saved by the searcher that were JUdged relevant by the e~1ernal judges. This measure IS indicative of
the effectiveness of retrieval performance.
For all of these measures, higher nmnbers mean better
performance.
The subjects for both experiments were undergraduate student volunteers who were registered m a one-credit hour
course on library searching in the College of Computer Sctence
at Georgia Tech. All subjects had prior computer expenence ,
the maJority wtth more than four years. All subjects \vere
majoring in an engineering discipline, and had varymg levels
of experience with the Georgia Tech Electronic Library
Catalog . They had no other IR experience than that offered bv
the class. Two different groups of subjects \vere used m the
two different experiments.
All the subjects in both experiments followed the same
general introductory and tutonal procedure. They were asked
to fill out a background questiormaire about their computer and
IR expenence, major, and so on. They then had a hands-on tutorial (about l hour) on how to use the version of the system
they would be using for the first experimental search. They
were then asked to do a practice search on TREC topic 224
c·What can be done to lower blood pressure for people diagnosed with high blood pressure? Include benefits and side effects .") for 15 minutes. They then did the assigned searching
tasks (details differ between the two experiments), during
which they were instructed to "think aloud", which was recorded on audio tape. All the user interaction with the system
\vas logged. After each search, they completed a search evaluation questiormaire. At the end of the session, a structured interview on their use of the system was administered. All subjects
did three runs of the system: one practice run and two test runs .
-1.2 Experiment 1

Thirty-six subjects were randomly divided into three groups of
twelve each. Twenty-four of the 25 TREC-4 interactive track
topics were randomly divided into twelve pairs. Each of the
twelve pairs of search topics was randomly assigned to one of
the searchers in each group, one to be searched in the "ftrst"
condition, the other to be searched in the "second" condition
for the group of which the searcher was a member. The topic
pairs were searched in the same order in all groups. Thus, the
same twelve of the 24 topics were searched in the ftrst cond.i-

tton t.or a u thr"e
"' ::-oroups · ,mJ the
. other twelve were searched m
the second cond 1uon t'or allot them.
The three groups ""ere defmed according to the cornbmat!On of conditiOns or treatments Group wo w (for WtthOutWith) dtd the irutial tutonal, the praclice search and the
tirst search wtthout the VIsuahzatlOn tool. An mtennediate
rutonal after the tirst search mtroduced the visualizat10n tool
and the search tor the second toptc was done wtth the
vtsualtzatton tool Group ·'w \v·· (for With Wtth) used the
\ tsualtzatlon tool for all the searches and the mtroductory
tutonal Group ··\\0. \\0 .. i for WtthOutWtthOut) d1d all the
~arches and the mtroductor;. tutonal wtthout the visualization
tool In both the \V \V and wo. \VO groups, an mtennedtate
tutonal on the mterface \\lth whtch they were \Vorkmg \vas
mtroduced between the two searches to match the mtennedtate
tutonal ot· the \\O w group.
Thts ··within subJects"' design \vas used in order to control
for user ditTerences, and to account for any possible learning
effects t'rom search 1 to search 2. It \Vas predicted that pe.-formance on the various measures would unprove from first search
to second search tn the wo w group, more than m either the
wo wo or w w groups.
~.3

Experiment 2

In this e:-.:perirnent. 36 sub_1ects were randomly dtvided into two
groups, one w1th the vtsualizat!On tool ("viz"), the other 'Aithout ("novtz'"). Three search toptcs were chosen for searching
by all eighteen searchers in each of the two groups, always in
the same order. The searchers m the two different groups
followed the same pattern of participation as those in
expenment 1, but wtthout any intermediate tutorial, and v.ith
the practice search time e:-.:tended to 30 minutes. We picked
toptc 242 ("How has affirmattve action affected the
construction industry'~'') for the practtce search. The frrst
··e:-.:perimental" search was on toptc 236 ("Are current laws of
the sea uniform') If not, what are some of the areas of

Condttion

wow.!
wow.2
\VO.WO.J
\vo:wo.2
w•wl
ww2

Prectsion

dtsagreernenrr), and the second was toptc 203 1··What ts the
economic unpact of recycling tuesr).
This "betv.een-subJects" des1gn was used to control for the
effects of search topic ddTerence, and to have larger numbers
of subjects in the two conditions. It was pr~dtcted that
performance in the VIZ group would be better than performance
m the nov!Z group for each topic
5

Results

[n tlus paper, we report only on results wtth res~t to the performance measures we have detined. Results t·rom the quesUonnatres wtth respect to use and usabutty ot· the two S\ stems,
and 'Alth respect to interaction measures and ·1hmkmg aloud'"
wtll be reported in subsequent publications.
5.1 Experiment 1
The results of experiment I, displayed in Table I. are somethmg of a disappointment.
There are no stgnificant
differences (using the Wilcoxon Matched-Parrs Signed-Ranks
Test, one-tailed at p~ .05) between any of our four measures
bet\veen the without- and with-visualization treatments in the
wow group. Fwthermore, there are no sigruficant ditTerences
between any of the matched 'Aithout-visualizationJvtsuahzauon
groups (t.e. between the second searches of \\Ow and wo wo
groups, the ftrst searches of wo w and w w groups, and both
searches of the wo: wo and w: w groups). There ts no consistent
pattern on any of these measures from first to second search
(i.e. there appears to be no learning effect, nor does it appear
that one of the sets of twelve topics is in general more difficult
than the other, nor is it the case that any of the groups does
consistently better or worse for either search). These very
mixed results lead us to think that our experimental design in
this case sutTers from two significant problems. The first is
great inter-subject and inter-topic variability; the second is that
we have too few subjects for each condition to adequately test
sigruficance of any differences that may eXlst.

i-t-p

s-~s

I-U-p

Mean

Median

so

Mean

Median

SD

Mean

Median

SD

Mean

Median

SD

0 712
0.531
0.566
0 5l3
0.586

0 750
0 635
0.530
0.670
0.515
0.415

0.257
0.402
0 286
0.342
0.284
0 356

2.193
2.686
4.039
3.500
2.319
2.480

1.630
1.915
1.250
1.500
2.170
1.560

2.671
2.848
7.289
5.437
1.301
3.096

0.491
0.419
0.385
0.344
0.402
0.433

0.505
0.405
0.415
0.315
0.285
0.385

0.296
0.270
0.187
0.302
0.251
0.299

0.459
0.454
0.429
0.379
0.443
OA07

0.435
0.445
0.420
0.425
0.450
0.390

0.210
0.204
0.163
0.201
0.164
0241

0.~96

Table 1. Summary results for experiment 1. w = with visualization, wo = without visualization. The order of w and wo in the
condition column indicates the order of application of conditions for that group, the number following the two indicates for which of
the two conditions, first or second, the value is given. s-p-s = docwnents saved per search; i-t-p =interactive tree precision; i-u-p =
interactive user precision.

5.2 Experiment 2
The results of experiment 1 led to the design of experiment 2,
whose results are displayed in Table 2. The rows in Table 2
are in the order that the topics were searched. In order to test

the significance of these results, it is necessary to compare
them topic-by-topic, without cumulation, to maintain the
assumption of independence, since each searcher did three
searches (including the practice search, 242) in the same
condition. To test for significance of results, we used the
Mann-Whitney U test with p ~ .05, one-tailed. For precision,

there 1s no slg.ni(i cant J1tlerence between nonvtZ and VIZ for
mv of the three topics For s-p-s. the trend IS in favour of VIZ
t.n ·all three ca~s. but s1gntticantly so at the chosen level only
tor topic 242 (although t'or toptc 236 tt only _1ust mtsses) For
i-t-p. agam the trend IS nommally li1 favor of viz, but IS agam
:-; 12 niticant onlv for topic 242 For 1-u-p. the same trend holds,
cill"d agam VIZ 1s s1gntficantlv better than noVIZ only for topic
242
~omht!Onl

PrC"Ll S!On

Tc)pJC
novtZ 242
~lZ 242
novlZ 236
nz.236
noviz 203
\IZ 203

\1:can
012
() 898
0 227
0 215
0 424
u 392
(l

\kdian
t

noo

!) 880
() 145
0 140
0. 470

03~0

For three of the tour measures \\e ..:an : ; ee that '.here Jre obVIOus topic dilTerences v. htch cannot be .1..:counteJ t"or b\ a
learnmg effect, since the dtrecl!on lS \\rong T\\ 0 poUlts Jre
important to note here first, it appears that toptc 242 \vas
··easier"' than the other t\vo topics . anJ that topiC 242 benefited
most from vtsualtzation . S~Xond, 1t is ..:lear that dttTerences m
toptcs are likelv to affect results averaged over topics. unless
there are also qutte large numbers or· )earc hers r·o r each topic

s-p-s

so
0 1-lO
0.1 t 3
0.232
0 2-l4
() 178
0 226

Mean
t 084
t 899
I 3-l7
2.249
1.326
1.676

1-t-p

~kd1an

so

1.000
I. 750
1. 210
1.670
1.085
I 500

0.706
0.888
0 939
l 701
0.956
I 205

\1:ean
0 371
0 545
0 085
0 105
0.217
0 259

\1edian
0 365
0.530
0 045
0 080
0 215
0280

<-u-p

so
0 1~2
0 143
0 10 1
0.080
() 096
l) U70

\1e.:tn
() 344

\kJian

~D

I ~~)

I ) 1 .~2

I) ..))--'

() ..) 1( J

!l

() 3-:-6
0 472
u 347
0 357

1) ~ 9()

t"\ [..! )

() -W I!

!) \ -:'..)

\) ~30

I)

0 37()

u ! )-:'

I

I""'-.

\ f> \

Table 2. Summan results Cor e:-.:penment 2. viz= w1th Visualization, nov1z =without visualizat io n The numbers toii O\\lil£ the
condition de sJgnat{on md1cate the toptc searched. s-p-s = docwnents saved per search; i-t-p = mterac ttve tree precisiOn . 1 -~-p =
interactive user prectston.
[nterpretmg these results ts somewhat dtfficult, although
are a btt more proml::img than those of e:-.:periment I. It is
of some mterest that onlv topic 242 showed significant differences between the novtZ and vtz groups . This might be exp1amed by that topic's bemg for some reason more suited to
qsual!zat!On than the other two Although the numbers of
relevant documents for the three queries are rather stmilar
(242 38. 236 -l3 ; 203 33 ), on the basis of median precision
reported bv all of the TREC -4 mteract1ve track participants,
topic 242 ts ··easter" than toptcs 203 and 236 (0.2368 vs 0 1515
vs 0.0465 , respectively ). Th1s of course follows the pattern of
prects1on results bv the searchers in e:-.:periment 2, but it is not
d ear ho\v this would e:-.:plam the apparently beneficial etTect of
visualization r·or th1s topic . An alternative e:-.:planat10n might
be that vtsualuatiOn of th1s sort is helpful for naive searchers,
but loses Its etl~Xt as they become more experienced \\-1th the
[R sy stem. On the basis of the data we have available, there is
no way to dec ide between these alternatives.
In an~· event, it seems reasonable to accept, on the basis of
the results of experiment 2, that there could indeed be some
value to vtsualizatiOn of the sort we have tested here. However,
this statement certainlv must be very tentative, and subject to
much more testU1g . The results of e:-.:periment 1 do not lead to
any such conclusion . It must be said, however, that the very
mt:-.:ed nature of these results may well be an effect of the experimental Jesign, and in particular of the inability to take
proper account of 'What may be very large topic differences and
searcher dtfferences. Of course, another possible reason for
the seemmg \ack of effect of vi sualization is the
implementation that we chose. This issue needs further
investigation.
the~
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Conclusions

The study reported here intended to demonstrate the potential
of visualization to support particular kinds of interactions in
IR, and to test one implementation of such visualization. Although the results of our experiments are mixed, it appears that
some of them are positive enough to justify further such ex-

periments. But there are some other seriou:) Lmplications ot· our
results.
We are not aware of other work reporting compansons of
visualization tools for IR wtth equivalent non-vtsualization
mterfaces. Our experience suggests that it IS tmportant to
conduct more such studies, in particular to move beyond
assummg the efficacy of visualtzatiOn to demonstrating 1t m
e:-.:perimental environments. Our study also demonstrates the
severe problems that arise m conductmg mteractt ve !R
experiments. These include the problems of finding enough
subjects to account for inter-subject differences, and of bemg
able to accowlt for inter-topic differences. Balancing these t\1.0
demands is an e:-.:ceedmgly dtfficult problem, whtch is
currently severely exercismg the TREC-5 mteractive track
partie tpants.
Another evaluation problem raised by our study is how to
measure the etTectiveness of visualization tools. The problems
with using precision as a measure for evaluating interactive IR
are now well-known, especially if precisiOn is decided
according to relevance judgments from experts, rather than the
searchers. It is also the case that for certain functions of
visualization, precision is an inappropriate measure. But we do
not have available a suite of accepted alternative measures for
evaluating the effectiveness of systems with respect to these
functions . So it was necessary for us to invent some new
measures which appear appropriate to the IR tasks that we
'Wished to support. Whether these were good choices also needs
to be further investigated.
In conclusion, we find that this study has given some
support for the general idea of visualization as a tool for
enhancing user interaction -with search results, and for the
specific tool with which we implemented this idea. We also .
find that the level of support for these statements from this
study is not high, and that it is necessary to conduct further
studies, with better designs, before we can become confident in
the value of visualization for these purposes, as opposed to
other tools for interaction. Finally, we find that our study has
shown, again, the necessity of developing better measures and
methods for the evaluation of interactive IR systems, and the
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Effectiveness of a graphical display of retrieval
results
Abstract
\Ve present the design of a visualization tool that graphically displa_y·s the strength of
query concepts in the retrieved documents. Graphically displaying document surrogate information enables set-at-a-tirne perusal of documents, rather than docun1entat-a-time perusal of textual displays. By providing additional relevance information
about the retrieved documents, the tool aids the user in accurately identifying relevant documents. Results of an experiment evaluating the tool shows that vvhen users
have the tool they are able to identify relevant documents in a shorter period of tirne
than without the tool, and with increased accuracy. \Ve have evidence to believe that
appropriately designed graphical displays can enable users to better interact with the
system.

1

Introduction

The overall concern of all components of an IR system is to present the user as much
relevant information as possible.

\Nhile there has been a lot of work on effective

algorithms for retrieving and ranking relevant documents, not much attention has
been paid to study the effectiveness of user interface components of IR systems. Apart
from retrieval mechanisms, interactive IR systems must also be concerned with the
design of appropriate display mechanisms that present the retrieved information in
the "best possible manner". We discuss what constitutes "best possible" display by
examining a typical user interaction with an IR system. A typical interaction with

2

current IR systems proceeds as follows:

• Lser in an Anomalous State of I\nowledge [80882] expresses his information
need as a query· that is interpretable by the system.
• The system matches the query \Vith the stored documents and retrieves a set
of documents. In the case of ranked output systems, the result is ranked in the
decreasing order of relevance. Boolean systems may rank the documents in a.
chronological order.
• At the first stage of display, a set of document surrogates for the retrieved
documents are displayed to the user. These surrogates typically consist of a
combination of titles, author, source, date of publication, etc.
• The user inspects the document surrogates and requests more information (such
as the full text if available) about those that look relevant. This leads to a

second stage of display that provides as much information about the document
(in many cases, the complete document itself) as is available in the system.
• After going through a sufficient number of documents, the user quits the session
or reformulates the query to retrieve a better set of documents.

In this scheme, the first stage display of document surrogates is meant to provide
a concise and accurate indication of document content. The second stage display
of documents provides more information about the document. In cases where the
document full text may not be available for the second stage (such as a typical online
library catalog), users proceed to a third stage where they examine a paper-copy in
library bookshelves where the complete document may be available.

3

Thus as the user progresses frorn the initial to the later stages of displa,:.... that
which is displayed is more complete and informative, allov,:ing increasingly accurate
relevance judgments. However, since rnore information is displayed about a document
in later stages of display. they are also n1ore time-consuming to peruse. Furtherrr1ore.
requesting second stage of display n1ay be more costly since some systems charge a
certain fee to deliver the full text of documents. Apart from human frustration of
waiting for the delivery of full text, one may have to pay for it since certain systerns
charge the user based on connect-time. Therefore, it is important for the searcher to
be reasonably certain that it is worthwhile requesting this second stage of display.
For the user to make accurate relevance judgments based on the first stage display.
the form and content of first stage of display should provide good indication of what
document is about. The nature of the first stage display should be such that it can
be perused in the shortest possible time- the purpose of the first stage display (of
providing a quick and concise indication of document content) is lost otherwise.
Displaying a great deal of information at the first stage of display could be a
useful device for judging the relevance or usefulness of the document. The advantage
in displaying more document information in the first stage is that when the user
requests the second stage display, it is more likely that the document will be relevant
to the user. The dis ad vantage is that since there is more information (and hence more
text) to display in the first stage, only fewer items can be presented due to limitations
of screen real-estate, and more time must be spent perusing the first stage display.
Thus, the total number of documents seen by the user may well be fewer, although
the quality of decision-making may be higher.

4

If, on the other hand, one chooses to display· less information in the first stage.
then the decision about requesting second stage display is less secure. Hence. the
proportion of second-stage documents \vhich turn out to be relevant is likely to be
lo\v. The advantage of seeing more documents. more quickly, in the first stage is thus
offset by the additional time that is spent perusing non-relevant documents in the
second stage .
.--\. possible means to addressing this problem of displaying more information in
the first stage without increasing perusal effort and perusal time is to display information in some form that does not require as much perusal time and screen space
as text. Graphical displays (visualizations) of the characteristics of documents which
are significant in supporting the decision to peruse or not, could enable set-at-a-time
perusal of documents, rather than document-at-a-time perusal of text displays.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe a visualization tool meant to address
this issue; describe and present the results of an experiment evaluating the tool; and
draw some conclusions about its effectiveness as a first stage display.

2

Visualization tool

The visualization tool is an add-on to a basic interface for an IR system. There is a
query window. The titles and ranks of retrieved documents (first stage of display) is
shown below the query window. Figure 1 shows the visualization tool corresponding
to the query "How has affirmative-action affected the construction-industry, construction projects and public works".
The visualization consists of a series of vertical columns of bars. There is one
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Figure 1: Visualization of results. The highlighted vertical column corresponds to
document ranked 14. The title of document ranked 14 document will also be highlighted in the title display window. Clicking the highlighted vertical column brings
up the full text of that document.
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column of bars for each document. The left-most vertical column corresponds to the
document ranked 1 and the right-most vertical column corresponds to the document
ranked 1.)0. In each vertical column there are multiple bars -one each for each query
\vord. The height of the bar at the intersection of a query-\vord-ro\v and a docun1entcolumn corresponds to the weight of that quer,:v· word in that document . .\Io\·ing the
mouse cursor over the vertical columns highlights the column directly beneath the
mouse cursor and simultaneously highlights the title corresponding to that document
in the title-display window. The visualization window is scrollable, in case the number
of query words exceeds the available vertical space. The words in the visualization are
also stopped and stemmed. Thus the combination of the visualization tool and the
title display forms the first stage of display in our system. The basic interface. and
the visualization tool utilize the INQUERY retrieval engine, version 2.1p3 [CCH92].

2.1

Response to the need for a concise display of document
content

In the Introduction, we discussed the need for a concise first stage display which can
also be perused quickly. We believe this visualization scheme to qualify for such a first
stage display. It provides information valuable in deciding the relevance of document
such as the weight of query concepts in the retrieved documents. The information is
also displayed in a highly condensed way, and allows many document surrogates to be
perused at one time. \Vhile textual display of document surrogates force the user to
peruse them a document-at-a-time, this visualization lets the user peruse document
surrogates a set-at-a-time. The presence or absence of specific significant words can be
quickly seen, and it is possible, in one glance, to identify sequences of documents which
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do. or do not have important contributions from specific query words. For the example
search topic ( ;.Ho\v has affirmative action affected the construction industry··:··). there
are t \\·o facets that are central: ··c.ffirmat i ve act ion., and .. construct ion indus t n· ...
From the \·isua.lization tooL we can immediately see that most of the docurr1ents are
concerned with the ··construction industry'' and only a portion of them have the term
·•affirmati ve action.,. \Ve can also see that the ''affirmative

action'~

concept is spread

sparsely throughout the top 70 documents. The graphical format of presentation has
some important ad vantages in that it is more condensed and can be more easily and
quickly perused than an equivalent text display.

3

Related work

A number of visualization schemes for information retrieval have been proposed
[CRwi91, NIFH95, Kor91, Spo94, HKvV94, ACRS93, AB93] But most of these do
not address either the display of query results or the problem of support of relevance
assessment. An exception is TileBars [Hea95], but there are some important ways in
which TileBars differs from the visualization proposed here.

• TileBars provide information on how the different query facets overlap in different sections of a long document. Our visualization scheme does not provide
information at that fine levels of granularity.
• To make the best use of such additional information in TileBars, the user has to
decompose the information need into more-or-less orthogonal facets of a query.
However, in our visualization, the user can type in the information need as a
free-form textual query.
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• TileBars presents the document s urrogates in a list. making it more difficult
than in our tool to gain an ov·erall picture of the query 'vvord distribution for

et

\\"hole set of documents in one glance.
• TileBars seems best suited for long documents, while our visualization scherne
does not seem to be constrained by length.

There are a handful of studies that have investigated the effectiveness of docun1ent
surrogates as content-indicators to enable human relevance judgments [J an9 L Sar69 ,
RRS6L Tho/3 . .\IKB78]. None of them studied the effectiveness of graphical displays
(visualizations) of document surrogates as content indicators. A result common to all
of these studies is that "accuracy" in relevance judgments increases with increasing
information (e.g. Title

< Abstract < Full text). On the whole, we find that there

has been a lack of studies to evaluate the effectiveness of graphical displays of document surrogates as indicators of relevance. This is mainly due· to the fact that only
recently has it been technologically feasible to render such displays in real-time by
the computer. Our study is an attempt to fill that gap.

4

Experimental Set·up

In this section, we discuss an experiment to test the effectiveness of the visualization
tool as a first stage display, and as a tool to aid effective query reformulation. The part
on query reformulation will be discussed in a subsequent paper. We used a portion of
the TREC database consisting of all of diskl and disk2 except the "Federal Register''
documents. \Ve used INQUERY 2.1p3 as the search engine [CCH92]. The retrieval
mechanism of the search engine is based on bayesian inference networks using the
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\\·ork occurrence statistics in docurTtents. All of the TREC inforn1ation topics that
we used were very detailed in their description of inforrr1ation need. \\"e picked ten
information topics for this study.
The criterion used to pick the topics will be discussed below. A slightly modified version of the Description field (mainly removing the introductory· words such as
··Document vvill report") was submitted to the retrieval system. 120 documents fron1
the top LSO retrieved documents were obtained and split into two groups as follows:
High precision group consisting of 60 documents ranked 1 through 60 and a low precision group consisting of 60 docurnents ranked 91 through 1.SO. \Ve controlled for
precision as a factor in the experiment since we felt that precision might impact the
perusal time: Users might more quickly identify non-relevant documents, than the relevant documents. Also, earlier studies [Sar69, RRS61, MKB78] indicate that precision
also influences the ability to judge non-relevance. Each of the two precision groups
vvere further split into two groups: documents with odd ranks and the documents with
even ranks. Thus, there were 4 groups of 30 documents for each information topic:
High_precision_even_ranks, High_precision_odd_ranks, Low _precision_even_ranks and
Low _precision_odd_ranks. The criterion used to pick the information topics for this
study was that the "description" field when used as the query statement must retrieve
a set of documents that had a distinct split in the precision values between the high
precision group (ranks 1 through 60) and the low precision group (ranks 90 through
150). The precision values in the high precision group for all the chosen topics ranged
from 0.43 to 0.6 while those of the low precision group ranged from 0.03 to 0.23.
The experiment we describe was aimed at investigating the effect of visualization
on two problems for users:
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• accurately identifying relevant: documents
• effectively reformulating queries

In this paper. 1xe re port on results relevant to only the fust of these. but because
both problen1s were addressed in the same experimental ck-;ign~ \Ve describe the entire
experiment.
In the experiment, users \vere set two different types of tasks:

• Task of judging relevance: The users were given the information topic and the
search statement used to retrieve documents. They were asked to judge the
relevance of each of the 30 documents that were displayed to them as one of
relevant to the information topic.
non-relevant to the information topic.
Unsure.
For the purposes of the current experiment. clicking the left mouse-button over
a document title in the title-display window or over a vertical column in the
visualization window marks the document as relevant. Clicking the right mouse
button over the title (or the column in the visualization window) marks the
document as non-relevant.

M~tddle-clicking

it marks the document as

·~ensure''.

Also, left-clicking a query word in the visualization window marks all documents
containing that query word as relevant. Right-clicking a query word marks all
documents that do not contain that vvord as non-relevant. Full text or any other
information about the docum_ents was not made available to users.
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• Query reformulation task: Here the users

~;vere

asked to ··modify the precon-

structed query into a fornl that wilt retrieve more relevant documents". For half
of the topics. users had the visualization tool and for the other half users did
not ha\·e the visualization tool - making it a within-subjects. bet\\·een-topics
study.

For the ··· relevance judgment'' task, precision (two levels: high and low) and visualization (two levels: with or without) were controlled in this within-subjects, withintopics study. The even ranked docurnent group was shown with the visualization tool
and the odd ranked document group was shown without the visualization tool. The
users were told that the query was issued against 4 different databases and the top :30
documents from each database \Vas presented to them as 4 separate tasks - two with
and the other two without visualization. For a given topic the first task was always
a ;'relevance judgment" task with a high-precision group. The next task was a query
reformulation task. The third, fourth and fifth tasks were relevance judgment tasks
for the other three groups of 30 documents. The first task was always a relev·ance
judgment task because we wanted the users to have a good feel for the retrieved set
of documents before they embarked on the query reformulation task. The first task
of relevance judgment was always done with a high-precision document group because, in the real-world the users aln1ost always inspect the top-ranked high-precision
document range before they go down the ranks to inspect the low-precision range.
Each user did the

,j

tasks ( 4 relevance judgment tasks for the 4 document groups,

and one query reformulation task) for 6 information topics, and finally did the search
reformulation task for 4 more topics. The 6 topics for which the users did both the
relevance judgment and query reformulation were:
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• Topic II: Document will report a poaching method used against a certain type
of wildlife.
• Topic 11 .): Document will report specific consequence(s) of the C.S . 's Immigration Reforrn and Control .-\.ct of 1986.
• Topic 134: Document \vill report on the objectives ,

processes~

and organization

of the human genome project.
• Topic 136: Document will report on attempts by Pacific Telesis to d! \·ersi fv
beyond its basic business of providing local telephone sen·ice.
• Topic 14.5: Document will describe how, and how effectively, the so-called ··proIsrael lob by'' operates in the United States.
• Topic 197: Document will discuss legal tort reform (a civil wrong for which the
injured party seeks a judgment) with regard to placing limitations on monetary
compensation to plaintiffs.

The order in which the six topics were presented were balanced across the 31
subjects. The order in which the two visualization conditions appeared for a given
topic were also balanced. The order in which the two precision groups appeared in
a given topic was not balanced due to the constraint that a high precision group

IS

always the first condition.
The human subjects in this experiment were Georgia Tech undergraduate students
enrolled in a one-credit hour class on library searching. Students who participated in
the study got full scores in two homework assignments. The complete experiment was
split over two days. Subjects were asked to sign a consent form upon arrival. They
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were then gi \·en a demo of the system by the experimenter. They then had a handson tutorial where they practiced both the ··relevance judgment., task and the ··q uet· _~_·
reforn1Ldation" task.

Then, they did the .) tasks for each of the three inforn1ation

topics n1arking the end of the experiment for the first day. On the second day. they
did the .S tasks for each of the other :3 topics, follo-..ved by the

·~query

reforrnulation"

task for 4 other topics.
The subjects were given monetary incentive to do well in the experiment. They
were evaluated as follows: We knew a-priori, the relevance of all the documents as
given by the TREC assessors. For the relevance judgment task, for each document the
user obtained a

+1

point if their relevance judgment matches the TREC assessor,s

judgment, a -1 point if their judgrnent does not match, and 0 points if they are

;.lJ nsure". The user has to judge all of the 30 displayed documents. Thus, for the 4
groups of 30 documents, for the 6 topics, each subject made a total of 4x30x6 = 720
judgments.
TREC
Rel Not_rel
RR
RN

Rel
Cser Not_rel ~R
N~
Unsure UR
UN
The time taken by the subject to complete a task was also noted down. The top
10 quickest subjects with the most points were given monetary awards as follows:

All participants were ranked on increasing order of time and decreasing order of
points scored. Each participant's rank on both the categories (time and points) were
added to get the sum-rank. The participant with the lowest sum rank was considered
the best performer. Hence, to do well, one must be both accurate and quick. The
top performer was given $50, the second and third performers were given $30 each,
the fourth through sixth performers were given $20 each and the seventh through
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the tenth performers were given Sl 0 each. The participants ~A ere told of the rating
scheme. so they optimized for time and accuracy equally.
Since we claim that graphical display of additional document surrogates does not
increase perusal time significantly ( 6ue to the set-at-a-time perusal of documents). we
predict that the time taken to complete the task for the visualization group \vill not
be significantly higher than the non-visualization group. vVe also predict an increase
in accuracy of relevance judgments for the visualization group 1 because

~vve

claim that

very pertinent document surrogate information (i.e .. the \Veight of query words in the
retrieved documents) is being displayed in addition to the standard text surrogates
such as title and source.
Effectiveness of the visualization tool was measured by what the subjects optimized upon: time, accuracy and the combined time...accuracy rank, where accuracy
is the number of correct judgments minus the number of incorrect judgments after
discarding the Unsure judgments, i.e., Accuracy= RR+NN-RN-NR. However, since
the accuracy measure includes the correct judgments, Type I errors and Type II errors all in one score, we split the accuracy measure into distinct components. \Ve
define ;'Interactive Recall" as the ratio of the truly relevant documents that were
judged as relevant by the user (i.e., Interactive Recall= RR/(RR + NR + UR)). We
define "Interactive Precision" as the ratio of the documents judged as relevant by the
user that are truly relevant (Interactive precision= RR/(RR + RN)). Here, a "truly
relevanf' document is a document that was judged relevant by the TREC assessor.
Thus, if are trying to build an effective first stage display mechanism, we would strive
for a display mechanism which would enable a user to pick (and read the full-text
of) all of the relevant documents and only the relevant documents displayed. Picking
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a non-relevant document as relevant vvould be time and money· wasted peru smg a
non-rele\·ant document. And. not being able to pick a rele\·ant docurnt=>nt. would be
a missing out on rele\·ant information.
Howe\·er. .. l.nsure·· documents pose a problem. It can be handled in two ways: [f
\Ve assume that a user always reads the full text of an l'nsure document, we should
treat the l' nsure documents as being judged relevant by the user. Conversely. if a
user always skips over an "(} nsure document, we should treat the lJ nsure docum ent
as being judged non-relevant by the user. Below, we present the analysis \vith both
the interpretations. Thus, if we assume the user to inspect the C nsure documents.
we treat the Unsure documents as relevant.

+ UR) I

Interactive Recall= (RR

Interactive Precision = (RR

( RR

+ UR) I

+ NR + UR)

(RR

+ UR + RN + C~)

If we assume the user to not inspect the Unsure documents, we treat the C nsure
documents as not-relevant,
Interactive Recall = RR

I

Interactive Precision = RR

5

+ NR + UR)
I (RR + RN)

(RR

Results

Since there were 37 subjects, and all subjects did 6 topics with 4 tasks (for each
of the 4 groups within the topic) per topic, there were a total of 37 x 6 x 4 = 888
observations.

The approach used :n all analyses was to construct a least squares,

linear additive model of each performance measure as a function of the main effects
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and interactions of the manipulated experimental variables.
The need for consideration of possible learning / ordering effect s ~ clue to t ht-> same
s ubject s providing multiple responses at various experimental

conditions ~

is minimized

by the balancing of the order in which different experimental conditions are presented
to the subjects. However, due to the requirement that within a topic. the high precision condition always be presented first, this balance could not be achieved for this
factor. To account for this. the model included a term representing the ob servation
order vvithin subject/topic combination. The design thus allows for independent estimation of all effects except precision and observation order. The analysis presented
will focus on the statistical significance of each term assuming the presence of the
the other term in the model (i.e on the adjusted sums of squares in the Analy·sis of
Variance (:-\NOVA) tables , as this provides evaluation of the marginal effect.
The residuals of the models constructed were analyzed to assure reasonable compliance with the normality, independence and constant variance assumptions required
for validity of ANOVA,
The ANOVA tables for log 10 (time), accuracy and final score are shown in Tables
X, XX and XXX. The means and standard errors are shown in table Z. As can be seen
from the tables, viz is significantly better than noviz for logtime, accuracy and final
score. It is also clear that low precision condition does significantly better than high
precision for logtime, accuracy and final score. The interaction effects of precision and
visualization are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4 with a 95% confidence interval around
the means. When precision is high, visualization does not significantly affect logtime,
but there is a decrease in logtime of 0.08 when precision is low. This corresponds to
a reduction of 17.2 seconds, nearly a 20% decrease in average time required. Thus we
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can conclude that the visualization tool helps users in identify·ing document relevance

more quickly.
Howe\·er. for the accuracy measure, there is no significant interaction between precision and visualization as shovvn by the almost-parallel lines in figure :3. Precision has
a huge impact on accuracy, again consistent with previous studies [Sar69~ ~1KB78].
\Vhile the effect of visualization on accuracy is significant, it is not as huge as thP
effect of precision. l' sers can identify document relevance more accurately with the visualization tool than without. The ability of users to identify non-relevant documents
as non-relevant is much higher than their ability to identify relevant documents as relevant. This is reflected in the significantly very high accuracy value for low precision
than for high precision.
Final score is a rank measure, which reflects the users ability to accurately and

quickly identify document relevance. It is plotted in figure 4. Lower values are better
for final score. As with accuracy, precision has a much higher impact than visualization, but both variables have a significant effect. Visualization tool helps and so
does low precision.

The improvernent in final score averages 40.8 when using the

visualization tool.
Table X. Analysis
Source
DF
preCIS
1
VIZ
1
precis*viz
1

of Variance for logtime
Seq SS
Adj SS Adj MS
0.91889 0.45954 0.4.5954
0.36761 0.36761 0.36761
0.29215 0.29215 0.29215

F
30.56
24.44
19.43

Table XX Analysis of Variance for Accuracy
Source
DF
Seq SS
Adj SS
Adj lYIS
preCIS
1 16782.27 11842.00 11842.00
VIZ
1
490.54
490.54
490.54
precis*viz
24.67
24.67
1
24.67
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p
0.000
0.000
0.000

F
532.55
22.06
1.11

p
0.000
0.000
0.293

Log(base 10) of time in seconds
2.06

2.04

Logtime for Low wecision _..__Logtime for High 9recision x

I

*I
l

2.02

.l

i

•- 2

1.98

1.96

1.94

1.92

1.9
No Viz

Viz

Figure 2: Interaction effects of precision and visualization on logtime.
Table XXX. Analysis of Variance for Final Score
Source
Seq SS
Adj SS Adj MS
F
DF
preCIS
1 9901156 6789177 6789177 429.68
VIZ
1
362841
:362841
22.96
362841
precis'"'viz
1
8.43
133133
133133
133133

p
0.000
0.000
0.004

TABLE Z. Least Square l\l!eans and Standard errors for Logtime, Accuracy and Final
score (independent variables: precision 0-High, 1-Low and visualization 0-present,
1-absent):
VIZ
PRECIS
LOG TIME ACCUR FINSCOR
15.72
353.2
0
2.01
0
1
17.54
288.4
1.93
0
2.04
5.72
576.1
1
0
1
1
560.2
6.87
2.04
STD ERR OF EST
0.009
0.35
9.4
As discussed before, accuracy combines the following four items into one: ability
to judge relevant and non-relevant documents (RR
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+ NN), type I error, i.e., wrongly
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Accuracy= RR + NN - RN - NR
r----r------------------------------------------------~--------~
Accuracy for Low prectsion
Accuracy for High preciston

)(
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Figure 3: Interaction effects of precision and visualization on accuracy.
Final score (lower values are better)= Time rank+ Accuracy rank
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Figure 4: Interaction effects of precision and visualization on Final Score.
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rejecting relevant documents. and type II error. i.e., wrongly accepting non-rele\·ant
documents. \Ve feel that identifying non-relevant documents (N)J) in and of itsP!f i::;
not as important as the other :3 items. For. it is important

• to minin1ize Type I errors, or else one runs the risk of missing out too man\·
relevant docun1ents.
• to minimize type II errors, or else one runs the risk of wasting too much money·
and effort in examining non-relevant documents.

Vv'e can capture all the interesting data with interactive recall and interactive precision as described in the previous section. In our tables, the interactive precision and
interactive recall are denoted by "iprecwu" and ''irecwu'' respectively when users are
assumed to treat unsure documents as relevant. Correspondingly, when unsure documents are assumed to be treated as non-relevant, interactive precision and interactive
recall are denoted by the mnemonics "iprecwou" and "irecwou" respectively.
In considering the interactive precision measure there are a large number of cases
vvhere the values result in responses of zero divided by zero when users did not pick
any of the displayed documents as relevant. Rather than eliminate these cases, the
raw data (i.e., RR, RN, NR, NN, UR, UN) was aggregated over high and low precision levels for the same viz condition and the interactive precision measures then
computed. Thus, for example, for topic 77, the RR values for the high_precision_viz
case for subject 1 was added to the RR value of the low _precision_viz case of the
same subject 1 and same topic 77. Now we end up with 444 observations instead of
the original 888 observations. This eliminated the need for the "precision" term in
the model, although the variability due to this factor is included in the error term.
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Howe\·er for iprecwou, there remain :2 cases where the response variable is still zero
divided by zero. The result is a design \vhere estimated effects are n1inirnall _v clependent ..-\!so. there are some quantization errors introduced in the interactive precision
n1easure due to the denominator value being too close to zero 2 . The statistical significance or" visualization for iprecwou, iprecv.:u~ irecwou and irecwu are shovvn in table

XL and table Z2 shows the estimated means.
Visualization had no significant effect on interactive precision when C nsure documents were treated as non-relevant (iprecwou) at the 0.05 level, however, it was
significant when Unsure documents were treated as relevant (iprecwu) (See figure.)).
Although statistically significant, the absolute increase in interactive precision is very
minimal (about 0.015). However, visualization had a significant effect on interactive
recall (both irecwou and irecwu). Also, in the absolute sense, the improvement in
interactive recall due to visualization is approximately 0.07

+/-

0.02. Clearly this is

of sufficient magnitude to be of practical importance.
TABLE X1 ANOVA for iprecwou, iprecwu, irecwou and irecwu showing the effect of
visualization
p
~VIet ric
DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj PIIS
F
1precwou
1 0.03245 0.03065 0.03065
3.08 0.081
tprecwu
1 0.04:364 0.04166 0.04166
5.45 0.021
1recwou
1 0.62496 0.62601 0.62601 35.89 0.000
trecwu
1 0.422.59 0.42787 0.42787 27.46 0.000
TABLE Z2. Least squares means of iprecwou, iprecwu, irecwou, irecwu for visualization:
VIZ
tprecwou 1precwu 1recwou 1recwu
0.6117
0
0.5753
0.4454
.5484
1
0 ..594 7
0.5209
.6108
0.6284
Std error
.007
.006
.009
.008
2 For

iprecwou, there were 2 cases where the denominator had a value of 1, 5 cases of value 2, 6
cases of value 3. For iprecwu, there were 0 cases of denominator values 0 and 3, 1 case of values 1
and 2. Given that there were 444 observation points, these quantization errors are not expected to
distort the results much.
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Interactive precision

0 .65
With unsure as nonrel: RRI(RR + RN) -+-With unsure as rei : (RR + UR)/(RR + UR + RN +UN) )(

0.64

0.63

0.62

0.61

0.6

0.59

0.58

0.57

0.56
No Viz

Viz

Figure 5: Effect of visualization on interactive precision (when Unsure documents are
treated as relevant and non-relevant documents).
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Interactive recall
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Figure 6: Effect of visualization on interactive recall (when Unsure documents are
treated as relevant and non-relevant documents).
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6

Conclusions

\Ve have presented a visualization tool designed to be an effective first stage display
of retr ieved documents. [ser experiments empirically· shovv that when preci sion is
low. the visuali zation t ool helps users in identifying document relevance quicker by
about 20 % . This is made possible due to the set-at-a-time perusal of graphical displays rather than document-at-a-time perusal of textual displays. The experiment
also shows that users with the visualization tool did significantly better in accurate
identification of document relevance. \Ve broke down the accuracy measure into two
components: interactive precision and interactive recall to gain a better understanding of the relevance judgment process.

\Vhile the effect of visualization tool was

marginally significant for interactive precision, it was highly significant for interactive
recall. Thus, we can safely say that the visualization tool helps users in identifying more relevant documents out of the displayed documents. It also helps users in
identifying them more quickly.
In an earlier paper [VB96], we discussed the difficulty of conducting interacti v·e
user experiments in IR. Vvre mentioned the difficulty of huge inter-topic differences,
inter-subject differences, the large number of subjects needed to account for these
differences and how these factors severely affect the interactive track of TREC participants.

There was also the problem of using appropriate measures to evaluate

different user interface components and the lack of established metrics for these purposes. It is worthwhile noting how we approached these problems in the experiment
described in this paper. At the outset, we had to be extremely specific in our claims
about where the visualization tool would be of help.
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Having narrowed the scope

of the experiment to these claims. we had to devise a scheme where inter-:-)ubj ect
and inter-topic variability could be kept to a minimum. By restricting the task to
relevancejudgment of documents. we could safely construct a within-topic. withinsubject experiment that would not t hreaten the extensibility· of our

inference ~

t o the

real vvor ld.
In addition, 1n the absence of established interactive metrics, we had to come
up with our own measures of effectiveness of graphical displays (such as inte racti \·e
precision and interactive recall). It remains to be seen if such choice of metrics are
appropriate and if they are of real impact in terms of the quality of interaction of
end-users. The lack of convincing answers to the above questions points to the acute
need for more interactive experiments to study human interaction with ranked output
IR systems and to study the effectiveness of emerging display mechanisms such as
visualizations.
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Abstract
Semantic Query Optimization has traditionally relied upon scheme-based integrity
constraints that are valid for all ~ nstances of a database. Instance-based constraints.
which are only valid for certain states of a database, contain more information than
scheme-based constraints because they are specific to the current contents of the
database. This makes instance-based constraints more useful to semantic query optimization. However, instance-based constraints are highly sensitive to any changes
made to the database and must therefore be updated and validated before they can be
applied.
A 0.Ietadata View Graph (rv1VG) is a metadatabase that stores instance-based
constraints, along with statistical and structural metadata, for logical views of the
database. Constraints at this level are even more useful to semantic query optimization because they are specifically tailored to the intermediate results of a query. This
paper reviews existing methods for constraint discovery, describes how constraints are
stored in the Nletadata View Graph at compile-time, and describes how the J\IIVG
Framework retrieves and maintains instance-based constraints at run-time. The paper
then analyzes how to apply updates to instance-based constraints in order to refresh
them.

Keywords:

Metadata View Graph, Instance-Based Constraints, Semantic Query
Optimization, Constraint Discovery, Metadata Maintenance.
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Introduction

Sen1antic query optimization [HZ80, I\in8l. S089. CG.\190. SSD92. HI~9:3 ] uses transfo rm<-ttion rules to reformulate a query into a semantically equivalent query that is more efficier1t
to execute . Traditionally. transformation rules have been derived excl usi vel:.' fron1 schemebased integri ty constraints that are valid for all instances of a clatahase. Tran sformatior1
rules based on this type of constraint are desirable because the rules remain \·alicl \\·hen
changes are made to the database since changes cannot violate the integrity const rn. ints.
C nfort unately. scheme- based constraints are typically so general that they are of \itt le I. be .
For example. an integrity constraint may require an employee's salary to be greater tha n
zero.
Recently. a nun1ber of researchers [YS89, SSS92, SHKC9:3, HK94] have proposed methods for
discovering instance-based constraints (also referred to as dynamic constraints in [YS89] and
derived constraints in [SSS92]) which are only valid for particular instances of the database.
Instance-based constraints contain more information than scheme-based constraints because
they represent the actual contents of the database. For example, an instance-based constraint
may assert that the salary of all employees is greater than or equal to $22,000 and less than
or equal to $8.5,000. Although this constraint is more useful than the integrity· constraint
given above, instance- based constraints are sensitive to changes made to the database. so
they must be maintained whenever the database is updated.
A ~Ietadata View Graph is a metadatabase that maintains instance-based constraints for
logical views of the database. Constraints at this level are even more useful to semantic
query optimization because they are specifically tailored to the intermediate results of a
query. For example, one view might represent graduate students and another view might
represent faculty. Both views would n1aintain an instance-based constraint on salary·: but
the salary range for graduate students would be much less than the salary range for faculty
members. Therefore, when given a query involving graduate students, the semantic query
optimizer could use the salary constraint for graduate students to reformulate the query.
In addition, capturing instance-based constraints for views of the database allows the query
context to influence the optimization process during semantic query optimization. The
profitability [S087) of a rule can be adjusted for each view. Therefore, although the same rule
may appear in several views, the rule can be applied differently based on the query context
represented by each view. The rules for a particular view can be ordered by associating
a context-sensitive salience (priority) with each rule. In this way, the views partition the
semantic constraints which allows the constraints to be precisely tailored to particular data
sets. Partitioning reduces the number of rules which must be searched during semantic query
optimization and improves rule selection by prioritizing rules according to the query context.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the lVIetadata View
Graph Framework. This section provides a structural description of the Metadata View
Graph, reviews existing methods for discovering instance-based constraints, and describes
how instance-based constraints are stored in the 1\'Ietadata View Graph. The section also
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describes how instance- based constraints are retrieved at run-time and used to select tfw
best query· execution plan. Section 3 presents the general problem of maintaining instancebased constraints, presents various representations that allow instance-based constraint:-; to
he n1aintained. and analy·zes the problem of applying updates to instance-based constraint...;
in order to refresh them. The last section summarizes the contributions of this paper ar1d
describes future tasks for this research.

2

The MVG Framework

The :\Ietadata View Graph Framework [P~IN95] supports the integration of v·arious approaches to query optimization. As shown in Figure 1, the framework consists of an optimizer and a metadatabase. The rviVG Framework has been developed with t\VO objectives
in mind: ( 1) improve query optimization. and (2) provide for a highly extensible query optimizer. Query optimization is improved by maintaining metadata, especially instance-based
constraints which improve semantic query optimization, multiple query optimization. incremental query computation, and dynamic plans. Three types of knowledge are required by the
query optimizer: (1) procedural knowledge specific to each type of query optimization. (2)
control knowledge which integrates the various types of query optimization together, and (.3)
domain knowledge ( metadata about the database). The NIVG Framework maintains these
three types of knowledge separately in order to facilitate a highly extensible architecture.
The optimizer and metadatabase can be extended incrementally as new approaches to query
optimization are developed.
This research focuses primarily on the metadatabase (the Nletadata View Graph) which
was inspired by considering six types of query optimization: syntactic, physical, semantic,
dynamic, multiple, and caching and incremental query computation. Therefore, we treat
the query optimizer as a black box :hat is capable of performing these six types of query
optimization. Within that black box, the optimizers can be developed independently and
loosely coupled, which requires less integration effort but reduces run-time efficiency, or the
optimizers can be tightly coupled, which requires greater integration effort (each optimizer
may have to be rewritten) but improves run-time efficiency. Although we envision a set of
rule- based optimizers [Fre87, G D87, G M93], the actual implementation is irrelevant to our
work on :\rfetadata View Graphs.

2.1

Metadata View Graphs

A Metadata View Graph (MVG) is a collection of networks, as shown in Figure 2, for
organizing and storing metadata (i.e., a metadatabase). The Metadata View Graph consists
of four components: (1) a lexicon, (2) a semantic network, (3) a view network, and (4) a
QEP Network of query execution plans.
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Figure 1: The lYIVG Framework.

The lexicon contains an entry for each term (word or phrase) recognized by the system (i.e ..
the system's vocabulary). A lexical entry provides information about the term. including a
set of pointers to the semantic nodes that represent the term. In general, a lexicon will store
any information about a term that is useful to the system.
Semantic networks represent domain knowledge about the concepts "understood" by the
system. Each concept is represented as a node. Two nodes are linked together to represent
their relationship to each other. In Figure 2, the semantic network is represented by nodes a 1
through as and 5 1 through 5 4 . Nodes a 1 through as represent the attributes that participate
in one or more of the base relations (nodes R 1 through R3 ). The attribute nodes are linked
directly to their corresponding base relations.
The attribute names and types are specified in the data definition of the database. These
nodes form the foundation of the semantic network. The network can be extended by
defining nodes and links for application specific concepts and relationships. For example,
two nodes representing STUDENT and ADVISOR could be connected by the links ADVISEDBY and ADVISOR-OF. The lexicon and semantic network are not relevant to the research
presented in this paper.
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The View Network is an extension of Roussopoulos' Logical Access Path schema [Rou82].
The View Network stores semantic, statistical, and structural metadata that is useful to
the query optimizer. The view nodes in the network, v 1 through v 14 , represent logical views
(intermediate results) and store metadata specific to the particular data set. A view is a
projection of attributes which can be defined recursively as follows. All base relations are
views. Additional views are the result of applying an operation (e.g., selection, projection,
join) to a view or to a pair of views. The views represented by these nodes may or may
not be materialized. The links represent logical operations and semantic relationships. The
View Network, nodes R 1 through R 3 and v 1 through v 14 , is essentially a collection of query
graphs overlaid on top of each other where R 1 through R 3 represent base relations and v 1
through v 14 represent the results of performing the operations specified by the links.
The View Network is a unified structure that applies to all of the application queries being
served by the Metadata View Graph. The top level of the hierarchy consists of base relation
nodes which anchor the Metadata View Graph and serve to connect the semantic network
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to the \'ie\\" \etwork. The remaining nodes represent logical vte'vvs ..-\ view node is defined
by the links connecting the node to the base relations. Figure :3 illustrates an Pxample \-iP\\.
\etwork along with a semantic network and lexicon.
The QEP \et'vvork stores t\vo types of query execution plans. dynamic plans [G\\-~0. ('(;~J-tj
and semantic plan s . .-\semantic plan is a query execution plan that is semantically equi\·alent
to the original query·. Semantic plans are generated during semantic query· optirnizaJiun a nd
depend on integrity constraints and instance-based semantic constraints .
.--\ dynamic plan links several query execution plans together with choose-plan operators ..--\n
example of a dynamic plan is shown in Figure 4. Choose-plan operators allow a decision to
be postponed until run-time when the run-time conditions are known. In order to select the
best plan from the dynamic plan, the dynamic plan is traversed and the best path is chosPn
at each choose-plan operator. The statistics stored at the view nodes can guide the decision
process. Therefore 1 the dynamic plan contains pointers to the view nodes \vith relevant
metadata. If the statistics at a view node are out of date, the statistics must be updated
before a decision can accurately be made.
The QEP 0ietwork maintains a separate query execution packet (i.e. , a dynamic plan and
semantic plan index) for each application query. Figure 4 illustrates how the query execution
plans are linked to the logical access paths of the View Network so that the relevant view
nodes can be retrieved for each plan. When a query is received at run-time. the query's
execution packet is retrieved from the QEP Network and the metadata at the view nodes is
used to select the best plan. When a semantic plan is selected as a candidate, the constraints
it depends on must be updated and verified against the current state of the database before
the plan can be executed. If one of the dependencies has been violated, then the plan is no
longer guaranteed to be correct.

2.2

Using Metadata View Graphs

:Nletadata View Graphs are used at compile-time and run-time. Metadata is collected at
con1pile-time and stored in the View Network. Metadata is retrieved at run-time and used
to select the best query execution plan.

2.2.1

Compile-Time

The following high-level algorithm describes how the View Network and the QEP Network
are constructed incrementally when a query is compiled.

1. When a query is received at compile-time, the query is optimized with conventional
optimization techniques in order to generate a set of logical access paths.
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:2. The logical access paths are used to construct a separate \'iew \·et\\·ork for rlw qrw n
being compiled. The existing ~1\"G \'iew \etwork is searched for (partial ) rnat ch ing
view nodes.
:3. The logi cal access paths are translated into query execution plans. The cos t ol' f:' etdl
plan is estimated and the plans are filtered to remove any non-competiti\·e plans .
.:1 . Constraints and statistics are collected for the view nodes in the query's \'iew \etwork.
If a node already exists in the :\tiVG View :-;etwork, metadata may· not ha\·e to bP
collected for that node if the node' s metadata is up to date.

In order to collect metadata, each logical access path will have to be executed. If the
quer.J' being compiled contains variables, the query history will be used to su bsti t u t e
va lues for the variables. These are the variable bindings most likely to occur in fu t uu"
quenes .
.J.

The constraints collected in step 4 are used by the optimizer to generate additional
query execution plans. Semantic query optimization , multiple query optimization. and
incremental query computation can apply the instance-based constraints that \Vere
collected.

6. If a new set of query execution plans are produced in step 5, the plans are evaluated
using the statistics that were collected. The non-competitive plans are discarded and
the query's View Network is modified to include any additional view nodes. Steps 4
and .5 are repeated until no new query execution plans are generated.
1.

A query execution packet is created for the query. A dynamic plan is constructed for the
non-semantic query execution plans, and an index is created for the semantic plans.
The dynamic plan and the semantic plan index are stored in the query's exe\..:ution
packet.

8. The query's View Network is unified with the MVG's View Network (i.e., if a view
node in the query's View Network does not already exist in the MVG 's View Network,
the node is added to the MVG 's View Network at the correct location and the lVIVG
View Network is reorganized).

Constraint Discovery
Our research does not address constraint discovery. This section describes existing methods
for constraint discovery and discusses the ad vantages provided by the Metadata View Graph
Framework.
Two primary problems hinder constraint discovery: (1) determining where to search, and (2)
determining what to search for. Focusing on views of the database reduces the search space
and produces more useful constraints. Searching smaller data sets, as opposed to searching
the entire database, improves the performance of the discovery methods. Therefore, the view
nodes of the Metadata View Graph determine where to search.
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Two hasic rnethods are used to determine what to search for: ( l) query-driven methods .
and (2) data-driven methods. Query·-driven methods use a top-down process to sParch for
constraints that would have been useful for previous queries. Data-driven methods LL:i(' ct
hottorn-up process to search (random) data sets for constraints. \Ietadata \ 'iew Gt·aph s
provide a framework for integrating the top-dO\\·n and bottom-up processes.

Query Driven Methods
[SSS92) presents a query-driven method for discovering constraints. Given a query. the
semantic query optimizer identifies the template transformation rules that \Vould have heen
useful to the optimizer, and the system discovers constraints that fit the rule templates. This
strategy reduces the search space by only considering data sets that are relevant to queries
that have been received. The disadvantage of this strategy is that a query will only benefit
fron1 the constraints that have been discovered if the query is similar to a previous query.

Reverse Engineering Method
After a query has been executed, [YS89, HK94) inspect the query result and attempt to
discover relationships with other queries. For example, if the (intermediate) results of two
queries are identical, then there must be some constraints relating the two queries. This is
a type of query-driven approach that requires two similar queries before any constraints are
discovered. In addition, this method requires that the results of previous queries be stored
and matched against future queries.

Data Driven Methods
[SHKC93] has proposed a data-driven approach that uses grid files to inspect combinations
of attribute values for a given data set. The zeros in the grid file indicate constraints. The
advantage of this approach is that constraints can be found regardless of the query ~1istory.
However, since it is impractical to search the entire database, there is no guarantee that the
discovered constraints will apply to a query.

MVG Guidelines
The View Network is constructed for the application queries that have been compiled by
the system, thus providing queries for the query-driven methods. In addition, the View
~etwork identifies relevant data sets for the data-driven methods. Therefore, the View Net\vork provides a foundation for integrating the top-down and bottom-up constraint discovery
processes.
The semantic query optimization transformation types should be used to guide the discovery
process. This guideline will focus the data-driven methods on constraints that are useful
given the current structure of the database.
For example, one transition type attempts to introduce an index into the query condition.
Therefore, the indexed attributes of each base relation should be explored since constraints
involving these attributes could lead to rules that introduce indexes. Another transformation
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atternpts to eliminate operations such as a JOin between two news. In :;orne cases. ran~e
constraints for the join attributes of each v ie~vv can determine t hn t the result of a join i :-;
ernpt_y in which case the operation can be eliminated.
The structure of the View .\et\vork. which consists of chains of nodes organized in a slthsum ption hierarchy. can also be used to guide the data-driven techniques. The constl"ai nh
that exist at higher level nodes can be propagated to the nodes below. pro\·idecl t hev apply
to the nodes be low. and then tightened to reflect the contents of the rr1ore rest ric ted \ ie\\" .
...\.t the top level. the scheme-based integrity constraints that already exist for a database can
be restricted to reflect the actual contents of the base relations.

Run-Time
\Vhen a query is received at run-time, the query's execution packet (i.e., the query··s cl.ynarr1ic
plan and its semantic plan index) is retrieved from the QEP Network along with any rele\·ant
view nodes from the View Network. The semantic plans are indexed so that the run-time
bindings of the query can be used to select the semantic plans that n1atch the conditions
of the query. A sernantic plan contains a set of pointers to the instance-based constraints
it depends on (i.e., the constraints used to generate the plan). These dependencies rnust
be verified for the current state of the database before a semantic plan can be executed. If
any of the constraints that a plan depends on are no longer valid, the semantic plan is not
guaranteed to be correct.
Each intermediate result in a query execution plan indexes a (possibly empty) set of view
nodes with relevant metadata (i.e., metadata that is useful for predicting statistics about
the intermediate result). vVhen plans are being compared, the statistics at the view nodes
are used to estimate the cost of each plan. However, before the plans can be evaluated. the
metadata must be refreshed to reflect any updates made to the database.
The query optimizer selects the best non-semantic plan from the query's dynamic plan. If it
is cost effective to update the instance-based constraints, then the constraints are updated
and the sen1antic plans are evaluated. The best query execution plan is selected for execution.
The ~1etadata View Graph adds the query to its query log along with a time-stamp and any
other data which may have been collected during execution of the query.
Although this scheme moves most of the optimization effort to the compile phase, it does
not preclude run-time optimization. For example, if several queries are received within a
reasonable time frame, multiple query optimization can be performed.

2.3

Selecting a Query Execution Plan at Run-Time

Consider the two base relations and the template query, Q1 , shown below. A template query
contains one or more variables. Instantiations of a template query are received at run-time
·with all of the variables bound.
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Q 1:

Relation

Attributes

Students
En1ployees

snum, class. GP.-\. ad\·isor
enum. salary. dept. pos

Select
From
\\'here

GP.-\

Employ·ees. Student s
pos = student .-\\'0 dept
.-\\'0 enum = snum

I_' ([/ ' I

Query· Q 1 requests the grade point averages of the students in the L'ar 1 department \\·ho arP
en1ploy·eed. figure :3 illustrates part of a vie\v network that support s this query. ln t ! ! :example. there are four departments (Psychology, \lath, Computer Scien ce. and Business).
The View Network is not required to contain a view node for every department. Only the
most frequently acc essed views. based on the query history, will be represented in the \'lf'\\network. For exan1ple, only three class v·iews ( v 9 - v 11 ) are represented for the Student base
relation.
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C20 00 I

( 75 001

( 25001

- - - 5

( 30 001

-
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class = grad

View Network

Figure 3: Example Lexicon, Semantic Network, and View Network.

Figure 4 shows the Query Execution Packet for query Q 1 . The packet contains the dynamic
plan and the semantic plan index. There is one choice to be made in the dynamic plan. The
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two selections can be performed in either order. The first tvv·o filter operations point to the
\·iew nodes that contain statistics to determine vvhich path to take. 0 nee 1_·a r 1 [s holl nrl i-1. t
run-time. the choice is obvious. If DEPT = cs. then POS = STCDE:-\T produces a :-;m a llf'r
intern1ecliate result (.)000 tuples) than DEPT = CS (/.)00). For the other three departmeuh.
ho\\'ever. selecting the department first produces the smaller intermediate result.
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Figure 4: A global persepctive of selecting a query execution plan at run-time.

Semantic plans are indexed by the bindings of the variables. The packet contains four
semantic plans, SP1 , SP2 , SP3 , and SP4 , corresponding to the variable bindings var 1 = PSY,
var 1 = MATH, and var 1 = CS respectively. There are two semantic plans for the PSY binding.
Each plan points to the set of constraints that the plan depends on.
Assume an instantiation of query Q1 is received at run-time with var 1 bound to cs. The
semantic plan index would return plan S P4 which depends on constraint C35 which is stored
at view node v 3 . The semantic plan S P4 is shown in Figure 4. Constraint C35 , shown in
Figure 3, states that if the department is cs then the class must be GRAD. In other words,
only graduate students from the computer science department are employed.
11

:-\ssuming there is an index on the CLASS attribute of the Student base relation. the sPmantic
plan SP4 can use that index to reduce the size of the join bet\veen the Student base relation
and the vie\v of ernplo:·ed computer science students. furthermore. because the 5ernanti< ·
plan was de signed for a specific binding of t·ar 1 • the choose-plan operator can be ornitted
since a drastic change in the database would be required before the number of students \\'O t tld
he greater than the number of computer science en1ployees.
\" ote that constraint C'3 5 is not an integrity constraint. Undergraduate computer science
students can be employed. Therefore. if the database were updated to include an employed
undergraduate from the computer science department , the semantic plan S P4 would no
longer be valid. Consequently, the constraint C35 must be updated and verified against the
current state of the database before the semantic plan can be selected for execution. If an
update invalidates a constraint, then none of the semantic plans that depend on the invalid
constraint can be executed because the plans are not guaranteed to be correct.

3

Maintaining Instance-Based Constraints

\Vhen a semantic plan is selected from the QEP Network, the constraints that the plan
depends on must be refreshed and verified for the current state of the database. Constraints
may be out of date if one or more updates have been received by the system since the last
time the constraints were refreshed. However, only a subset of the updates will apply to
a vie\v node based on the definition of the node (e.g., GPA ~ 3.5). Therefore, the updates
must be filtered to remove the irrelevant updates (i.e., those updates that do not apply· to
the view node being updated) [BLT86]. An example is provided below.
Consider the Student base relation and the view node shown in Figure 5. The view node
shown in this example contains seven constraints, a tuple count, a distribution profile~ and
a view cache pointer (since the pointer is nil, there is no view cache for this node). The
view is defined for students with a GPA of 3.0 or greater. The constraints and tuple count at
the view node can be verified by selecting the tuples from the base relation (as shown) that
satisfy the definition of the node (i.e., GPA ~ 3.0). An update contains a unique time-stamp,
which indicates when the update was received, along with the tuple to be inserted or deleted.
Updates to the database are maintained in a set of logs, one log per base relation. In order
to refresh the metadata at this node, the updates in the base relation update log must be
filtered to select the updates that satisfy the definition of the node. Each update with a GPA
of 3.0 or greater can then be applied to each metadatum at the node.
Before the updates can be filtered and applied to the metadata, the update logs and the
view nodes to be updated must be retrieved from disk. The cost of these disk accesses
dominates the cost of the update process. Therefore, maintaining metadata can be divided
into three subproblems: ( 1) managing the update logs, (2) managing the view nodes, and
(3) refreshing the metadata at a view node. The rest of this paper analyzes the problem of
refreshing constraints once the updates and the constraints are in main memory.
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Figure 5: The Student base relation, base relation update log, view node, and filtered log.

3.1

Representing Constraints

Constraints are represented in First Order Predicate Logic. However, constraints must maintain additional information in order to be maintained efficiently. This section begins by considering the affects that insertions and deletions have on instance-based constraints, and then
the section considers several representations that improve the maintainability of instancebased constraints.

3.1.1

Update Affects

The Metadata View Graph stores semantic query execution plans that depend on certain
conditions. Consider a semantic plan, S P1 , that requires that all graduate students have a
GPA greater than 3.0. If all of the graduate students in the database have a GPA of 3.2 or
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greater. then the instance-based constraint. C 1 :
that the semantic plan S ? 1 is v·alid.

CLASS

GRAD :=;> GP.-\

> :).:2.

indi ca r ~ ~

Assume there is only one graduate student with a :3.:2 GPA and assume that the ~rud e nt ~ --
deleted. The deletion does not have to be applied to C\ because no deletion could \·iol a te
the required condition, CLASS = GRAD :=::} GPA > :3.0. In general. unless a constraint irHplie~
existence. deletions do not have to be applied to valid constraints because deletions ca nnot
in\·alidate the required conditions with respect to the semantic plans that are stored in the
\Ietadata View Graph.
Ho\vever, assume a graduate student with a 2.8 GPA is inserted into the database. The
insertion must be applied to cl because the update violates the required condition for pl
thus invalidating the plan. Now assume that the graduate student with GP.-\ 2.6 is deleted
and assume that the remaining graduate students all have a GPA greater than :3.0. The
required condition for S ? 1 is now satisfied. Therefore, this deletion should be applied to C 1
in order to validate the plan.

s

\Vhen insertions are made to the database, it is easy to modify constraints because all of
the necessary information is contained in the update. However, when deletions occur. the
constraint must represent additional i_nformation in order to recompute the correct constraint .

3.1. 2

Efficient Representations

Consider a student base relation with four attributes: student number (Snum), class (e.g ..
frosh, grad), GPA, and advisor. Consider a. view node defined for GPA ~ 3.9 and assume
that constraint C 1 is stored at the view node. Assume that student 4 is a graduate student
advised by Smith with a 3.92 GPA. If student 4 is inserted at time T2, constraint cl can be
modified as shown below. However, if student 4 is deleted at time T3 , the constraint cannot
be recomputed.
T1 :

C 1 : Class= Grad:=::} Advisor= Jones

T2 :

Insert: Snum = 4, Class = Grad, GPA = 3.92, Advisor = Smith

T2 :

C1 : Class== Grad :::::} (Advisor== Jones)

T3 :

Delete: Snum = 4, Class = Grad, GPA = 3.92, Advisor = Smith

T3 :

C 1 : Class= Grad:::::} Advisor= Jones

OR

(Advisor= Smith)

When student 4 is deleted, the constraint should be modified as shown at T3 . However, with
this representation, the system must materialize the view ( GPA 2: 3.9) in order to discover
·that there are no graduate students in the view who are advised by Smith. We will consider
two solutions to this problem.
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L. Recompute the constraints at run-time during query execution by testing all of r-he
tuples in the intermediate result. This can be done by saving the irttermediate re~ult.
possibly to disk, and recomputing all of the constraints at a node. or by rerornpur-in2
a few constraints on the fly while the query is being executed.

:2. \\'hen the attribute of a term can be enumerated. as in the e:\<:tmple abo\-e. Keep a
counter for each term.
The first solution requires additional processing during run-time lo recon1putP the constraints. \Ve can assume that the processing cost is negligible or that the procr>::; : ; ing is
performed when the system is idle. However, the problem with this .:5olution is that the constraints are recomputed during or after query execution. ThereforP. the constraints cannut
be used for the given query.
Consider semantic plan SP1 which requires that all graduate st;tdents have a CPA greater
than :3.0. Assume that S'P1 is valid at time T 1 . At time T 2 • a graduate student with a :2.8
CPA is inserted which invalidates semantic plan S P1 . At T 3 . however. the graduate student
with CPA 2.8 is deleted. At this point, semantic plan S'P1 is valid, but the plan cannot be
used because constraint C 1 cannot be recomputed until the query is executed.
Therefore, the constraints will have to be recomputed every time a deletion affects the
view node. Consequently, a constraint may thrash between heing valid and invalid and the
semantic plans that depend on the constraint will never be usable even though the required
conditions are met.
The second solution is preferable, but this representation does
non-enumerable values. Consider the following represent ::Ltion
resentation maintains the number of tuples that apply to each
are 10 graduate students in the view and all 10 are advi--ed by
T1 :

C 1 : Class= Grad (10) ::::? Advisor= Jones (10)

T2 :

Insert: Snum = 4, Class = Grad,

T2 :

C 1 : Class= Grad (11) ::::? (Advisor= Jones (10))

T3 :

Delete: Snum =

.s,

Class = Grad,

GPA

GPA

= 3.92. Advisor = Smith

Delete: Snum = 4, Class

=

Grad,

GPA

OR

(Advisor= Smith (1))

= 3.94, Advisor = Jones

T3 : C 1 : Class= Grad (10)::::? (Advisor= Jones (9))
T4 :

not apply to attributes with
for constraint C 1 . This repcondition. At time T 1 • there
Jones.

OR

(Advisor= Smith (1))

= 3.92, Advisor

=

Smith

T 4 : C 1 : Class = Grad (9) ::::? Advisor = Jones (9)
Student 4 is inserted at T 2 and the constraint is ;_nodified. There are now 11 graduate students
in the view, 10 are advised by .Jones and 1 is advised by Smith. Student 5 is deleted at T3
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and the constraint is modified accordingly·. Once a.gain there are L() graduatt' ~tudent:-; iu
the view. but now there are 9 students advised by .Jones and 1 advised by Smith. finalh·.
: ; t udent -1: is deleted at T4 . The constraint is n1od ified to reflect that all 9 gracluatP .':it llcl Pn t ~
in the \·iew are ad\·ised by Jones.
This representation works \Vell for attributes with values that can be enumerated. SornP
constraints have attribute values that cannot be enumerated. For example. con"idct· ill( '
range constraint on G P.-\ shown below
0

T 1 t:

Insert: Snum = 4: GPA = :3. 5

T 12 :

Delete: Snum = 4: GPA

0

= :3 ..5

Initially, the lowest GPA for the given view is :3.56. \Vhen student 4 is inserted at time T 11 .
the lowest GPA becomes 3.5. However, when student 4 is deleted at T 12 , there is no way
to determine the exact value of the lowest G PA in the view without materializing the view
However, constraint C2 still represents a lower bound on GPA. The constraint asserts that
all of the GPAs are greater than or equal to 3.5 , but the constraint does not represent the
exact value of the lowest GPA.
0

The representation shown below maintains a boundary value list of the lowest GPAs. This
representation can be used to determine the exact lower bound provided the boundary value
list is not empty.

>= (3.56, 3.57, 3.57, 3.58, 3.59)

T 10 :

C2: GPA

T 11 :

Insert: Snum

T 11 :

C 2 : GPA >= (3.5, 3.56, 3.57, 3.57, 3.58, 3.59)

T 12 :

Delete: Snum = 4: GPA

T 12:

C2: GPA

=

4: GPA

=

3.5

= 3.5

>= (3.56, 3.57, 3.57, 3.58, 3.59)

Initially the boundary value list contains the 5 lowest GPAs in the view. When student 4 is
inserted at T 11 , student 4's GPA is the lowest GPA in the view. Therefore, student 4's GPA is
added to the front of the boundary value list. When student 4 is deleted at T 12 , one instance
of the value 3.5 (student 4's GPA) is removed from the boundary value list.
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If the boundary \·alue list becomes err1pty. because all of t he \ alues are deleted and no
insertions replace them, then the view must be materialized in order to determine the exact
lower bound. The last value in the boundary· value list can be retained in order to pro\·idP
a lower bound for the constraint. In this case. the retained value must be Ragged as in \·a l icl
so that it can be removed when the boundary value list is recomputed. If an insertion is
received \Vith a GP.-\ less than or equal to the retained value, then the inserted GP.-\ \\·ill
replace the in\·alid GP.-\ and the constraint will once again reftect the exact \o \':Ps t GP.-\ in rlte
new.
For example. consider constraint C2 shown above and assume that the students with C P.-\
:3 ..56, :3.57, 3.57. :3.58, and :3.59 are deleted in that order. C 2 will become C 2 : GP.--\ > = (:L.)q}.
and the value 3..)9 \Vill be flagged as invalid. C2 now represents an inexact lower bound.
\Tow assume that a student with GPA 3.5.5 is inserted. The value 3..59 will be replaced by
:3 ..j.j and
will represent the lowest GPA in the view, C2: GPA >= (:3.55 ).

c2

Consider constraints C3 and C4 shown below. Each of these constraints involve attributes
that require boundary value lists.

C3 :

(GPA

2:: 3..54)

C4: (SALARY

AND (GPA

2:: 12K)

S 3.58)

AND (SALARY

~Advisor=

S l.SK)

Jones (3)

~ (GPA

2:: 3.2)

AND (GPA

S 3.8)

The counter (3) associated with C3 's condition (Advisor = Jones) indicates that three students satisfy the constraint. Without boundary value lists for GPA, as shown below, the
system cannot determine the middle GPA without materializing the view. Constraint c--1
would require four boundary value lists, one list for each term.

C3 :

3.2

(GPA

2:: (3.54, 3..55))

AND (GPA

S (3.55, 3.58)) =?Advisor== Jones (3)

Refreshing Constraints

This section presents an algorithm for applying an update to an instance-based constraint
in order to refresh the constraint. Consider constraint C5 , shown below, which asserts that
if a student 's GPA is greater than 3.9, then the student is advised by Jones.
C5: GPA

> 3.9

=? ADVISOR

=

JONES

The left hand side of a constraint is a list of terms. Each term represents a condition. The
right hand side of a constraint is also a list a terms, but the terms on the right hand side
represent assertions. Constraint C5 has one condition on the left hand side ( GPA > 3.9) and
one assertion on the right hand side (ADVISOR= JONES).
An update applies to a constraint if it satisfies all of the conditions on the left hand side.
As soon as one condition is not satisfied, the update can be disregarded with respect to the
constraint being refreshed. If an update satisfies the conditions of the constraint, then the
assertions on the right hand side must be considered. In this example, if the update's GPA
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is greater than :3.9 and the advisor is Jones then the update does not affect tllP constraint.
However. if the update satisfied the condition (CPA -2: :3.9) and the advisor is not .Jones. tllPn
t here are three options: (l) modify the assertion. (:2) modify the condition. or (:3; rnodif::
both t he assertion and the condition by creatmg another constraint.
For exa n1ple. assume a student is added to the database \vith a GPA of :3.9:2 and the student
is advised by S\l!TH. The student's GPA satisfies the condition of the constraint. hilt t h r'
assertion no longer holds. The following two constraints can be created.
GPA

> :3.92

GP.-\

> :3.9::::}

=? ADVISOR =

Jo~ES

(ADVISOR= JONES) OR (A DVISOR= S~IITH)

The following algorithm applies one update to an instance-based constraint.
l
2
3

If the update satisfies the condition then
If the assertion no longer holds then
:VIodify the constraint

As described above~ an update may alter the representation of a constraint \vithout affecting
the validity of the constraint. For example, a deletion may add or remove a value from the
boundary value list. In this case, the constraint would have to be modified~ but the ass ertion
would still hold.

Range Constraints
Specific algorithms can be developed to efficiently process some of the constraint types. For
example, if there are range constraints to be updated, instead of processing each update
individually for each range constraint, a single pass through the updates can collect the high
and low values for each attribute with a range constraint. The high and low values can then
be applied to each constraint. Furthermore, the pass that collects the high and low values
can be performed during the filtering process. As the new updates are filtered, all of the
range constraints at a node can be updated with only a few additional operations.
For example, consider a view node that represents graduate students and assume that the
lowest GPA in the view is 3.1. Constraint c6 represents the lower bound on GPA at the
view, C 6 : GPA 2:: 3.8. Assume the following six insertions are received by the system: (grad,
3.:3), (grad, 3.0), (frosh, 3.6), (soph, 3.4), (senior, 2.7), (grad, 3.8). In order to update the
graduate student view, these updates must be filtered to remove the students that are not
graduates. \Vhen the updates are filtered (i.e., tested for CLASS = GRAD), the system can
maintain the lowest GPA for the graduate student updates. When these six updates are
filtered, the three irrelevant updates will be removed and the lowest graduate GPA for the
insertions will be recored as 3.0. The lowest GPA for the updates (3.0) will be compared with
the GPA range constraint at the view node (3.1), and the range constraint will be modified
if the insertions have a lower GPA than the current range constraint. In this example, the
range constraint will be modified to reflect the 3.0 GPA that has been inserted.
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4

Conclusion

Instance-based constraints are more useful to sen1antic query optimization becaust> the.'·
contain n1ore inforn1ation than scheme-based constraints. This paper presented a frame,,·or~
for maintaining instance- based constraints. The .\Ietadata \/ ie\v Graph Frame\\·or~ rn a ~e-.,
t hree contributions: ( l) the framework maintains instance- based constraints for logical ,.ie,,>
of the datab as e, (:2) the framework provides a foundation that directs and integrates existinQ:
methods for constraint discovery, a.nd ( :3 ) the frame\vork allows instance- based con ~t raints
to be retrieved efficiently at run-time.
The problem of maintaining instance-based constraints in the :VIetadata View Graph can
be decomposed into three sub-problen1s: (1) manage the update logs, (2) manage the view
nodes, and (:3) refresh the instance-based constraints. This paper analyzed the third subproblem and considered various representations that improve maintenance efficiency.
Future research will develop efficient strategies for managing update logs and view nodes
(i.e .. the first two subproblems). Future research will also continue to analyze instance- based
constraints in order to develop more efficient update strategies, such as the strategy presented
for range constraints, and further classify the properties of instance-based constraints with
respect to semantic query optimization and maintenance.
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Abstract
l he \let :1<l<.1 t a \·J ,' W (; r<1 r)h is J !11t ,l ;tclCt t abase capable of maintaining semantic and structural
1dara t'ot· ,·[ews ,Jf Cl d;.1 1;tba~ e. ~wJrJaJJltc metadata provides dynamic rules which are used
du1 :11g quen op timi zati o n .tncl stnw1ural metadata provides indexes which are used during
qUt 'Y ewcurio11. Sin ce 1,ot!1 types of Juetaclata represent the current contents of the database,
bo 1ll ty[WS d 1netacL1ta Jl1ll:-.t lw maintained when the contents of the database change.
\ltl 10 us, lr IJ(lt h type~ •) f: 1retaclata t1~ e r he same update logs, these logs are typically processed
t\\·i··e bec1use the semantic Jnetaclata 11lLLSt be maintained before query execution while structural
llWI 1data is u~ually lllaintained dunn (; quPr y execution. However, when a query execution plan
rec l;:it·es both types of n w tarlata. it is lli OSr efficie nt to process the update logs once and maintain
bo i l1 ty[)es of metadata clt rile same time. This creates a co nflict when the update paths for the
sen lrtntic and structural m e t adata ovPrlap.
This paper presents Sf'ver·al m e thod :) fo r efficiently maintaining semantic and structural metadal ". The paper an a lyzes r he maintr·Jrance cost for both types of metadata and proposes two
str ;1 regie:-:; for processing 0 \' dapping ll[)da te paths.
\ll('
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